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San Antonio, Texas, August 1st, 1981 

Brothers and Sisters: 

150 persons, representing 60 organizations from Textl, other states in the 
country, and Mexico, participated in a conference on the defense of undocumented 
workers, held July 28, 29 and 30 in San Antonio, Texas. The conference made 
significant positive accomplishments and adopted unanimously the following 
resolutions regarding the anti-worker immigration policy proposed to the United 
States Congres by the Reagan Administration, July 30. 

1. The conference resolved to fight the reactionary policies advocated and 
currently practiced by the US Government. Furthermore, it was resolved to form 
the Texas Immigration Network, affiliated with the International Coordinating 
Committee, and comprised of unions, religious and community organizations. 

2. The conference resolved that the main way to oppose the Reagan Immigration 
Program, which is designed to highten the divisions among the working class, 
must be the organization of the un-organized regardless of nationality or legal 
status in this country. 

3. The conference resolved that we ratify our support for the heroic struggle 
of the Salvadorean people against the military junta of Napoleon Duarte. The 
conference further demands that the United States Government gran political 
asylum, immediately and unconditionaly, to Salvadorean refugees and that those 
presently held in INS detention camps be realesed. 

4. The conference resolved that political asylum be granted to Haitian 
refugees who have applied for it and are currently being held in Federal prisons 
and INS Detention Centers, that they be realesed immediately and that they 
receive social and legal services. 

5. Out of concern for the conditions of peonage and slavery to which large 
numbers of undocumented workers are subjected in Florida and other southern 
states of this country, the conference demands that the Attorney General 
prosecute Raul Saldivar and all other employers and labor contractors for their 
criminal acts and violations of the rights of thousands of immigrants. 

6. The conference supports the call by the AFL-CIO f ,r a National Mobiliza-
tion, September 19, in Washington, D.C., against the Reagan's policies and 
furthermore calls upon the AFL-CIO and all other participants to take up the 
defense of the rights of undocumented workers in this country and to promote 
the solidarity among all workers of the hemisphere. 

7. The conference declares its support of the strike by workers employed by 
the transnational company "Acapulco Fashion" located in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, 
and demands a halt to the anti-labor practices of this company. 

8. The conference agreed to demand of the Mexican Government an end to the 
violent repression existent in the rural areas of Mexico. 

9. The conference resolved to condemns the policy of the Mexican Government 
of detention, persecution and deportation of Guatemalan refugees as a serious 
violation of human rights. 

10. The conference resolved to work to promote solidarity among working 
people not only in the US, but throughout the hemisphere. 

These are the resolutions. Of immediate importance is ther implementation 
according to the local conditions of each organization. Finally, in order to be 
effective, it is of the greatest importance to broaden the participation in 
the Texas Immigration Network and to strengthen and extend our relations with 
workers groups in other states of the country, in Mexico, and in the rest of the 
hemisphere. 

(over) 



For more information regarding the conference, complete texts of the 
resolutions, and the Texas Immigration Network, please contact me at the 
following address; 

Carlos Marentes 
Texas Immigration Network Coordinator 
615 S. Mesa 
El Paso, Texas 79901 
(915) 533-9239 
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San Antonio, Texas, 1 de agosto de 1981 

..• 

Comparieros y Compaileras: 

150 personas en representaciOn de cerca de 60 organizaciones de Texas, 
otros estados del pais y de Mexico, participaron en la Conferencia en 
Defensa del Trabajador Indocumentado, los dfas 28, 29 y 30 de este mes, en 
is ciudad de San Antonio, Texas. 

Se obtuvieron resultados bastante positivos en eats conferencia, en 
vista del anti-obrero programa de inmigraciOn propuesto por la administra- 
ciOn de Reagan ante el Congreso de los EUN, el dfa 30 de este mes. 

Se resolvi6 lo siguiente: 
1. Combatir la polItica reaccionaria sabre inmigraciOn que practica el 

gobierno de los EUN. Para llevar a cabo esta lucha se constituyO la "Red 
de InmigraciOn de Texas" de is ComisiOn Internacional Coordinadora, formada 
por sindicatos, organizaciones civicas y religiosas. 

2. El aspecto principal de esta lucha contra la polftica de Reagan, que 
ester disaada pars agudizar las divisiones dentro de la clase obrera, es 
is organizaci6n de los trabajadores no-organizados, sin importar su nacio-
ladidad o estado legal en este pafs. 

3. Pramover is solidaridad obrero, no solo en los EUN, sino eh todo el 
hemisferio, para avanzar is lucha de is Red de Inmigraci6n de Texas. 

4. Se ratific6 nuestro apoyo a is hist6rica lucha del pueblo salvadoreno 
y, concretamente, se aprob6 demandar al gobierno de los EUN que a los 
refugiados salvadoreiios que se encuentran en este pafs se les otorgue asilo 
polftico, inmediata e incondicionalmente, y que aquellos que ahora estan 
detenidos en campos de concentraciOn norteamericanos sean puestos en 
libertad y se les proporcione la ayuda que estgn requiriendo. 

5. Que se otorgue asilo politico a los refugiador baitianos que han 
aplicado por el y que hoy se encuentran detenidos en prisiones federales 
y campos de detenci6n del Servicio de InmigraciOn y Naturalizaci6n (INS) 
y que se les facilite el acceso a los servicios legales y sociales. 

6. Debido a las condiciones de semi-esciavitud existentes en los campos 
agrrcolas del estado de Florida, se aprob6 demandar al Procurador General 
de Justicia de los EUN, que se investigue y se castigue a Rail Saldivar 
y a otros agricultores y contratistas de nano de obra agrfcola por sus 
actos criminales en contra de miles de trabajadores inmigrantes. 

7. Se decidi6 apoyar el llamado del AFL-CIO para ilevar a cabo una 
mobilizaci6n nacional el 19 de septiembre en Washington, D.C., en protesta 
por la politica anti-obrera de is administraci6n de Reagan. Ademgs, se 
decidi6 que como parte de este mobilizaci6n, el AFL-CIO y las organizaciones 
participantes tomen en sus mans la tarea de defender a los trabajadores 
indocumentados que se encuentran en este pars y promuevan la solidaridad 
de los trabajadores del hemisferio. 

8. Se acord6 apoyar la lucha de los trabajadores de Ciudad Jugrez, 
Chihuahua, en contra de la empresa transnacional "Acapulco Fashion" y 
demandar un alto a las prgcticas anti-obreras de esa empresa. 

9. Se acord6 demander del gobierno de L6pez Portillo un alto a la 
represiOn existente en el campo mexicano. 

10. Asfmismo, se decidi6 demandar del gobierno mexicano un alto a la 
detenci6n, persecuci6n y deportaciOn de los refugiados guatemaltecos debido 
a que ello constituye una polftica en contra de los derechos humanos. 

Estas son las resoluciones. Ahora lo importante es implementarlas con 
entusiasmo y por las formas que sean necesarias tamando en cuenta las 
condiciones locales de cada organizaciOn. 



Finalmente, para ganar esta lucha es importantisimo amp liar la 
participaciOn de organizaciones e individuos en la Red de InmigraciOn de 
Texas, envolviendo activamente a los participantes y atrayendo nuevas 
fuerzas, y ademSs, fortalecer nuestras relaciones con grupos de trabaja-
dores de otros estados del pars, de Mexico y del resto del hemisferio. 

ATENTAMENT 

(7N 	 A 

Carlos M rentes, 
Coordinador de la Red de Inmigracicin 
de Texas. 

Para mayor informaciOn al respecto y obtener copias•de los documentos 
utilizados en esta conferencia, en su forma original, asf como las reso-
luciones con el text° completo, comuniquese conmigo a esta direcciOn: 

Carlos Marentes 
Red de Inmigraciem de Texas (CIC) 
615 S. Mesa 
El Paso, Texas 79901 
(915) 533-9239 
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Red de Inrnigracion de Texas 

Diseriada Para Agudizar Divisiones Dentro de 
la Clase Obrera y Ejercer Control, Dian 

POR VICENTE JAIME 
REPORTERO DE DIARIO DE JUAREZ 

Cerca de 60 organizaciones de Texas y otros estados 
norteamericanos integraron la Red de trimigracidn de Texas 
para "combatir la politica reaccionaria sabre inmigracien que 
practice el gobierno estadounidense', disetiada para iigudizar 
las divisiones dentro de la clase obrera y ejercer control sabre 
los indocumentados, condicionande, per ejempto, la Itamada 
amnistia. a una estancia de 10 afros en ei vecino pais. durante 
'los cuales los inmigrantes ne  podran Sindicalizarse ni luchar 
por sus derechos, para poder obtener su residencia. 

Carlos Marentes, coordinador de la Red de Inmigracion de 
Texas, dijo que no se trate sotamente de on ataque a los 
indocumentados, sine en contra de lode la ease trabajadora, 
a la que se preiende dividir pare evitar to consolidecion de 
orginizacienes obreras que empiezan a surgir. 

intormante dijo que medidas comp la aplicacidn de 
sancianes a empleaderes de indocumentados, buscan promo-
ver la presentacien de denunciai en contra de ilegales, 
presentadas par los mismos trabajadores de Estados Unidos. 

El gobernador Clements ha side. muy dare at senalar quo 
no se trate de traer trabajadores de Mexico. sine de ejercer 
control sobre los que ya se encuentran en at vecino pais, dijo 
Marentes at ser entrevistado. 

tuego dijo quo el programa 1-1-2 y el de trabajadores 
hue0edes dejan a los inmigrantes a las mismas condiciones 

de explotacion que actualmente 'soften. En cuanto a la 
amnistia pars quienes residen en Estados Unidos antes del 
primer+) de enero de 1980, esta se encuentra condicionada a 
on periodo de residancia de 10 anos durante los cuales 
tendrian que seguir registrandose ante autoridades norteamori-
canas. 

Es decir agree— estos trabajadores estan igualmente 
condicionados que los que ohtienen permisos H-2, solo que  

con la esperanza ' de obtener residencia algan die, pues 
tampoco podran organizarse sindicalmente y luchar pot sus 
derechos. indict). 

Durante la conterencia tambien se tomaron las siguientes 

soluciones: 
Se ratifica el apoyo a la lucha del pueblo salvadorefto y 

se aprobt) demandat at gobierno de Estados Unidos que se les 
otorgue ask) a los refugiados salvadorenos quo se encuentran 
on este pais y quo aquellos que abort ester' detenidos en 
campos de concentracion norteamericanos seen puestos en 
libertad y se les prc. ,  Is ayuda que estan requiriendo. 

Que se otorgue politico a los refugiados haitianos 
que lo han soticitado y quo hay se encuentran detenidos en 
prisiones federates y campos de detencion del Servicie de 
Inmigracion y Naturalizacidn y que se les diacilite el acceso a 
los servicios legates y sedates. 

"Debido a las condiciones de semi-eselavittd en los 
campos agricolas de Florida —dice la resolucion— se • aprob6 
demander at Procurador General de Justicia de los Estados 
Unidos pars quo se investigue y castigue a Rat)! Saldivar y 
otros agricultores y contratistas de mane de obra agrIeola par 
sus actos eriminales en contra de miles de trabajadores 
inmigrantes. 

Se decidio apoyar at Hamada del AFL-CIO pars !lever a 
cabo una protesta pot la politica antiobrera de la administra-
cian de Reagan, el 19 'de septiembre en Washington, D.C., y 
que come parte de Is movilizacion, las organizaciones 
participantes tomen en sus mantis Is tarea de defender a los 
trabajadores indocumentados que se encuentran en este pais 
y promuevan la solidaridad de los trabajadores del hemisferio. 

PIARf0 PE JUAREZ 
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EfEtY1 	Cd. Juarez, Chita, aunts 3 de Aeoslo de 1981, 

EDITORIAL 
Nueva Politica Migratoria 

Ventajas y Desventajas 
n momentos en que el gobiemo estadounidense esta por irnpkmentar una 
nueva politica migratoria, despues de varios meses en los que se hart 

realized° estudlee, se han cleaved° encuestasoor conocer el sentir cludadano e 

Incluse' se ha buscado un acuenio con las autdlidades mexicanas, es Importente 

sopesar las consecuenclas que traeria pare nuestro pais dIche pi :n y en forma 

concrete, la rnanera en que afectara a los Hies de connacionalesque hen ernig ratio y 

siguen ernigrando al vecino pais en busca de mejores fomeas de subsistencla. 

Casi in media ta mente despu es de la pre s er, tacion del plan Reagan pare el problerna 

de la inmigraclon Ilegal en el Congreso estadounidense, se vodujo la reaccioa de las 

rnas grandes organizaciones que agrupan indocumentados en Estados Unidos, o 

que ban asurnido la defense de sus interests. 

Como se Inforrna en las paginas de DARIO DE JUAREZ en su edicion de aver, 

cerca de 60 organlzaclones de Texas y otros Estados de la Union Americana 

rnanffestaron su oposicion al paquete'de disposiciones presented° por el primer 

mandatarlo estadounklense a la consideracion del poder legislabv° de aquel pais. 

Consideraron las organizaciones reunidas en San Antonio, Texas, que el cited° plan 
no content ninguna medida que erradique la explotaclon cie que ha venido siendo 
objets el trabajador Innalgrante Begat y aun mss, que busca deliberadarnente la 
division de los estratos y organizaciones de obreros en Estados Unidos, 

De acuerdo a lo serialado per e1 vocero de la Red de Inmigracion Integrada a 

proposito del rechazo al plan Reagan que acordaron de sarrollar, el otorgamlento de la 

resiciencla legal a indocumentados que cumplan ciertos requisitos, la cuota anual de 

trabajaciores visltantes, las sanciones a quienes ernpleen mano de obra 

Indocumentade y el resto de los pantos incluidos en el proyecto presidenclal, 

contienen trampas que daran como resulted° un control rails asiduo sabre estos 

trabajaclorts, evitaado que estos pugntn por mejorar su situacion. 

Si tales consideraciones se apegan a la realidad y tell parece que asf es, la legislaciOn 

sabre inmigracion proyectada por el gobiemo de Estados Unidos parece responder 

exclusivarnente a intereses de una de las panes involucradas en el fenorneno 

socioeconomic° de la rnigracien que historicaraente se ha dada entre has dos passes. 

Liege a un punto importante el largo debate [Abaco en el que ban participado 

tancionarios del ma's alto rango de los gobiemos de Mexico y Estados Unidos, 

estudiosos del terna de ambos lados de la Linea fronteriza, organismos sindicales de 
las dos naciones y organos politicos de la mss variada. orie.ntacion. 

En este debate ha queciado claro que el exodo de nuestros connacionales al vecino 

pais no responde exclusivarnente a la fake de Fuentes de sUbsistende decorosa en 

suelo me.xicano, sino tembien a la dernanda de mano de obra 1, grata y de baja 

calificacion en no pocos sectores de le economia estadounidense. Existe pues una 

fuerza propulsory y otra atractiv -a en el fenornerto; los beneficios de la contrateclon 

nuestros obreros en Estados Unidos se distribuyen entre trabajo y capital. si  bien esta 

reparticiOn estA muy lejos de ser equitativa. 

Haslet ahora, la Inforrnaclan que ha trascendido sobre el plan Reagan de 

Inrnigraclon no parece tosser en cuenta en la medida en que corresponde, la 

necesidad de ofrecer garant(as a la mano de obra mexicana que de este manera se 

abastecer(a a la econornia nortearnericana. El enfasis, at pareeer ha sido puesto en el 

control del flujo migratorlo. 
Tpca pues at goblerno mexicana definir su posicion frente a lo que pronto podria 

convertirse en una nueva legisiacion en el vecino pais que darfa !tiger seguranaente 

una mayor emigracion de nacionales a Estados Unidos. Desdc iniclos del presente 

sexenlo se ha subrayado la necesidad de ofrecer atadlio a los rnexicanos ernigrados 

flegalmente a Estados Unidos y no ban sido pocos los proyectos pare tomer ma's 

deckilda este Intervencion del gobiemo mexicana en defense y protecciOn de los 

connacionaleas que afrontan dificultades en relacion a su status de trabajadores e 

Inmignintes Ilegales at node del Rid Bravo. Precisamente en estos momentos 

procede la concrecion de la posture estate€ sobre el grave problerna. 
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Houston, TX 
Chronicle oes 1 	1981 
(Cir. D. 339,573) 
(Cir. S. 428,494) 

Mexican labor leader blasts 
Reagan's gvest•worker plan 

BY JUAN M. VASQUEZ • , Los Angeles Times-
Washington Post News Service 

MEXICO CITY —Mexico's most power- 
Ad labor leader, Fidel Veiasquez, Tues-
day unequivocally denounced the Reagan 
edministraition's plan for dealing with 
undocumented workers in the United 
States. 

SPettkinif as head of the 8.5 million 
member Congress of Labor, Velasquez • 

assailed the Plan as "a unilateral meas-
ure without judicial equity, diecriminato-
ry and (which) violates all human, civil 
and labor rights." 

Going beyond specific criticism of vari-
ous aspects of the plan, Velasquez said 
the measure was a U.S. Wert to improve 
its negotiating position visa-vis Mexico in 
the political and economic spheres. 

Although the Mexican government has 
remained silent officially on the Reagan 
plan, Vela.squeoe statements often reflect 
Of nial policy. 

Within hours after. the critical docu-
ment was made public, one of Mexico's 
most tofluential daily newspapers, Excel-
sior, seconded Velasquez and declared 
that his statements mirrored the position 
of the government. 

"The Department of State must under- 
stand," the newspaper editorialized, 
"that this rejection is the voice of Mexico. 
In as cana soon as this, diplomatie formal- 
Kies iteotild he redurident."" ,  

Thus, the document appeared to signal 
the Mexican government's disdain of the 
inomignstin plea, .1114 put the adminis-
tniation on .notice that it could expect no 
help fMtirt Mexico in pushing the plan 
through Congress. 

The foor-page document consisted of a 
putt-by-poi oa analysis of the Reagan plan 
end s rejection of virtually every aspect 
Of it, as well as a larger elennnelation of 
the plan's paresivod ahrts. ' 

On the motion of amnesty, the docu-
ment sani_ it was "unacceptable" that the 
affected -workers would have to wait 10 
year toalchieve iti1.I legal status. 

"They would he setoond-class citizens 
for a decade," the statement complained. 

The guest-worker program, a key fea-
ture of the plan, which would admit 100,- 
000 employees into the country for the 
first two years, was also rejected outright 
as a return to the old "bracero" program. 

"In praenkv," the document charged, 
"it would mean the institutionalization of 
the ilie al status of all those workers who 
c the frontier outside the quota, 
who would no doubt be in the majority." 

The proposed sanctions against employ-
ers of illegal aliens were seen . by the 
labor-congress leader as a measure that 
would further reduce the pay of undocu-
mented workers, "because the employer 
would use this as a pretext to say that he 
was taking a greater risk, thus would 
have to set aside more money in case he 
is caught and fined." 

The document said that the Reagan 
plan raised the implicit threat of deporta-
tion of thousands of Mexicans, but it  

warned that any violence that mile 
ensue "would effect both countries." 

"If this plan were to be approved by tS 
U.S. Congress," it went on, "it would 
long step toward converting millions 
Mexicans into the greatest strategic Mai; 
reserve in history, subject to exploitatios 
and without guarantees or respect." 

Velessquez, who recently attended 
AFL-CIO convention in Chicago, also 
notimod the immigration proposal as 
of the Reagan admiaistrationni anti-lake 

He called the recent mass disrnisstn 
U.S. air controllers the latest 'ffianifelo 
Lion of that policy and 	'ered 
strongest solidarity with those worker: 

Velasquez said the Reageo plan cpcO 
best be understood in the context of t!. 
U.S.'effort to }atm"is eechomy sad 
win Mexican apepoval ` `.U.S.fo stratese 
aims in Centre/ America., and the Cat, 
been.  I  

"The United StatAsts attempting td 
prove ite negotiating 0%004 by britV 
puree to bear in the' area where it L. 
the greatest advantage --migretio , 

 along the border insor&T to win COMIt. 
stone in other areas of  negotiation,":O , 

 laequee asserted. 	• 
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International Coordinating Committee 
International Conference for 'the Fun Rights oftindocumented Wot kers 

CornisiOn Internacional Coordinadora 
ra Conferencla Internacional For Los Derechos Plenos 

de los Trabajadores Indocumentados 

Fstimados Companeros(a): 

Enclosed is a copy of the resolution passed at the conference held in San 
Antonio, Texas, which founded a Texas Network in Support of the Undocumented. 

Also enclosed is a document for your review prepared by Jose Jacques Medina, 
from Los Angeles, titled "Por Un Sindicalismo Democratico". 

Jose has advised us that the Mexico City conference is on, sponsored by the 
Congreso de Trabajo, for either late September or early October, 'he plans to 
present this paper at the conference and seeks our support. 

We advise all groups to prepare your material, presentation on problems in your 
area, or your perspective, as soon as possible. You will need an estimated 
minimum of 300 copies, if you plan to let people know of your positions or 
problems. 

The I.C.C. is calling for a series of demonstrations across the country between 
September 13 thru the 19th, 

Southern California will be holding a demonstration at the El Centro California 
Immigration Naturalization Service Detention Center on the 19th. Chicago is 
planning activities for the September 16th celebrati -,1 in that City. 

Others are talking community meeting/forum, etc. Florida's farmworkers Right 
Project and the Haitian Refugees are co-sponsoring a southern conference on 
immigration. Here in the Valley of Tears, the TFAI and a new Salvadorian suppor; 
committee got national coverage on the CPS morning show, Sunday, August 30th, 
about 3,000 Salvadorians were deported from the Los Fresnos Detention Center. 

See important newsclipping on mexican union, our work is paying of 	We need 
written articles for the newsletter from your areas. They do not need to be 
long, but sen4them, if not no one will know what you are doing. 

VIVA LA RAZA.1!:! 

Alfredo de Avila 
Chairman T.C.C. U,S.A. 
Tel. 512/ 843-8381 

512/ 781-1625 (Home) 

Y ang t.11/.....,P V*1...11-c f 



Cordiall 
i/ 

// _ r.  
A: Kitt Johnson 
Public A fairs Director 

8033 Linda Vista Road, San Diego, CA 92111, (714) 571-7600 

August 4, 1981 

Herman Baca, Chairperson 
Committee on Chicano Rights 
1837 Hyland Avenue 
National City, CA 92050 

Dear Mr. Baca, 

Welcome back from Washington. Enclosed is a cassette of the 
"San Diego Perspective" we taped just before you left. I know 
your schedule was hectic that day, and I appreciate your 
making the time available for our listeners. 

I'm interested in doing a follow-up on the proposals you recom-
mended, and will try to reach you next week. If you prefer, 
you can reach me at our office late Wednesday or Thursday 
afternoons. 

Again, our thanks for your time on what had to be a busy day 
for you. 

• 	AKJ:ls 
Enclosure 

• 
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Esteban Morales L., 
Consul 

FORMA 101 

EXP.-73-47/241.1 
SECRETARIA • 	DE 

RELACIONES EXTERIORES 	
San Diego, California 

CONSULADO GENERAL 
	 Agosto 5, 1981. 

• Sr. Herman Baca, Presidente 
Coral-be Pro-Derechos Chicanos 
'1837 Highland Avenue, 
National City, California 

Me refiero a su atento telegrama 
transmitido al C. Presidente de Mexico Lic.Jose 
Lopez Portillo, el 4 de julio Ultimo, el cual -
le fue entregado y, le manifiesto que a-Un cuan  _ 
do su sugerencia liege a la Presidencia de la  - 
RepUblica dias despUes de la estancia en Mexico 
del Alcalde de San Diego, la Secretaria de Rela 
ciones Exteriores ha tornado nota con atencien 
de los conceptos que expresa usted en su mensa 
je sobre el Sr. Pete Wilson y tarnbien de su °pi 
nien sobre la politica de la Administracien deT 
senor Presidente Reagan, respecto a los trabaja 
dores migratorios mexicanos. 

Al comunicar a usted lo anterior 
le refiero las seguridades de mi atenta conside 
raciOn. 

• 
• 

EML/naah. 



) 
truly, 	 //  

Thank you. 
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NATIONAL HISPANIC VETERANS FAMILY ORGANIZATION 

American GI Forum  of the U. S. 

— GREATER SAN DIEGO CHAPTER — 

P.O. BOX 13633 
	

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92113  

SPONSOR OF 

PROJECT SER 

VETERANS OUTREACH 
PROGRAM 

FORUM ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION 

August 10, 1981 
Catarino Cedillo 
Chairman 

Sally Mireles 
First Vice-Chairperson 

Rodolfo Fuentes 

aSecond Vice-Chairman 

arlos Samarron 
Secretary 

Eulalio Porras 
Treasurer 
Ways & Means 

Celia Macias 
Chaplain 

Hector Chacon 
Sergeant-at-Arms 

Jose Ramirez 
Membership 

Committee on Chicano Rights (CCR) 
Executive Director 
1337 Highland Avenue 
National City, CA 92050 

Dear Sir: 

The American G. I. Forum, Greater Bran Diego Chapter, corrjally 
extends an invitation to ycu to attend the Recognition ("Award 
Banquet Dinner-Canoe to be held at the SHERATON HARBOR ISLAND 
HOTEL, 1330 Harbor Tsland ,'rive, San Diego, Ca. on August 29, 
1981, There will be a No•Host Cocktail hour with "Mariachis' 
from 6:G6:00 to 7:00 p.m., Ballet Folklo-ico from 1:0C to P,:0J p.r41. 
Dinner and Presentation of Av;irds from 0:00 to 9:00 p.rra Danca 
(Music provideo by llosai co) from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.r,„ 

A Tax deductitle contribution of '025.60 per person cr .$250,00 per 
table of 10 (ten) is suggested. Please confirm as soon as possible 
and make checks payable to the - Anieri can G.I. Forum Scholarship 
Foundation - P.O. BOA. 13633, San Diego, Ca., 92113 by August 2t„ 1931 

For more information, contact the following: 
Lab Porras 560-5161, vgark 437-6477; Cato Cedillo 236-7433 or 
286-7436; Sally 1 -ireles 475-039; Hector Chacon 421-7059; Celia 
Macias 223-7011 ; Rodolfo Fuentes 425-7045. 

We are sure ycu will be interested in ensuring that : -.)ur Danc,uet 
is successful and your Darticioation l 11 i Jc=plish 

We are look ing forvard to haviHo you , 	-di your gk ests , 
us the evening of the Event and we sincerely hope that you will LC: 
able to attend, 

CATAP,IA0 CLDILLO  
chai rman 

ERP/CC  R.S.V.P,, by 2/26/81 

- 	
' 

EULALIC 
Executi ve Secretary-Tr-,  asurt,  r 

"EDUCATION IS OUR FREEDOM AND FREEDOM SHOULD BE EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS" 



GRAND  BALLROOM 
1380 HARBOR ISLAND DRIVE 

Cottgre55  of tbe Ziniteb  igate5 
ji)otiiie of 3epre5entatitieg 

Watbinston, N.C.  20515 

MASTER OF CEREMONIES 

ROY  CASAREZ 
A TTOR  " ' 

American G I Forum of the U S. 
NATIONAL HISPANIC VETERANS FAMILY ORGANIZATION 	 GREATER SAN DIEGO CHAPTER 

Sponsor of PROJECT SER  /  VETERANS OUTREACH PROGRAM  /  FORUM ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORP.& SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION 

(32  YEARS OF PROGRESS 

RECOGNITION  AWARDS  BANQUET  DINNER-DANCE 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1981 

No-Host Cocktails-6:00  Floor  Show-7:00 Dinner: 8:00  Dance 9-1 

Sheraton Harbour Island Hotel 

GUEST 
SPEAKER 

The Honorable 

DUNCAN HUNTER 
CONGRESSMAN 
42nd DISTRICT 

r. 

,.esk a 	4r 

TA? 

HISPANIC-MEXICAN BALLET INC.  of  SAN DIEGO 

MARIACHI VERDUGO 

FORUM'S QUEEN 
1981-'82 

Music By  MOSAICO & DISCO 

DALILA ISABEL FLORES 

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED! 	 EVERYONE WELCOME! 
WEDNESDAY, AUG 26,  WILL  BE THE LAST  DATE  FOR PURCHASE OF DINNER TICKETS 

TICKET  INFORMATION: CELIA MACIAS  223-7011 	LALO PORRAS 560-5161 

SALLY MIRELES 475-0398 	CATO CEDILLO  286-7433, 288-7436 

RODOLFO FUENTES 425-7045 	HECTOR CHACON 421-7059 

MAKE CHECKS  PAYABLE  TO 

AMERICAN GI FORUM 
Scholarship Foundation  —  P.O.  Box 13633 
San Diego, California 92113 

Donation: $25 per person  — 
 Semi-Formal Tax Deductible 

POSTER DONATED BY 	 

L 

21 

FOR PEOPLE WHO KNOW WHAT THEY  WANT FROM A BANK" 

CALIFORNIA 
COMMERCE BANK 

230 A STREET 	 418 WEST SAN YSIDRO BLVD. 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101 	SAN YSIDRO, CA 92073 

234-8821 	 428-2226 

25 EAST THIRD STREET 
CALEXICO, CA 92231 

(7141 357-1101 

MEMBER FDIC 



American Friends Service Committee 
1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102 • Phone (215) 241-7000 

Stephen G. Cary 
Chairperson 

Asia A. Bennett 
Executive Secretary 

Cohn W. Bell 
Executive Secretary Emeritlus 

August 13, 1981 

Dear Participants in the National Immigration and Refugee Consultation: 

The AFSC is happy to share its immigration statement with you. It was 
prepared for the Select Commission in June 1980, at a time when the harsh 
policies that are a part of President Reagan's proposals could not be 

foreseen. 

In this testimony we make recommendations for some legislative measures. 
But the core of our message is that immigration law is not going to deal 
with the phenomenon of immigration. We analyze the relationship between 
Mexico and the United States in the hope of getting at the roots of the 
problems that expell people from their land and send them out on a 
perilous journey and a difficult life as an undocumented person. 

Administration 
seas, because 
also impractical 

We oppose policies such as the legislation proposed by this 
and the interdiction of boats carrying Haitians in the high 
they are against the dignity of the human person. They are 

and naive. 

We hope to be able to work with you in the future, within this newly 
formed network, in order to influence immigration legislation, a crucial 
set of laws and attitudes for the United States. 

Sincerely, 

Domingo Gonzalez, Mexico-U.S. Border Program 

Aurora Schmidt, Mexico-U.S. Border Program 

An Affirmative Action Employer 



American Friends Service Committee 
1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102 • Phone (215) 241-7000 

Stephen G. Cary 
Chairperson 

Asia A. Bennett 
Executive Secretary 

Cohn W. Bell 
Executive Secretary Emeritius 

TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO 

SELECT COMMISSION ON IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE POLICY 

BY 

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE 

MEXICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE 

San Francisco, California 
June, 1980 

An Affirmative Action Employer 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT FOR THE SELECT COMMISSION 

The American Friends Service Committee and the Mexican 
Friends Service Committee request your thoughtful con-
sideration of some positive governmental approaches to 
the undocumented workers problem and its fundamental 
causes. 

With reference to workers now in this country: admit all 
beneficiaries of pending patterns for permanent residence; 
institute a moving registry date based on length of stay 
in the U.S.; simplify qualifications for suspension of 
deportation; admit immediate relatives of permanent 
residents unconditionally. 

Change immigration policy procedures to: increase world 
and Mexico quotas; reorganize Immigration and Naturalization 
Service to apply consitutional rights to undocumented 
workers; restrict enforcement of Immigration Law to INS; 
reduce and clarify discretionary power of INS officials; 
make Immigration Court independent of INS; modify discretion 
of U.S. consular personnel and provide appeal procedures; 
call for periodic review of Immigration policy and 
quotas. 

Substantial change in the U.S. immigration process, however, 
cannot significantly alter the forces which move people 
across the border. History shows that enforcement efforts 
cannot be made strong enough to stem such movement 
without provoking violence and a breakdown of international 
relations. Concerted long-term attention must be given 
to the economic and political structures which make 
migration necessary, with special focus on foreign 
investment and development aid. 

For long range amelioration and eventual solution: encourage 
collective bargaining organization among all workers in 
low-pay occupations; strengthen enforcement of labor laws 
and apply them to all workers; require "migratory impact" 
statements for all U.S. investment, trade agreements and 
public aid in Mexico; develop bi-national procedures to 
regularize treatment of migrating workers -- with participation 
of worker representatives and to share costs of emergency 
aid and maintenance of family integrity. 

American Friends Service Committee 

Mexican Friends Service Committee 
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INTRODUCTION. This testimony is respectfully submitted by 
the Mexico-U.S. Border Program, a joint 

venture of the Comite de Servico de los Amigos (Mexican 
Friends Service Committee) and the American Friends Service 
Committee. 

Both our organizations were founded by representatives of 
the Religious Society of Friends coming from a broad 
spectrum within that Society. Our governing boards 
continue this representation. The purpose of both organ-
izations is to provide an instrument for carrying out 
in life the principles, testimonies and concerns for 
Friends (Quakers), particularly as they relate to peace, 
justice and the relief of human suffering. No group can 
presume to speak for all Friends. 

Mexico  
Work in Mexico, involving Friends from both countries 
under the Service Committee name has been continuing 
since 1939. From the beginning, attention has been 
focused upon the people in rural settlements with a 
view toward helping them analyze their economic and 
and social situation and gain access to the human, 
technological and economic resources that would enable 
them to live more securely and contribute more fully 
to the national well-being. 

These communities are characterisic of those from which 
people in great numbers have been forced by the need 
to survive to leave and travel to wherever there seems 
to be a chance to gain an income and provide for their 
families. Many of them come to the U.S. border; many 
of them cross it. 

U.S.A. 
Since the early fifties the American Friends Service 
Committee has worked with seasonal farm workers in the 
United States in support of their efforts to improve 
their environment and working conditions, to strengthen 
the social and economic structure of their home com-
munities, to open up and take advantage of opportunities 
for alternative ways to live, and in general to gain 
more control over their destiny. Our involvement 
started in the great valleys of California and has 
spread to the Pacific Northwest, the East Coast, 
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Florida and the Midwest, and for more than ten years has 
been strongly concerned with the lower Rio Grande Valley 
in Texas. 

AFSC has participated in the development of self-help 
housing, rural legal services, consumer-controlled health 
facilities, cooperative work crews, cooperatives of family 
farmers, child care centers, training for participation 
in community organization. 

THE MEXICO-U.S. BORDER PROGRAM.  The Mexican and American 
Friends Service Committees 

identified the need for a joint approach to the problems 
revealed along the border. The two National Offices, 
in Mexico City and Philadelphia, coordinate the overall 
effort and plan public education work. Each center 
publishes a newsletter with analyses of events involving 
the two countries. 

In Florida the Border Program works with a growing community 
of Mexican and Mexican American farmworkers, who are 
rapidly replacing the black labor force in the citrus 
industry. The Florida Program offers many services, 
concentrating on representation before the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS). The program has 
a broad community education component to assist develop-
ment of humane social policy through increased public 
understanding. 

The Texas Border Project assists communities along the 
Texas border to gain economic resources. Community 
organizing is done in the spirit of profound respect for 
the self-determination of these people. With staff in 
Brownsville, Laredo and El Paso, this project aims at 
unifying the communities in one single struggle. 

In California the Border Program concentrates on the 
working rights of undocumented workers. Our constituencies 
here are churches, who play a crucial role in helping the 
new immigrant in the process of settling and being accepted. 
In Northern California the AFSC has had a long tradition of 
support to the non-violent organizing movement of the 
United Farm Workers. The Border Program has been strength-
ened by its communication with the farm labor movement. 

The Mexican Friends Service Committee conducts many projects 
of rural and urban development, fostering self reliance and 
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economic growth. The Center for Information on Migratory 
and Border Affairs of the MFSC has played a unique role 
in developing and analyzing data that would otherwise 
go largely unnoticed. Here as in other parts of the 
Border Program we are helping people to be heard. 

The Border Program has initiated an exploration into the 
working conditions of women in maquiladoras, the U.S. 
operated partial-assembly plants that employ 93,500 
women in Northern Mexico. The special focus of a project 
in Reynosa has been health and safety. It is possible 
that similar projects will soon be started elsewhere. 

A detailed description of the Mexico-U.S. Border Program 
is attached. 

THE IMMIGRATION PROJECT OF THE MEXICO-U.S. BORDER  
PROGRAM. Immigration is a key issues for the Border Program. 

We welcomed the creation of the Select Commission 
on Immigration and Refugee Policy, being deeply aware 
of the inadequacy of the law. We formed a special task 
force that has been active since October,1979 in studying 
immigration. 

AFSC has testified previously on issues related to migration: 
the Bracero Program, H-2 Contract Labor System, Refugee 
Policy and the O'Brien Rider. We found AFSC's statements 
on those matters to be of great value in pointing the way 
for our present task. Just as in the case of previous 
testimonies, the basis of this paper is our direct experience 
with the affected communities: 	the. Mexican 
immigrants and the rural communities in Mexico. 

The Immigration Task Force has met twice for three-day 
workshops: one in Atlanta, November,1979 and the second 
in Washington, D.C. in April, 1980. Each member of the 
task force has come to the workshops representing a 
constituency. There have been wide consultations all 
along, with other AFSC/MFSC staff, committee members, 
academicians, labor and church leaders. This testimony 
represents the intense work of many-individuals. 

We are profoundly aware of the confusion and fear associated 
with immigration in the public opinion. The recent arrival 
of refugees from Southeast Asia and Cuba has been met with 
resentment and distrust. At the same time there are other 
refugees who are altogether rejected, as are Haitians, 
because their country of origin is not oppressed by a 
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Communist*regime. We know what an enormous job the Select 
Commission has been given as a mandate. Yet we believe 
there is room for change. We accept the challenge of 
presenting this testimony in the hope that a look at our 
immigration policy will be a unique opportunity to look 
at ourselves as a nation and at the refugees and immigrants 
as members of one human family. 

MIGRATION FROM MEXICO TO THE UNITED STATES. It is important 
to discuss 

several factors which are at the root of migration from 
Mexico to the United States. Mexico-U.S. migration is 
a natural response of a labor sending area of high 
unemployment and grave internal economic imbalances 
to fill a vacuum created by the economic patterns of 
a receiving area characterized by'a significant market for 
cheap labor. While the individual's decision to migrate 
might be a rational option, immigrants are alienated from 
the structures that make migration necessary. Although this 
pattern is not unique to the relation between the United 
States and Mexico, it is peculiar to these countries. 
It reflects their geographical proximity and their historical 
involvement. The majority of Mexican immigrants settle in 
a land that was Mexico before 1848. Even after the Treaty 
of Guadalupe-Hidalgo that ended the war, the border was 
a porous line. In this century the migration that culmin-
ated in the Bracero Program (1942-1964) formalized the 
pattern of temporary employment of Mexicans, and deepened 
the ties of migrants to communities in the United States. 
At the same time the constant influx of Mexicans gave 
a great vitality to the Mexican-American culture in the 
border area. 

The migrant stream cannot be characterized totally as-
beginning in rural areas in Mexico and ending in the fields 
of the United States. It is a multi-faceted flow of 
migrants that originates in a high unemployment area of 
Mexico and goes wherever there is a demand for workers 
who will accept low wages. We can no longer talk about 
unskilled jobs for migrants. Many jobs in agriculture 
and other sectors of the economy demand a special skill, 
but continue to be low-wage, dead-end jobs. The construction 
industry is a good example: as construction costs have 
risen, so has the number of undocumented workers in the 
industry. Marginal factories which have to compete with 
cheaply produced foreign goods have also relied on undocu-
mented workers. The garment industry is the best example 
here. 

*In spite of the new legislation the old concept remains 
operative. 
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It is not likely that the Mexican economy will be able 
to provide a decent job for every member of its workforce 
in the foreseeable future. Between 40% and 50% of Mexico's 
total workforce of 18 million are unemployed or underemployed. 
This situation provides a pool of available low-cost 
workers. They are young and eager to work. They are 
defenseless, so they can be easily exploited. They produce 
for a country that has not borne the cost of creating 
that manpower. As a bi-national program with roots in 
Mexico, with a staff of Mexican origin and Mexican nationality, 
we are profoundly aware of what Mexico loses through 
emigration. Immigrants are young, usually healthy, hard-
driven, productive members of the Mexican society. At the 
same time we represent a constituency that is directly 
affected by Mexican immigration in a way that is difficult 
to assess, as the Select Commission recognizes: 

There is a strong popular belief held by 
many that illegal migrants have an overall 
negative impact on the economy, but there is 
a large body of expert opinion - not without 
opposition from other experts which contradicts 
the more popular view.1 

In our experience the labor impact of immigrants is different 
in different areas of the country. There is no question 
that the availability of a labor pool that is captive 
and defenseless makes it difficult for labor organizing 
efforts to succeed among Chicano minorities. This seems to 
be especially true in Texas. 

We recognize the difficulties_ involved in estimating the 
size of the Mexican undocumented population in the United 
States, and concur with the conclusions of the Census 
Bureau in the paper "Preliminary Review of Existing 
Studies of the Number of Illegal Residents in the U.S." 
requested by the Commission in December 1979. An educated 
guess might dispell some of the fear created in the public 
by vague and malicious estimates. 

All too often discussions of the Mexican undocumented 
migration place the blame on the immigrants while neglecting 
to identify the powers and structures actually responsible 
for the situation than sends them on their search. We 
attempt to identify those structures in - the document 
that follows. 
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We have divided this testimony into four parts: 

I. Recommendations for changes in immigration policy. 

II. Considerations on temporary workers programs and 
employer sanctions. 

III. An analysis of the economic relationship between 
the United States and Mexico. 

IV. Conclusion. 
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I. Recommendations For Changes In Immigration Policy. 

Immigration legislation alone will not resolve immigration 
problems. We make the following recommendations knowing 
well that they cannot offer long term solutions to the 
plight of immigrants and refugees. They are an effort 
to deal with the inhumane conditions in which undocumented 
workers are in this country, and with other difficulties 
that the immigrants encounter in the process of settling 
in the United States. 

1. Eliminate the backlog by admitting all beneficiaries  
of pending petitions. 

The basic philosophy of immigration law regarding family 
unification is defeated by the number of years family 
members have to wait because of the backlog of the 
preference system. In October 1979 there were 225,000 
beneficiaries of petitioners under the Mexican quota. 
In 1978,900,000 were waiting for immigrant visas.2Eliminating 
this backlog would alleviate the suffering of many families 
and would provide an opportunity for the INS to work without 
the burden of old applications. 

2. Establish a moving date of registry based upon  
the length of stay of the immigrant in the United States. 

The only requirement for granting alien resident status 
would be: 

a. Five year residency or domiciliary in the 
United States. 

b. Good moral character, defined as the absence 
of conviction of any serious crime. There will be no 
hardship proof requirement and no discretion exercised 
by the judge to determine whether the alien is worthy 
of the registry statutes. 

This is a generous amnesty program which is simply a 
realistic recognition of the benefits that immigrants 
who have been in this country for several years have 
contributed to this nation. 	It is an "amnesty program" 
designed to avoid the punishment implicitly contained 
in most "amnesty" plans which have the dual purpose of 
admitting some immigrants permanently and expelling those 
who would not qualify. 

0 
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An underlying consideration in the admission of immigrants 
who have been here a long time is that they are already 
part of the economic and social system, and that the 
clandestine nature of their work and existence should 
be removed, allowing them to participate in the political 
and social processes of this country. There is no 
evidence to substantiate the claim of Commissioner Ray 
Marshall that the departure of these workers would 
free jobs for unemployed legal residents. 

3. Admit immediate relatives of citizens (of any age)  
and permanent residents outside of any quota system. 

If the goal is family reunification, it has to apply to 
citizens and to permanent residents. If the citizen is 
a minor this applies even more forcefully. 

4. Institute a periodic review of immigration policy  
every ten years. 

Immigration legislation has to respond to changing world 
conditions. A very important part of this changing picture 
are quotas. Should there be one overall world auota? 
When numbers respond to population predictions this flexi-
bility might be even more important, since there are so 
many variables in demographic considerations. The United 
States median age is now 35 years, pointing to the need 
for younger elements in the population around the 1990's. 
Flexibility is also needed to accomodate for refugee 
intake based on humanitarian considerations. 

5. Reorganize the Immigration and Naturalization  
Service including the following provisions: 

a. INS enforcement procedures should be held to 
the same constitutional standards applied to other 
enforcement agencies including the right to due process 
and the right to counsel. 

b. INS should not accept referrals from police. 

c. Previously obtained warrants must be required 
for all raids, whether residential, in public places, or 
in places of work. 

d. The power of field personnel to grant voluntary 
departures to deportable aliens must be restricted in 
order to protect: 

1. people who qualify for administrative 
relief from deportation. 
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2. People with approved visa petitions. 

3. Anyone with a signed G-28 form indicating 
that they are represented by an attorney. 

e. No system of incentives should be used for 
the border patrol that is based on the number of apprehen -

sions or arrests. Border patrolmen should not bear arms. 

The administrative and moral bankruptcy of the INS accounts 
for many of the problems related to immigration to the U.S. 
We are aware of the efforts at reorganizing its structure 
and hope that they will be successful. Contrary to some 
opinions in the press, we believe that what is wrong is 
not the lack of computerized systems of information or 
lack of equipment for the border patrol, but a disregard 
for rights or human dignity. The INS is a service agency. 
Its enforcing function should be carried out with respect 
to the human dignity of the immigrant. 

6. Open the option of citizenship to all residents  
without requiring a knowledge of English. 

This will give political representation to many residents, 
many of whom are women, and who live in areas where English 
is not necessary for daily business. 

7. The Immigration Court should be independent of  
the INS. 

The Immigration Court should be a free and separate 
entity and maintain a critical distance from the structure 
of the INS, to best perform its duty. 

8. The complete discretion of U.S. consular personnel  
in the issuance of visas should be eliminated. Some system 
of appeals should be available to applicants. 

Consular personnel are not necessarily immigration experts. 
The discretion margin is too wide. There is an element 
of whim in consular decisions concerning immigration. 
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II. Considerations On Temporary Workers Programs and 
Employer Sanctions. 

We spent considerable time designing "an ideal temporary 
workers program". We are aware of the legislation being 
introduced in support of a temporary workers program. 
We know the power of groups for which such a plan would 
provide cheap temporary labor. We feel the pressure 
building in Mexico for a legal way of protecting the 
Mexican workers. Finally, we too have been tempted 
to see in a guest workers program a way of eliminating 
the illegality of undocumented employment which allows 
for exploitative practices. Because we gave this program 
our full consideration we present to the Select Commission 
the reasons why we rejected it. We believe that sharing 
this process will be more useful to the Commission than 
simply sharing the fact of our dismissal of it. 

Many of the following considerations reflect our consul-
tation with members and friends of the AFSC/MFSC who have 
had a direct experience of the Bracero Program or the 
present H-2 system. 

Under the Bracero program hundreds of thousands of Mexican 
workers were admitted annually from 1945 to 1964. Under 
Section 101(a)(15)(H)(ii) of the Immigration and Nationality 
Act approximately 30,000 agricultural workers are presently 
admitted, and there is every indication that agricultural 
employers want to see expanded use of the H-2 statutes. 
In the case of both programs admission is granted the 
alien "upon petition of the importing employer". Without 
the petition and assurance of work by the employer the 
alien cannot be admitted. The employer is thus guaranteed 
a captive workforce; one that is well aware of the 
employer's power to admit or reject the worker. Deporta-
tion of "non-submissive" workers is routine; the employers 
are known to maintain lists of workers who should not 
be allowed to return for "violations", such as complaining 
about food, housing and work hours. (A minute of the 
AFSC Board of Direcors giving AFSC's views on the Bracero 
program is appended.) 

Perhaps one of the most difficult problems in the design 
of a temporary workers program is to determine its size. 
A program with a large or indefinite number of visas 
will surely have a negative impact on the domestic labor 
market. A program with a reduced scope will have no 
appreciable effect in deterring undocumented immigration. 
Most likely, a temporary workers program of any size 
will stimulate immigration outside the system. This was 
the well-documented experience of the Bracero Program. 
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The plans for a temporary workers program fail to explain 
how the time of departure will be enforced. Overstaying 
a temporary workers program permit could be as easy as 
overstaying a tourist visa. Or it could be enforced by 
the limited methods presently employed by the INS, which 
we believe should be avoided. The suggestion of some 
legislation of having a bond posted in the place of 
origin of the worker is offensive to workers and their 
countries. It is a measure which belongs with the 
mentality that conceives of the employer as a benefactor 
and the worker as the recipient of a favor. 

The most convincing argument against supporting a temporary 
workers program as part of our recommendations was the 
realization that the Labor Department has failed to provide 
the conditions that would prevent the exploitation of 
workers in the H-2 program and the earlier Bracero system. 
Any temporary workers program relies heavily on the kinds 
of controls that only a well enforced labor law can provide . 

Yet there is no assurance that such controls would exist 
or prevail over the tendency to extract productivity from 
the worker at the lowest possible cost. 

The European experience shows inequality between guest 
and native workers. It should be the responsibility 
of any immigration policy to give equal status and equal 
rights to all immigrants. A temporary worker is not 
likely to partake of such equality. 

For the sending country a temporary workers program cannot 
be perceived as a long term solution. That country must 
still solve its unemployment problems and compensate for 
the exodus of a substantial number of able men and women. 

Finally, we are still left with the problem of determining 
the net effect of temporary workers programs on those 
communities in the United States that are still providing 
the secondary labor force. Although we do not believe 
in one-to-one displacement (one immigrant takes one 
job away from one native worker) we know there is an 
impact on organizing efforts, on wage rates and working 
conditions of legal resident or citizen workers. A formal 
system that would allow the constant flux of new foreign 
workers who do not build equity in this society would be 
a very special threat to these marginal groups. 

Employer Sanctions  
AFSC opposed employers sanctions in its testimony in 1978 
before the Senate Judiciary Committee on the Carter Proposals. 
We quote from the text. 
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The effect of making it unlawful for 
employers to hire non-citizens who 
do not have proper papers is to 
require employers to discriminate 
among applicants on a nationality 
basis. This makes it much easier 
for an employer not to hire people 
who look or sound foreign or 
who have Spanish surnames. 

At a minimum it means that any 
person who falls into one of those 
categories would face an obstacle 
to employment that others don't  
even though he or she is a citizen 
or a legal alien authorized to work. 
This obstacle is proof of identity 
-- and the employer is the judge. 
No matter what the appeals procedure 
or anti-discrimination rules might be, 
one group of the population would have 
to go through more diffculties to 
get a job than all others. 

Where discrimination exists against 
people of the Hispanic ethnic group, 
employer sanctions would add to it. 
Where discrimination is not now so 
evident, it might well grow as non-
Hispanics seek advantage in the job 
market. Wherever there is a sizeable 
immigration from Caribbean countries, 
the Black community would come under the 
the same burden of additional discrimination. 
Participants in the New York State Advisory 
Committee to the U.S. Civil Right Commission 
public meeting February 17 and 18, 1978 
cited examples of the problems already 
created by INS surveillance and raids. 

A nationality test for eligibility to 
work would provide another instrument 
for facilitating divisiveness and unfair 
practices. 

Since it would be impossible to keep 
tabs on every employer and since the 
present experience shows that some 
employers find it very advantageous to 
hire workers outside the law, the sanctions 
against employers would not altogether 
halt employment of undocumented alien workers. 
Because of the added risk to the employer 
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and the reduced opportunities for the 
worker, the abuse of such workers who 
do not find employment might become worse. 

Michael Piore believes that employers sanctions could 
have the effect of promoting violations of labor and 
work standards laws. He argues that in the present 
system an employer does not risk anything by hiring 
an illegal immigrant, while they do risk substantial 
penalties in tax evasions and labor law violations. 
Were employers to accept the risk of hiring undocumented 
workers, "they might as well take full advantage of the 
profits to be made". 3 

The use of employers sanctions would most likely require 
the issuance of a national identity card for all citizens. 
Such a measure is repugnant to our traditions and is a 
high price to pay for the doubtful benefits it might 
bring. 
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III. An Analysis Of the Economic Relationship Between 
The United States and Mexico. 

The root causes of this emigration have to be 
found on both sides of the border, in the 
structure and superstructure of both countries. 

Elaine Levine 4  

The most popular and widespread explanation 
associated with the phenomenon of Mexican 
migration to the United States focuses on 
the realities of rural Mexico: a traditional, 
backward, underdeveloped area. We intend 
to offer an alternative analysis: the 
exodus of Mexicans to the United States 
is linked to the very process of Mexico's 
development. 

Francisco Alba <5 

As the Select Commission recognizes in its Semi-Annual 
Report on March 1980, the problems of immigration cannot 
be dealt with exclusively through immigration law. 
Rather, this legislation has to reflect a perception 
of the United States' role in the world,' its values and 
its assessment of other countries. In the process of 
examining the phenomenon of Mexican migration we have 
come to the realization that, short of an overt repressive 
action, no immigration law or practice will prevent undocumented 
immigration from Mexico for as long as it continues to be 
an intelligent choice for the worker. We do not attempt to 
examine here the historical,economic, and political 
intervention of the United States in Mexican affairs. The 
following analysis is rather a sketchy horizontal view of the 
Mexican economy and the role of the United States in 
initiating, supporting and protecting economic development 
practices that benefit U.S. capital sources and a Mexican 
minority, to the detriment of the majority of the Mexican 
people. This analysis yields implications for domestic and 
foreign policy which are spelled out at the end of the 
paper in the form of recommendations. 

According to the World Bank, Mexico is the 19th largest 
economy in the World. Its rate of economic growth is 
between 6.5% and 7%. With a population of 70 million, 
18 million constitute Mexico's work force. A report from 
the Mexican Institute of Financial Executives states that 
in 1980 over one million Mexico workers will be unemployed, 
while half of the economically active population will be 
underemployed. This represents 
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91/2 million people, one third of whom are inhabitants of 
Mexico City, the largest city in the World, growing at 
a rate of 5% per year. Ten percent of Mexico's population 
take 45% of the country's income; the lower 40% take 10%. 
The foreign debt is 40 billion dollars. By any standards, 
this is a picture of economic and social crisis. 
Emigration and political unrest are some of the rational 
options for the impoverished majority of Mexicans. 

A look into the state of agriculture and industry in Mexico 
will show a common pattern of concentration and monopolization 
of capital, internal and external to the country. 

Agriculture  
The last phase of the Mexican Revolution of 1910 gave it 
the character of a radical agrarian reform. The insti-
tutionalization of the tenets of the revolution has 
assured the prominence of land distribution in the program 
of every administration since the 1920's. 

Today, in spite of the fact that there is a ministry of 
agrarian reform, the government has recognized that 
"Mexico's problem is one of production, not of land 
distribution". 6  

Close to half of Mexico's labor force work in agriculture 
(40.3%) and 20 million Mexicans depend on it for their 
livelihood. Half of all agricultural workers do not own 
land. Of the rest, a very small percentage are ejidatarios, 
that is, beneficiaries of the land distribution system. 
The ejido is collectively owned. According to the director 
of the Center for Agrarian Research in Mexico 7 ,the ejido  
is currently operating at a 33% of its capacity. In the 
same interview the director of this center states that 
31/2 million peasants are landless while 70 million hectares 
belong to less than 4,000 owners. Most of ejidos depend 
on seasonal rains for production. Last year's draught, 
coupled with a freeze and inflation, created a situation 
of real despair in rural Mexico. It should be no surprise 
to know that 65 out of every 100 young peasants are expected 
to migrate. 8  Productivity is low. Eighty percent of the 
campesinos do not use improved seeds or fertilizers. 

On the other hand, grants for commercial agriculture have 
increased Mexico's foreign debt by billions of dollars. 
The government has provided irrigation systems, roads, 
communications, credit and to an extent, agricultural 
training. Seventy percent of the agricultural technicians 
that Mexico educated are employed by transnational corporations 
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(mostly U.S. based) involved in commercial agriculture. 

For Mexico's culture, corn is a most important crop. It 
has been the source of daily bread since pre-European 
times. The decline of the corn harvest in Mexico and the 
consequent need to import this grain signaled an economic 
and cultural crisis. Sorghum for animal feed (and 
ultimately meat for export and limited domestic markets) 
is rapidly replacing corn, as a more profitable product. 
While grain imports represented 9% of total food imports 
in 1965, by 1980 they accounted for 80%. Close 
to 10 million tons of basic grains were imported into 
Mexico from the United States this year, the grain that 
was to be sold to the Soviet Union. All this happens 
while half of the winter vegetables consumed in the United 
States are grown in Mexico. 

Until last March there was a deliberate choice on the part 
of the Mexican authorities to give preference to the 
amelioration of the balance of payments through agri-
cultural exports. A professor in a Mexican school of 
agriculture has observed: 

Since the mid 70's there is a noticeable 
reduction in the acreage devoted to 
cultivate basic products: corn, beans, 
rice and wheat. At the same time the 
production of other products such 
as sorghum, carthamus, and fruits and 
vegetables increased. Most of these 
products are destined to be processed by 
agroindustries dominated by foreign 
capital. It should be noted that these 
products are grown in the best irrigated 
land in the country.9 

Mexico's unprecedented purchase of grain stressed 
the dangers of what a Mexican scholar has called "the 
dependence of the stomach". Were Mexico to continue 
applying the development policies, economists said, it 
would be exchanging oil for food by the end of this 
century, with a net gain of zero for the country. In 
these conditions the sovereignty of the nation is in 
question . 

On the other hand the media carries news of peasant 
unrest. Even if fragmented, the peasant movement serves 
to remind the public sector of its revolutionary commitments. 

On the 18th of March, as President Lopez Portillo commemorated 
the anniversary of the oil expropriation, he announced the 
launching of a Sistema Alimentario Mexicano  (SAM)(Mexican 
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Nutritional System) which expects to emphasize the production 
of food for internal consuption and the reactivation of 
non-irrigated land. The SAM promises to produce 13 million 
tons of corn and 1.5 million tons of beans in 1982. It 
will require a subsidy of 85 billion pesos but a good 
part of that sum might be otherwise spent in the purchase 
of U.S. grains. The goal of the program is to combat 
malnutrition, the lot of 35 million Mexicans, 9 million 
of whom are children. But the implications of a 
nutritional program at such scale go beyond the diet. 
The coordinator of the SAM, Cassio Luisselli, has said 
that "the best remedy for malnourishment is work" .10 
The document that describes the creation of the SAM states: 

This "marginalizing" process of modernization 
has contributed,not exclusively but in 
a very important way, to the agricultural 
crisis of our country, a crisis that 
began 15 years ago with the collapse 
of seasonal corn crops and its substi-
tution for sorghum and soybeans. 11  

Commentators point out the pressure exerted by consumers 
in the United States is a definite factor in deciding 
what to grow. In this context, SAM is an effort directed 
toward independence and self-sufficiency. It is possible 
that the plan is insufficient and that it will be riddled with 
problems in its implementation. It still represents a commendable 
effort towards income redistribution. 

Agriculture and Transnationals  
Parallel to the agriculture of the peasant economy, there 
is a capital intensive agriculture in Mexico, largely 
dominated by the interests of transnational corporations, 
most of which are based in the United States. 

Here are some facts related to the transnational control 
of agriculture in Mexico: 

- Five transnational corporations control the 
production of balanced feed for animals in Mexico. 

- Six firms, three of them transnationals, control 
95% of the poultry industry. 

- In 1978 these monopolies increased the price of 
poultry in 70% by systematically reducing supplies. 
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- Transnationals are involved in the meat industry, 
which has encouraged the abandonment of corn cultivation 
in favor of grazing land for cattle. Animal husbandry 
uses 80% less manpower than agriculture. A good deal 
of the meat is exported to the United States or consumed 
by a very small number of Mexicans. 

- One Houston firm buys 80% of Mexico's cotton 
crop. Cotton seed meal is a protein supplement and a 
major ingredient in balanced feed. Control of this 
commodity means a good deal of control over meat production 
and marketing. 

- One transnational corporation extended a large 
loan to a fishing cooperative in Mexico with the provision 
that the entire shrimp harvest be sold to the lender, 
thus gaining control of the project and destroying the 
cooperative's traditional markets. 

- Transnational corporations receive government 
subsidies of $150.00 pesos for each ton of sorghum. This 
is only one of the many protectionist practices transnationals 
enjoy. It is estimated that transnationals obtain between 
40 and 60% of their raw materials from CONASUPO (Comisin  
Nacional de Subsistencias Populares, a government agency 
that insures the availability of basic staples for popular 
consumption, often buying supplies at a loss.) 

- CONASUPO rents warehouses from corporations and 
pays with grain, once again subsidizing transnational 
corporations activities.12 

There is no question that the effect of monopolization of 
capital in transnational corporations has been harmful 
for Mexico. Many corporations have bought smaller Mexican 
industries, buying at the same time a well established 
market. The food production industry controlled by 
transnationals favors products that are often alien to 
the Mexican diet, offer little nutritional value, are 
more expensive than the foods they tend to replace and 
offer the conveniences of saving time and energy in a 
context in which such conveniences are irrelevant. 
Advertising plays a key part in persuading the public 
to satisfy needs that they do not have. 

The Mexican producers of vegetables have been accused of 
"dumping" their products on the U.S. market, depressing 
prices. Mexico's Association of Vegetable Producers points 
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out that transnational corporations based in the U.S. 
are responsible for price speculation. Three transnational 
corporations control 30% of the vegetable financing and 
60% of the trade processes. 

In central Mexico some of the most fertile flatland are 
devoted to the production of cocktail onions and straw-
berries for export to the U.S. while the rocky slopes 
are planted with corn, the basic staple of the people. 

Campesinos growing corn are dependent on rainfall _ 
as a recent report from the United States Embassy indicates: 

Perhaps no more than 10 percent of the total 
corn area is irrigated while the remaining 
90 percent is totally dependent upon nature 
for essential precipitation.13 

The export market, controlled by transnational corporations, 
demands larger landholdings and mechanization, depriving 
more and more people of a livelihood and concentrating 
resources and profits in the hands of the few. Land, 
credit, irrigation, technology have gone to export agri-
culture in the last decade. 

Industrialization of agriculture is pushing formerly self-
sufficient peasants off the land. Anecample of this is 
the recent purchase of ten thousand tractors by the Mexican 
government (from the United States) which critics say: 

could displace between 150,000 and 200,000 
campesinos who would thus begin to seek 
employment perhaps in the overcrowded 
cities.14 

To a great extent the Mexican culture is a peasant culture. 
To lose the land is to lose one's roots. In Mexico's powerful 
and vital Indian culture "root" also means "meaning" and 
"belonging". Transnational corporations have no roots in 
the land. Decisions are made many miles away. Computers 
are efficient in counting their profits and planning their 
growth. But they do not belong. 

The emergence of transnationally-controlled agriculture in 
Mexico is the final phase of a process of deterioration that 
had begun before them. They in effect took advantage of 
a perfect ferment for their work. The control that they 
impose is harder to overcome than the problems that had 
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plagued rural Mexico in the past: lack of credit resources, and 
technology. Yet it is hard to conceive of a future for 
Mexico in the present conditions of transnational 
control. As the Mexican economist Gustavo Esteva 
warns: 

If we do not reclaim the initiative of our 
history to direct our development, especially 
production and consumption patterns, according 
to the needs and capacities of the majority, 
we will continue to cede control of the process 
to an ever smaller number of producers who, 
according to the logic of their position, will 
be able to direct the country into producing 
what it does not need and loosing the ability 
to acquire what it does need. This process 
would inevitably be part of a general social 
breakdown.15 

Industry  

The great North American enterprises come 
and pour their capital on us! They give 
us managers, we pay them back with workers... 

Herberto Castillo- 16  

Mexico's industrial system is geared toward the production 
of consumer goods for a minority of the population. 
In this sector there is a similar concentration of capital 
to that observed in agriculture. Eighty percent of all 
factories generate 5.8% of the value of the total industrial 
output. Though the Mexican government has pledged a new 
emphasis on the creation of jobs in future development, 
industrialization in the immediate past has been created 
by capital intensive rather than labor intensive development. 
The influence of transnational corporations and powerful 
Mexican industrial groups on the national economy, abetted 
by local and international banking interests, indicates 
that there will be continuing pressure for capital intensive 
development. 

- Petroleum 
From the experience of other oil-rich countries we have 
learned that this wonderful resource cannot be expected 
to transform the internal structures of a developing country, 
nor to immediately provide a large number of jobs. The 
development of the extracting infrastructure has cost Mexico 
a foreign debt of 3 billion dollars. Dependency on foreign 
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technology has further complicated Mexico's ability to 
follow a free policy on oil. President Lopez Portillo 
has proposed to the United Nations and to the Organization 
of American States a method for a rational utilization of 
fuels as part of a common, human heritage. So far the 
reactions are pressure to sell and extract more crude 
oil. The head of the Mexican Workers Party, Heberto 
Castillo, insists that oil must be used to create employment 
in Mexico: 

Behind each barrel of oil and each cubic 
foot of natural gas that are exported we 
send our brothers searching for the jobs 
that our fuel produces there. In this way 
we export indirectly a virginal adult workforce 
created here at our own cost, and once 
matured, sent to a foreign land to be brutally 
exploited.17 

At the moment the extraction of oil is producing inflation. 
Perhaps in a few years, when the petrochemical industry 
has expanded substantially, oil will be a source of 
employment. Today less than 10% of the total cost of 
petrochemical development goes for labor. 

Many analysts agree in recognizing the temptation for 
Mexico of extracting its oil more rapidly. There are 
international pressures to do so, especially coming 
from the United States. The ceiling that the administration 
had committed itself to respect in oil production and 
exports has been lifted. This acceleration is inflationary, 
yet Mexico needs dollars to create the infrastructure that 
will allow it to retain the job-producing - crude oil. Already 
the publicly-owned Mexican oil monopoly has a foreign debt 
of 38 billion pesos. 18  Pemex is creating a liquidity to 
revitalize other areas of the economy, but in the process 

creating great problems. As always, the negative 
effects of this policy are especially burdensome to those 
who live on the edges of the economic system, for whom 
inflation in the last two years has meant the difference 
between minimal subsistence and hunger. The editorialist of 
a well known Mexican magazine describes Mexico's choices with 
respect to oil extraction in this way: 

A nation that would export 1.1 mbd in 1982 
would be very different from a nation exporting 
3 mbd, an escalation being considered by Pemex. 
The economy of the first Mexico, perhaps, would 
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not show a spectacular growth. But it would 
be a nation that would have understood its 
severe problems of justice and productivity 
in the organization of its economy and society, 
a nation that has found a way of facing those 
problems responsibly, a way in which oil 
exports may play an important but not a 
fundamental role.19 

- Wages 
Before and after the devaluation of the Mexican currency 
in 1976 (by almost 100%) large amounts of domestic 
capital left the country. One of the policies adopted 
by the administration to encourage the return of this 
capital and the interest of foreign investment was a 
freeze on wages. Since 1976 it is estimated that the prices 
of basic commodities have gone up by 200%. During the 
same period the national average minimum wage deteriorated 
by 7%. Yet profits in the private sector have been rising 
steadily. A policy of frozen wages is a policy that in 
essence lets the working class subsidize the economy. 
It is no wonder that the first few months of this year 
saw an unusual number of major strikes in factories and 
universities20. But the achievements of organized labor 
have been minimal, and the Mexican worker continues to 
be the most attractive profit-building element of production 
for local and foreign investment in Mexico. 

- Maauiladoras 
The termination of the Bracero Program in 1964 presented 
a challenge to absorb a large labor pool. At this 
time unemployment along the Mexico border area had risen 
to between 40 and 50%. The Border Industrialization Program 
(BIP) emerged as a plan to increase foreign investment in 
the area that could then create job opportunities for 
Mexicans. In 15 years the maquiladoras,21 mostly subsidiaries 
of U.S. based transnationals in the fields of electronics 
and garments, have established themselves in Northern Mexico 
and have had a social, economic and political impact that 
could not have been foreseen. Having been created primarily 
with the purpose of providing jobs the BIP has actually 
increased the statistical figures reflecting the unemployment, 
since maquiladoras employ mostly women who had not previously 
entered the labor force. 

Here are some facts about maquiladoras: 

- In October, 1979, there were 536 maquiladoras, 
mostly U.S. owned and operated. 
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- They employ over 110,000 workers. 

- They pay over 7 billion pesos in salaries. 

- Eighty-five percent of maquiladora workers 
are women. 

- Labor costs are 5 or 6 times cheaper in Mexico 
than in the United States. 

- Worker productivity in the garment and electronic 
industries at the border is from 25 to 40% higher than in 
the United States plants. This is related in part to highly 
selective dexterity tests. A large number of applicants 
for each vacancy allows the industry to set its standards 
high. 

- In 1974 at the time of the economic crisis in the 
United States,60 maquiladoras closed their doors, and many 
reduced their operating capacity. Over 30,000 workers 
were unemployed. 

- Maquiladoras use a negligible amount of raw 
materials or packaging produced in Mexico. They do not 
create ancillary industries. 

- The age of women workers fluctuates between 16 
and 25 years. 22  

- Seventy percent of all the members of the 
maquiladora workforce are migrants. 

Anthropologist Patricia Fernandez Kelly has studied the 
social impact of the presence of the maquiladora industry 
in Mexico's northern frontier. She stressed the importance 
of female employment as a new social factor within the 
family (very often the migrant family) who depends on the 
young woman for its livelihood. "An average of five 
relatives (and, in a few cases, friends) came to Ciudad 
Juarez for every migrating maquila worker", says 
Fernandez Kelly. It is important to stress here that many 
women who migrate searching for a maquiladora job are 
not employed. The demand for jobs is large, and it 
accounts partially for the special docility of this labor 
force. But only the hope of finding a job is necessary 
to migrate. The border urban centers are growing at a 
rate only surpassed by Mexico City. 

What happens to the male members of the family of the 
migrant maquiladora worker? Many of them cross the 
border to the United States without documents. By the 
same token, many mothers of young children whose husbands 
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or male supporters have emigrated to the U.S., are forced 
to look for employment in the maquiladora industry. 
Fernandez Kelly believes that, although managers explain 
the preferential hiring of women as based on their greater 
patience and fine small muscle coordination, there are 
deeper reasons for such a practice: 

The incorporation of women with acute economic 
needs into the maquiladora industry represents, 
in objective terms, the use of the most vulnerable 
sector of the population to achieve greater 
productivity and larger profits. The employment 
of men to perform similar operations would 
imply higher wages, better working conditions 
and more flexible work schedules, all of which 
would increase labor costs and reduce capitalist 
gains.23 

Maquiladoras can easily threaten and blackmail both the 
workers and the Mexican government to obtain what they 
need. It is a situation in which Mexico's dependency 
on U.S. capital could be particularly painful. Border 
cities that were not able to provide electricity, piped 
water, paved streets and sewage for al of its dwellers 
are compelled to provide those services to maguiladoras  
at all costs. In this situation of power many maquiladoras  
get away with very poor practices, such as: 

- Paying minimum wages for strenuous work. Mexican 
minimum wages vary by region and are roughly equivalent 
to a 1/6 of the U.S. minimum wage. 

- Conducting massive firings. 

- Employing workers on a temporary basis. 

- Blacklisting workers and opposing organizing efforts.  

- Enjoying privileges, subsidies and fiscal exemptions.  

- Maintaining poor health and safety standards in 
the assembly plants. 

When a maquiladora leaves the country (sometimes looking 
for even more advantageous conditions in other countries) 
they do not leave much behind. The workforce has not 
been trained in skills that are applicable to other types 
of work. Maquiladoras, like transnationals, have no 
commitment to Mexico, no roots, no relation to the people. 
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There is total alienation between worker and industry. 
The final product does not even stay in the country. 
The BIP is a source of meaningless, difficult but 
badly-needed jobs, having a grave social impact for 
which it takes no responsibility. 
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IV. Conclusion 

We have made suggestions for short term legislative remedies 
that may help alleviate the suffering of many immigrants. 
We have spoken against what some groups perceive as 
possible solutions to the problem of undocumented immigration: 
the temporary workers program and employer sanctions. 
We have presented an analysis of the Mexican economy and 
the United States part in it. What follows are a few 
basic recommendations that tend to deal with the root 
causes of immigration policy. 

Domestic Policy  
What makes undocumented workers so vulnerable is their 
inability to speak against injustice. A policy of full 
protection for workers, regardless of their origin, would 
eliminate the unfair competetive advantage undocumented 
workers have, and would defend them from exploitation. 
The Labor Department must enforce all labor laws including 
minumum wage, health and safety requirements, etc., for 
all workers. 

Eliminating the availability of workers powerless to resist 
exploitation is a long term international aspiration. 
Setting and maintaining work standards adequate for residents 
of the United States is a reasonable domestic goal. Both 
undertakings uphold basic human rights. Both merit 
consideration in designing U.S. immigration policy. 

Organizing for collective bargaining is a need, and a 
hard-won right. In this respect we support the abolition 
of Section 14-B of the Taft-Hartley Act, the so-called 
"right to work" provision which undermines workers right to 
organize for better wages and working conditions. 

Foreign Policy  
It is up to us Mexicans to solve Mexico's 
problems. Mexico is not isolated from the 
world or the hemisphere, but it must be 
all alone when the time comes to face 
the task of solving the contradictions 
of its own growth 	 

Carlos Fuentes 24  

1. Federal !policy should discourage the vertical integration 
of the agricultural industry. The domination of grain 
trade in the world by five U.S. family firms should be 
examined in its domestic and global impact. 
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2. To the extent that the U.S. government supports 
conglomerates and transnationals in the U.S. in their 
acquisition of the nation's resources (water, land, 
capital) through favorable tax laws, and allows them to 
dominate this country's economy, our policies will 
encourage their dominance of other economies such as 
Mexico's. We must recognize that their power over our 
food production and distribution is unhealthy and control 
them accordingly, thus limiting their impact over foreign 

economies. 

3. In the past the United States has influenced the World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMP) to make 
loans to Mexico conditional upon meeting certain requirements.  

The "austerity program" that was demanded by the IMF 
increased malnutrition and hunger because it required 
recipient countries to impose wage controls and higher 
food prices, while limiting 	social services to the poor. 
Other loans have required population control programs or 
the purchase of technology. These practices disregard 
the real needs of the Mexican people. The same is true 
of the support that the United States has given the Mexican 
government in thwarting the natural process of social 
change. "Stability" has been maintained at the cost of 
lost opportunities for the restructuring of society, but 
most of all, at the cost of real oppression of groups who dissent 

4. The United States should not pressure Mexico to develop 
its oil industry at a faster pace than Mexico deems necessary, 
nor to sell preferentially to the United States; nor to 
join the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT); nor 
to always agree with the U.S..on foreign policy. 

Mexico has shown clear signs of its desire for independence 
in the negotiations of the sale of natural gas; in its 
refusal to join the GATT; in its decision not to re-admit 
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi in the country. Mexico is painfully 
searching for its place in the community of nations and 
looking for its own model of development. This effort 
commands support and respect. 
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Appendix A 

The following principles, developed by the Ecumenical 
Convocation on Ministry with Undocumented Workers. (San Diego, 
1979), were adopted by the AFSC/MFSC Immigration Task Force 
and are reflected in our recommendations. 

Immigration policy guidelines. 

- Respect the dignity of the individual 

- Protect the basic family unit. 

- Respect the right of every individual to seek a 
better life. 

- Give priority to persons under duress (economic, 
political or the result of a natural disaster). 

- Protect the skills and labor pools of donor 
and recipient nations in a balanced and just manner. 

- Give consideration to the New International Economic 
Order in the design of long-term immigration policy. 

- Assure protection of all immigrants by the U.S. 
Constitution and Bill of Rights and all labor laws. 
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Participants in the Immigration Task Force of the Mexico-
U.S. Border Program - AFSC-MFSC 

Phil Buskirk 

Bill Channel 

Bartolome Colom 

Shelley Coppock 

Cushing Dolbeare 

Domingo GonzZlez 

Marie Hellinger, observer 

Ed Krueger 

Jim La Porte 

Fernando Leiva 

Yvonne Mansell 

Barbara Moffett 

Frank Riley 

Luisa Maria Rivera 

Marco Antonio Rodriguez 

Aurora C. de Schmidt 

Rafael Torres 

We thank the countless friends of the Service Commitees in 
Mexico and the United States who read our tentative statement 
and made useful suggestions and comments. 
We thank Barbara Strickland for her assistance on legal 
,matters. 
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LABOR/IMMIGRATION "Day of Opposition" 	 8 - 15 - 81  

At the National Immigration and Refugee Consultation held August 3-5 in Washington, 
D.C., a resolution was adopted by over ninety organizations representing farmworker, 
religious, labor, and community interests, in support of AFL-CIO's "March on 
Washington" (September 19, 1981). 

The National Immigration and Refugee Network, a coalition group formed at the 
Washingion Conference, also adopted a resolution calling for a National Day of 
Opposition to the Reagan Bracer() Plan, during the week of September 13-19. 

For this reason a joint Regional LABOR/IMMIGRATION "Day of Opposition" is being organ-
ized for September 19, in El Centro, California. 

Supporting and participating in this effort will be participants from the ICC 
(international Coordinating Conunission-USA), the Southwest Region of the National 
Immigration and Refugee Network, and Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Workers - Local 78-B. 

For those that might not know, El Centro is also the site of the main deportation 
center for Arizona and California. 

Let us coordinate our efforts and send representatives from Arizona and Cailifornia, 
as well as from Mexico, to El Centro on September 19. Let us jointly take direct 
action against the present Administration's frontal attack on Labor and Undocumented 
Workers! 

For Further Inormation contact: 

Lupe Sanchez - Arizona 
P.O. Box 819, El Mirage 95335 
(602) 977-7054 

Juan Gutierrez - California 
3123 West Eighth Street, L.A. 90005 
(213) 383-7057 

Ventura Gutierrez - Local Coordinator 
51-801 Sunset Drive, Coachella 92236 
(714) 398-5310 or (714) 398-7277 

• 
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AGENDA 

	

8:30 am 	Introductions 

	

9:00 am 	Labor Speaker-USA 

	

9:20 am 	Reagan's Bracero Plan 

	

10:50 am 	Break 

	

11:00 am 	Labor Speaker-Mexico 

	

11:20 am 	Film/Speaker on El Salvador 

12:00 Noon 	"March Against Deportations" 

LABOR/IMIGRACION 

"Dia de Oposicion!!" 

AGENDA 

	

8:30 am 	Introducciones 

	

9:00 am 	Orador Laboral-EUA 

	

9:20 am 	Plan Bracer() de Reagan 

	

10:50 am 	Descanso 

	

11:00 am 	Orador Laboral-Mexico 

	

11:20 am 	Pelicula/Orador sobre El Salvador 

12:00 	"Marcha En Contra Dc Las Deportaciones" 

Location of Site: Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Workers 78-B 
Lugar de Siti.o : 471 Main Street, El Centro, California 92243 

(714) 352-6510 
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eIVIr. Reagan's Plan 

GUEST WORKERS 

AND DEPORTATIONS 

DEPORTATIONS, more repression in the bor 
der, Temporary "Guest" Workers; everything 
is included in the Regan's program to solve 
the immigration problem. 
Following are the main points of this -

program presented to the Mexican government 
during the recent meeting of Reagan and L6- 
pez Portillo. 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

Negotiate with Mexico (1) joint prevention 
of third country nationals crossing Mexico 
to enter the US illegally, and (2) agree-- 
ment to increase labor-intensive develop-- 

Mental projects in principal Mexican "send 
wing" states perhaps with matching U.S. Aid 

Funds. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Substancial increase in INS enforcement - 
resources (20.6% of overall budget). 2,478 
additional positions over FY 82 Authorized 

Alforce (1,425 Border Patrol, 660 Investigat 
Ilrions, 369 Irispections, 424 Detention and 
Deportation). Expected increased apprehen-
sions: 734,000 (495,000 at the border; ---
2.39,000 interior). 

EMPLOYER SANCTIONS 

Enact legislation prohibiting employers of 
4 or more employees from "knowingly 	and 
wilfully" hiring illegal aliens. 	Civil 
fines of $500 to $1,000 for each illegal -  

alien so employed; injunction actions by - 
DOJ against employers where "pattern or -
practice" of violations exists. Requires 
100 aditional investigator positions. 
Employee eligibility determined by exist-- 
ing documentation, including more secure -
Social Security card and employee state--- 
ment of elegibility. Employer's good faith 
reliance upon these documents is a defense. 
Make the Social Security card more secure 
against fraud by creating and phasing in a 
physically counterfeit resistant card to -
20 million new hires per year. Requires -
5,000 additional positions, largely cler-- 
ical. 

TEMPORARY WORKER PROGRAM 

Establish a new Temporary Worker Program -
to admit 500,000-750,000 Mexican nationals 
per year. Allow temporary stays up to nine 
months over a consecutive period of up to 
10 years. Worker to be a free agent except 
for the time limit. Establish new preferen 
ce for permanent residence based on number 
of law-abiding years in Temporary Worker -
Program. Explicitly permit alien to bring 
in spouse and minor children (with access 
to schools and health care, but not wel--- 
fare, food stamps or unemployment insuran-
ce). Strongly encourage alien to join -
union but prohibit from working for emplo- 
yer involved in a strike. 

[SEE NEXT PAGE] 



REPORT FROM THE ICC 

A DELEGATION of the ICC composed by Al-
fredo de Avila from Texas, Lupe SSnchez of 
Arizona, Pepe Medina, Los Angeles, and -
Juan Bocanegra, Seattle, interviewed with 
Mexico's Secretary of Labor, Pedro Ojeda 
Paullada and Fidel VelSzquez, leader of - 
the Federation of Mexican Workers [CTM]. 
We like to inform that this visit to -

Mexico, made before the end of May, resul-
ted very productive. 
' We obtained the support of the CTM and -
the Congreso del Trabajo [Workers Congress] 
to celebrate our II International Conferen 
ce for the full Rights of Undocumented -
Workers in Mexico•City in next September. 
In the next newsletter we will give more - 
details about the conference. 
We also obtained the support of the CTM 

to establish a "Resistance Fund". For this 
fund, the Union of Telephone Workers [STRM] 

the Union of Electrical Workers [SME], the 
public employees [SNTSE] and the Union of 
Transportation Workers [CNT], made a con-
tribution of two thousand dollars each, All 
that were deposited in form of US Bonds aMIP 
the Banco Obrero (Labor Bank). This "Fund 
for Resistance" will be utilized to pay -
for bonds when Mexican workers are detain-
ed in US as a result of orgainizing and -
political activities. 
More important, the delegation took ad--

vantage of this trip to Mexico, to presenim 
the resolutions and positions of the ICC MO 
to the Mexican Government through the Sec-
retary of Labor, Ojeda Paullada, so the -
Mexican Government can negotiate agree---- 
ments on immigration with the Reagan ad---
ministration, based on those resolutions. 

For more information on this trip, con--
tact any of the members of the ICC. 

MR. REAGAN'S PLAN... 

NOTE: The other option presented by the 
Reagan administration, is a "new Pilot -
Guest Worker Program for Mexican nationals 
for a 2-year trial period, 50,000 visas -
per year maximum". Same to the other propE 
osal regarding duration of stay, prefer--- 
ence for permanent residence, ability to -
bring spouses and minor children, access 
to education and medical services (but not 
welfare, food stamps or unemployment com-
pensation or insurance). But this program 
would be targeted to specific areas and -
categories of jobs. This program will re--
quire state certification of list of jobs 
where adequate supply of American workers, 
specifying categories of, as opposed to -
particular, jobs. "Guest" workers could -
apply for visas for any other jobs where -
they had a DOL Employment Service office - 
certified job offer (certified that valid 
offer not on excluded list). 
If none of this propositions are approved, 
the administration will try to extend the 
current H-2'Program which now limits the -
number of workers to 25,000 per year. 

LEGALIZATION 

Permit aliens to apply for lawful perma--- 
nent residence status who were present in 
the US prior to January 1, 1980, who had 
been continually resident in the US for at 

least 5 years, and who are not otherwise -
excludable. Estimated 1.2-million people 
elegible. 
Grant temporary worker status (similar to 
Temporary Worker programs descrived above) 
to illegal aliens who were continuously -
resident in the US for at least 3 years -
and who are not otherwise excludable. 
Would be elegible to apply for permanent -
resident status after 5 years of conti---- 
nuous residence. Estimated 1.5 million 	- 

aliens elegible. 

NOTE: The other option is; "Adjust to le-
gal status aliens who can establish cont-
inuous residence for seven years and all10 
not otherwise excludable. 400,000 likely 
to be elegible". 
However, the US Congress, now under the -
control of the conservative forces, 
oppose the above propositions and any 
type of "amnesty" for undocumented. 

This are, in general, the propositions 
of the Reagan Administration. The admini410 
tration is expecting that this program 

be a reality by September, so we -
still have time to put pressure in the US 
Congress. 

(If you want the original and complete -
documents, we can send them for a dollar, 
to cover expenses for copies and postage. 
Voice of the ICC) 
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NATIONAL IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE NETWORK 	 8-4-1981 

The National Immigration and Refugee Network (NIRN) is a recently formed coalition 
of farm worker organizations, religious groups, labor organizations, and community 
groups. 

The National Network is united in its opposition to the Reagan immigration and 
refugee plan and commits itself to fighting the plan in Congress and inits imple-
mentation should the plan be enacted into law. Specifically, the National Network 
opposes: 

1) The proposed Reagan "amnesty" which in fact would create the largest 
temporary worker program in this nation's history; would keep millions 
of families separated for atleast ten more years, and would lower wages 
and working conditions in many sectors of the economy; 

2) The proposed "pilot project" temporary owrker program, (The Reagan 
Bracero Program) which would import tens of thousands of workers 
who would be totally subject to the control of their employers in a 
condition of indentured servitude; 

3) The employer sanctions proposal which will legitimize and encourage 
job discrimination against potential workers; and, 

4) The proposal for increased INS enforcement which will do nothing 
to change the fundamental causes of the migration, will increase 
the militarization of the INS's treatment of immigrant communities 
and will, by increasing threats of deportation, increase the 
exploitation of workers by their employers. 

The National Immigration and Refugee Network believes that all workers in this 
country must be given full labor and social rights regardless of their immigra-
tion status. This is the only available solution to reduce the exploitation of 
immigrant workers. The Network also supports full family reunifications, with-
out regard to immigration quotas, backlogs, and other restrictions. 

The National Network also believes that the Mexican Government must share the 
responsibility of assuring the just treatment of Mexican workers in the United 
States and refugees in Mexico. The Network calls upon the Mexican Government 
to denounce the Reagan Bracero Plan and to use its full diplomatic powers for 
the defeat of the plan. 

For Further Information Contact: 

Peter Schey 
National Center for Immigrants' Rights 
Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles 
1550 West Eighth Street 
Los Angeles, California 90017 

• 
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Bill of Rights for the 
Undocumented Worker 

Article I: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to establish legal residency by demonstrating a 

status as wage earner and taxpayer. 

Article II: Every immigrant worker shall have all of the Constitutional Rights guaranteed all persons 
In the U.S. This right shall include but not be limited to: the right to due process, and the right to be free in their 
persons and possessions from unreasonable searches and seizures; and such rights shall not be violated by 

raids in factories, residential areas and in public places and shall be free from deportations and other uncon-

stitutional practices. 

Article III: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to be reunited with his or her family in 

country where he or she is a wage earner. 

Article IV: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to legalize and adjust their status within the 

U.S. without having to return to their country of origin. 

Article V: Every immigrant worker shall fully enjoy all the rights guaranteed to citizen workers 

including socio-economic and labor rights. 

Article VI: Every immigrant worker, particularly seasonal workers, shall be provided adequate hous-

ing, health and safety provisions. 

Article VII: Every immigrant worker shall be guaranteed the same rights enjoyed by U.S. citizens 
especially the right of access to free and adequate social and health services, child-care, and other similar 

social benefits. 

Article VIII: Every immigrant person shall have the right to quality public education in his or her 
native language, utilizing English as a second language and shall not be restricted from fully practicing the 

culture of his or her country of origin. 

A rticle IX: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to receive disability insurance (partial or 
permanent), workers compensation, retirement and death benefits. In the event of a death, the cost of trans-
porting the deceased to his or her country of origin shall be borne by the employer, and any corresponding 

benefits shall be delivered to the family of the deceased without regard to their place of residency. 

Article X: Every immigrant worker shall have a right to organize and to collective bargaining, 

including the right to join existing unions or form new ones, for the defense of their labor rights and for the 

improvement of their wages and living and working conditions. 
A) The right to collective bargaining shall include agricultural and public service workers in order to protect 

their right to organize. 

Article XI: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to utilize his native language in all legal 

proceedings, (i.e., to acquire citizenship, In judicial proceedings, etc.) and in all private or public contract 

agreements. 

Article XII: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to exercise their right to vote in their native 
country's federal elections. This right should be facilitated through consulates and all other places (union-

halls, schools, etc.) designated by competent authorities. 

Article XIII: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to vote in local and state elections from the 

moment of legalizing their immigration status without having to become citizens. The right Is based on their 

status as taxpayers, workers and residents. 

International Coordinating Committee 

PIA" 
	 1st International Conference for the Full Rights of Undocumented Workers 

P.O. Box 819 	 3123 West Eighth Street 	 1642 S. Blue Island 	 P.0.Box 876 

El Mirage, Arizona 85335 
(602) 977-1219 

Los Angeles, California 90005 
(213) 383-7057 	

Chicago, Illinois 60608 
(312) 226-0173 	

San Juan, Texas 78589 
(512) 787-5984 



Carta de Derechos Para Los 
Trabajadores Indocumentados 

Articulo I: Derecho a la residencia legal, demostrando simplemente su calldad de trabajador y contri-

buyente, para lo que se les otorgara su visa de residente permanente. 

Articulo 	Derecho a un procedimiento justo y legal que garantice la inviolabilidad de su domicillo, 

la prIvacidad de su persona y otros derechos 	para el trabajador y su familia, suspendiendose 

totalmente las redadas fabriles, domiciliarlas y en lugares pablicos, ast como todo tipo de deportaciones y 

practicas antl-constltucionales. 

Articulo 	Derecho a la reunlficaclOn de las famlllas para todo trabajador con o sin documentos 
que as( to desee. Se podra trasladar at conyuge, hips y padres sin mas tramites que demostrar su calidad 
de rabajador y contribuyente en la sociedad norteamericana. 

Articulo IV: Derecho automatic° a legalizar su resldencia sin tener que regresar a su lugar de origen, 

como to exige actualmente la ley de InmigraciOn de Estados Unidos. 

Articulo V: Derecho de gozar plenamente de derechos sindicales, soctales y econOmicos que disfru-

tan el resto de los trabajadores ciudadanos. 

Articulo VI: Derecho a la vivienda en condiciones de higlene y segurldad adecuadas para todo traba-

jador cicIlco o por obra determinada. 

Articulo VII: Derecho a los servIclos de salud y atenclOn medlca gratuita y adecuada, guarderlas y 
dermas beneficlos en las mismas condlciones que los recibe cualquier cludadano norteamericano. 

Articulo VIII: Derecho a recibir educaciOn piiblica adecuada en el Idioma materno, utilizando el 

ingles como segunda lengua y acceso sin restricciones a la cultura de su pais de origen. 

Articulo IX: Derecho a disfrutar de los seguros de incapacidad (parclal o permanente), por accidente 
de trabajo, enfermedades profesionales, vejez o muerte. En caso de failecimiento, los gastos de traslado a 
su lugar de origen correran a cargo del patrOn, y los beneficlos de los seguros correspondlentes seran 

entregados a los famillares no Importando su lugar de residencia. 

Articulo X: Derecho a la organizaciem sindical, ya sea Ingresando a sindicatos ya existentes o 
formando nuevos, para la defensa de sus derechos laborales y el mejoramlento de sus salarlos y sus 

condiciones de vida y de trabajo. 
(A) Derecho de Negociaciones Colectivas para los trabajadores agr(colas y trabgladores pablicos para 

garantizar su derecho a la organizaciOn sindical. 

Articulo XI: Derecho al use de la lengua materna en los tribunales cualqulera que sea el caracter de 
estos, para adquirir la ciudadan(a, en procesos judlciales y en todo arreglo contractual pablico o privado. 

Articulo XII: Derecho a que se le otorguen plenas facilidades para el ejercicio del voto en elecciones 
federates de su pats de origen. Este derecho se ejercera a traves de consulados y todo lugar (sindicatos, 
escuelas, demas) designados por autoridades cornpetentes. 

Articulo XIII: Derecho desde el momento de legalizar su residencia y sin necesidad de adquirir la 
ciudadanla norteamericana de ejercer el voto en las elecclones locales y estatales en Estados Unidos. Este 
derecho nace de su condlciOn de contribuyente, de trabajador y de residente. 

Comisicin Internacional Coordinadora 
lra Conferencia Internacional Por Los Derechos Plenos de los TrabaJadores Indocumentados 

P.o.Box 819 
El Mirage, Arizona 85335 

(602) 977-1219 

3123 West Eighth Street 

Los Angeles, C -Ilifornla 90005 
(213) 	-7057 

1642 s. Blue Island 
Chicago, Illinois 60608 

(312) 226-0173 

P.O. Box 876 
San Juan, Texas 78589 

(512) 787-5984 
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IMMIGRATION 

LAW 

CENTER 

NATIONAL CENTER FOR IMMIGRANTS' RIGHTS 
1550 WEST EIGHTH STREET 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017 

(213) 487-2531 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 	National Immigration and Refugee Network and Interested 
Organizations 

FROM: 	Peter A. Schey, NCIR 

RE: 	Resolutions and Work-Plans Adopted by the National 
Immigration and Refugee Network 

DATE: 	August 18, 1981 

One hundred and fifty (150) participants attended the National Im-
migration and Refugee Consultation held at Trinity College, Washing-
ton, D.C., on August 3-5, 1981. More than ninety (90) organizations 
directly involved in the defense of immigrants and refugees were re-
presented at the conference. 

A complete list of conference participants along with their organi-
zational affiliations and addresses is attached hereto. 

Conetence MatetiaZ6: 

A 500-page manual of materials was distributed to each participant 
at the conference. This manual contains in-depth articles analyzing 
various aspects of U.S. immigration and refugee policies. Includ-
ed in the manual, are articles reviewing the work of the Select 
Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy, detailing the nega-
tive impacts of the proposed employer sanctions law, analyzing 
French and Swiss "guest" worker programs, examining the rights of 
detainees after detention or apprehension, analyzing U.S. refugee 
laws, exploring the myths of immigrant utilization of social ser-
vices, exposing the relationship between U.S. aid, trade and in-
vestment to migration pressures in major countries of origin, etc. 
These articles are all very timely in terms of providing background 
information for use in developing positions with regards the recent-
ly announced Reagan immigration and refugee plan. 

The National Centel Gott Immigtants' Right's Gras 150 additionaZ copies 
oi this impottant manuaZ Got di6ttibution to persons and otgccn.iza-
tiona unab,Le to attend the National. Consclion. 	16 you would tike 
to teceive a copy o this 500-page manual, ptea-se wtite us a Zettet 
(to -the Los Angeles oLiice) teque.sting a copy o the manuaZ and en-

c:e,o6ing a check of money order in the amount oc $25.00 payable to 
the NationaZ Centet Got Immigtant.s' Right,s. The bee 	the manual 
wiU ,soteLq covert out costs of teptoduction and postage. No addi-
tioncut copie's wiZt be made once we have di,sttibuted the 150 copies 
which ate cuttent,Ey avai.Ltb:e,e. 
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Formation of the National Immigration and  Refugee Network: 

Participants at the national conference voted to form the National 
Immigration and Refugee Network. It was decided that the Network 
would be an advocacy coalition as oppose to a grouping of organiza-
tions for information-exchange purposes. Concrete work-plans and 
resolutions were adopted by the Network (copies of the work-plans 
and resolutions are attached hereto). 

It was Aunthen decided that the NationaZ ImmigiLation and ReAugee 
Netwotk show-Ed extend an invitation to others ongc - zations diect,e,g 
invotved in the deAenise oA immiwLant wokizes avid keAu,qce6  to join 
the Netwok. Organizations joining the Netwok 6houtd be in agnee-
ment with the Aundamentat concepts outlined in the attached i'Le.6oZu-
tion.s and wofLk-p,Lanis, incLuding the attached position papers adopted 
at the conference in opposition to the Reagan immigitation 6 ,'LeAugee 
;3.e.an. 	0!Lganizationis .intere s ted in joining the Netwo ,Lk 6houZd commu- 
nicate with -the Las AngeZe6 Ocice of the NationaZ Centers (y on Immi-
giLantis' Rights. 

Resolutions and Work-Plans: 

Conference participants discussed, formulated and voted upon various 
work-plans and resolutions concerning both work that needs to be 
accomplished in response to current immigration and refugee policies 
and additionally in response to the recently announced Reagan immi-
gration and refugee plan. Copies of the positions, resolutions and 
work-plans adopted by the Network are attached hereto for your re-
view. 

Network Coordinating Committee: 

Conference participants voted for the formation of a Network Coordi-
nating Committee. A list of those persons voted to serve on this 
Committee is attached hereto. It was further agreed that members  
of the Coordinating Committee will be empowered to invite repre-
sentatives of additional organizations to serve on the Committee. 
Organizations interested in having a representative on the Coordi-
nating Committee should contact the Los Angeles offices of the Na-
tional Center for Immigrants' Rights. Members of the Coordinating 
Committee will meet in October to review implementation of the 
work-plans and resolutions adopted by the Network. 

Analysis of the Reagan Immigration and Refugee Plan:  

The Network developed and endorsed a position paper responding to 
the recently announced Reagan immigration and refugee plan. A copy 
of that position paper is attached hereto. It was agreed that this 
position paper would serve as a guide for our work around the 
Reagan immigration and refugee plan during the coming weeks. It 
was further agreed that a more detailed analysis would be prepared 
by the National Center for Immigrants' Rights, with assistance from 
the La Raza Legal Alliance and the American Friends Service Commit-
tee. This more detailed analysis will be circulated to all members 
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of the Network by September 10, 1981. Members of the Network will 
review the detailed analysis and submit comments to NCIR within 10 
days after receiving the paper. Shortly thereafter, NCIR will in-
tegrate all comments into a final draft which will be published in 
booklet form and distributed to members of the Network and other 
interested organizations to guide our future work in response to 
the Reagan immigration and refugee plan. 

The National Center for Immigrants' Rights wishes to express its 
thanks to Erica Gordon, Marlene Watkins and Amit Pandya for their 
diligent work in organizing the National Immigration and Refugee 
Consultation. 
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NATIONAL IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE NETWORK 

ANALYSIS OF AND OPPOSITION TO 

THE 

REAGAN IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEE PLAN 

(The 60-aowing po-sition paper wa6 adopted by paiLticipant,s is the 
Nationat ImpligiLaton and Refugee Con,5uttation hetd in n,5hivzgton, 
D.C. on August 3-5, 1981. 	Panticipants at the Con Terence eZected 
a committee which dtaited this analysis and presented it to a 
meeting o6 at,e, paiLticipant,s Aot diiscu6,sion and adoption. 	What 

oiLe.ow,o i6 the position papers cc 	natty adopted by the coqenence 
paiLticipant6.) 

The National Immigration and Refugee Network, a recently 

formed coalition of over 90 organizations active in immigration 

and refugee defense work, expresses its total and unequivocal op- 

position to the Reagan immigration plan announced on July 30, 1981. 

The Reagan immigration and refugee proposals entirely fail 

to address the fundamental social and economic causes of migration 

into the United States. Instead, the proposals serve to further 

the administration's economic policies targeted against poor and 

*The National Immigration and Refugee Network is an advoca-
cy coalition formed at the National Immigration and Refugee Consul-
tation, sponsored by the National Center for Immigrants' Rights and 
held in Washington, D.C. on August 3-5, 1981. The Consultation was 
attended by 150 participants representing over 90 organizations in-
volved in defense work on behalf of immigrant and refugee communi- 
ties in the United States. This position paper analyzing and oppos-
ing the Reagan immigration & refugee plan announced on July 30, 1981 
was endorsed by a majority of the participants at the conference. 
Conference participants also voted to assign the National Center for 
Immigrants' Rights the task of preparing a detailed analysis of the 
Reagan immigration & refugee proposals based upon the positions es-
poused in this paper. The more detailed analysis will be completed 
by September 10, 1981, and forwarded to all participants of the con-
ference and other interested organizations. Until a more detailed 
analysis is completed, conference participants agreed to utilize the 
analysis contained in this paper as the foundation for local and re-
gional work around the Reagan immigration & refugee proposals. 
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working people living in the United States. Implementation of the 

Reagan immigration and refugee plan will institutionalize the dis-

ruption of nuclear families, the exploitation of immigrant workers 

and will promote negative international opinion against the United 

States and its people. 

For many years undocumented communities in this country 

have expected and have worked for a just and humane legalization 

program which would recognize and accept their full participation 

in the economic and social life of this nation. During this per-

iod these immigrants have significantly contributed to the econo-

mic, social and cultural development of this country, while con-

currently suffering family separations, threats of deportation, 

extreme vulnerability at the hands of employers and lack of access 

to basic health, education and social services. 

THE LEGALIZATION PROGRAM 

Rather than proposing a full and expeditious legalization 

program for persons currently living in the United States without 

lawful immigration status, the Reagan Administration's plan would 

create a ten-year waiting period during which time immigrant work-

ers would only be guaranteed temporary status, would not be eligi-

ble for family reunification and would be required to pay taxes 

without gaining eligibility for many basic social services. In 

addition, the Reagan plan calls for the importation of at least 

50,000 temporary workers,most of whom would be Mexican nationals. 

Rather than being the legalization program for which immigrant com-

launities have waited for many years, the Reagan plan would simply 

legitimize and perpetuate the exploitation of immigrant and refugee 



workers: 

1. Implementation of the Administration's "legalization" 

plan would force the long term division of nuclear 

families; 

2. The ability of workers involved in the "legalization" pro-

gram to improve their wages and working conditions 

would be severly curtailed by the threat of losing 

jobs (putting into jeopardy the workers' ability to 

renew his/her immigration status) , the inability to 

lawfully immigrate family members whose incomes 

could be united to support the family, and their 

lack of access to unemployment compensation and 

other social services; 

3. Under the "legalization" program, workers would be 

required to renew temporary status visas every 

three years. The need for this institutional re-

view will increase rather than decrease the fear 

of deportation and will therefore perpetuate the 

economic and social vulnerability caused by the 

threat of deportation; 

4. While workers involved in the "legalization" pro-

gram would be required to pay taxes, they would not 

be eligible for most public services resulting in a 

windfall to U.S. citizens; 

5. No guarantee is provided that after ten (10) years 

the "legalization" program applicant will be granted 

permanent residency. Exclusion laws which would be 
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applied at the end of the ten years residency period 

will result in hundreds of thousands of persons be-

ing denied permanent resident status; 

6. The imposition of an English-speaking ability re-

quirement for permanent residency at the end of the 

ten year period places an additional burden on pro-

gram applicants not required of any other applicants 

for immigrant status. This requirement will strongly 

discriminate against program applicants from Asia, 

Central and South America. 

The planned "legalization" program leaves many questions un-

answered, such as: 

1. Does the ten year period require continued physical 

presence in the United States? 

2. If a continuous physical presence is not required, 

precisely how will absences from the United States 

be measured? 

3. Would undocumented children and unemployed spouses 

now living in the United States be eligible for a 

renewable temporary visa? 

4. Would undocumented persons with seven (7) years con-

tinuous residence remain eligible to apply for sus-

pension of deportation under existing law? 

5. What would the rights be of an undocumented work with 

nine (9) years residence who loses an arm while on 

the job and becomes unable to accept employment in 

order to complete the ten (10) year residency re-

quirement? 

-4- 



The pnogiLam o66e/Led by the new Admini/sttation ptovide's 

no incentive i on wotket6 to nevi ten but tathet /setve6 CL a de-

tettent to their lute. and meaning6u,e. patticipation in /society. 

The "ZegaZization" pitogtam, taken with the ptopo/sed 50,000 "pitot" 

gue6twotket p/Loviam, wou-Ed, Li impZemented, cteate the Zatge/st 

tempo,taiLy wotket ptogkam in the hiisto,ty o this countty. The powers 

o6 empZo yens ovet theit emptoyee/s wou.Ed be inctea,sed tathet than 

dectecused and immigtant communitie/s wiZt expetience a gtowth in ex-

p.e.oitation. 

EMPLOYER SANCTIONS 

The Reagan plan's proposal for an employer sanctions law 

will only serve as a tool for spreading anti-immigrant attitudes 

and perceptions. The sanctions will be borne by the workers 

rather than the employers. The proposal would create a legal ba-

sis for employment discrimination against minority workers, who 

will seldom have meaningful access to an already over-worked De-

partment of Labor. The superficial nature of the proposal with 

regards the process for determining worker eligibility will, in 

almost every case, remove any liability on the part of the employ-

ers. Historically, employer sanction laws already enacted by se-

veral states and local jurisdictions have never been enforced. 

Neither the inclination nor the resources will be available to 

achieve a level of enforcement which would begin to deter employ-

ers who use undocumented labor. While the proposed law would be 

largely unenforceable from the standpoint of achieving employer 

compliance, it would provide yet a further excuse for businesses 

to close factories, terminate minority workers and disrupt the 
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organization of labor. 

ENFORCEMENT 

The Administration's policy calling for increased enforce-

ment of immigration laws through expansion of the U.S. Border Pa-

trol would further perpetuate the historical role of the Patrol as 

a repressive police force which militaristically and in a racially 

discriminatory manner serves as the primary tool for the exploita-

tion of undocumented workers. Recent Government figures indicate 

that the Mexican component of the undocumented population is ap-

proximately 45%, while some 95% of those detained, arrested and de-

ported by the Border Patrol are of Mexican origin. It is this pre-

cise targeting of Latino communities for deportation which more 

than any other factor ultimately allows for their exploitation by 

employers. As such, the National Immigration and Refugee Network 

rejects any efforts to further militarize the U.S.-Mexico border 

as a supposed solution to the complex issue of international mi-

gration. 

FOREIGN POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Specific elements of the Administration's immigration and 

refugee proposals also contain grave implications for U.S. foreign 

policies. In relation to Mexican and Haiti, the proposals seek to 

directly dictate the actions of sovereign nations: 

1. The attempt to enlist the assistance of Mexico in 

restraining third countries' nationals from migrat-

ing to the United States through Mexico: 

- will disrupt unity efforts between Latin 



American and Caribean countries; 

- Violates Mexico's sovereignty; 

- Runs counter to internationally accept- 

able practices. 

2. The attempt to enlist the Haitian government's co- 

operation in preventing the exodus of Haitian 

people: 

- Endorses the repressive character of the 

Duvalier regime in Haiti; 

- Serves to defeat domestic and interna- 

tional obligations concerning the plight 

of refugees; 

- Will result in even more perilous forms 

of escape from Haiti. 

The proposal to "interdict" boats in the high seas sets a 

dangerous precedent for international relations. It is a practice 

that has been rejected by most of the world, and was specifically 

rejected by the United States government when other governments 

attempted to interdict Vietnamese and Cambodian boatpeople. Im-

plementation of this proposal will violate international obliga-

tions entered into by the United States government with regards 

to the treatment of refugees. 

IN CONCLUSION, the National Immigration and Refugee Net-

work condemns the Reagan immigration and refugee plan. Taken in 

its totality, the plan is a logical extension of previous efforts 

to institutionalize the subjugation of undocumented workers and 

drive a wedge between the working people of this country. The plan 

represents more than anything else a capitulation to those forces 



which wish to continue and expand their exploitation of foreign-born 

workers in this country. The Network opposes the plan and rather 

supports full labor and social rights for undocumented workers re-

siding in this country and the full reunification of families with-

out regard to quotas, backlogs and age limitations. 



RESOLUTIONS AND WORK-PLANS ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL IMMIGRATION AND 
REFUGEE NETWORK AT THE NATIONAL CONSULTATION HELD IN WASHINGTON, 

D,C, ON AUGUST 3-5, 1981 

1. The National Immigration and Refugee Network is total-

ly and unequivocally opposed to the Reagan immigration and refugee 

plan announced on July 30, 1981 in its entirety (see attached posi-

tion paper). 

2. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to work at local, state and national levels to explain it opposi-

tion to the Reagan immigration and refugee plan to community orga-

nizations, church groups, independent unions and afiliated unions. 

The Network further resolves to build a massive national coalition 

opposed to implementation of the Reagan immigration and refugee 

plan. 

3. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to make special efforts to explain our opposition to the Reagan 

immigration and refugee plan to representatives of affiliated labor 

at local, regional and national levels. 

4. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to meet with as many members of Congress as possible during the 

months of August and September, 1981, to explain our opposition to 

the Reagan immigration and refugee plan. 

5. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to support the All-Peoples Congress (specific resolution attached 

hereto). 

6. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to support the AFL-CIO sponsored March for Jobs to be held in 

Washington, D.C. on September 18, 1981. 

7. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to advise immigrant communities throughout the United States to not 



RESOLUTIONS 

surrender to the Immigration and Naturalization Service in anticipa-

tion of a "legalization" program. 

8. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to establish a National Coordinating Committee which will serve as 

an interim body to provide direction and coordination for the Net-

work (members of the National Coordinating Committee are listed on 

a separate sheet of paper attached hereto). 

9. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to call upon the United States government to adhere to current U.S. 

laws and regulations concerning the treatment of refugees and asy-

lees and the United Nations Protocol on Refugees and to halt all 

deportations to Haiti and El Salvador and to grant refugee status 

to all Haitians and Salvadoreans currently residing in the United 

States. 

10. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to call upon the United States Government for fair and humane ap-

plication of the Refugee Act of 1980 in accordance with the United 

Nations Protocol on Refugees and all international treaties to 

which it is a signator. 

11. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to call upon the United States Government to end its repressive ap-

plication of domestic and international refugee obligations current-

ly applied on the basis of foreign policy considerations totally ex-

traneous to the merits of individual refugee and asylum applications. 

12. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to join with the National Center for Immigrants' Rights and other 

interested organizations in initiating national and local litigation 

challenging the United States' Government treatment of Salvadorean 



RESOLUTIONS 

refugees currently residing in the United States. 

13. The National Immigration and Refugee Network resolves 

to defeat the Reagan plan to initiate interdiction in the open seas 

of Haitian boatpeople. 



Resolution on the =-,p707D77 CONGRES 

August • 	1981 

WHEREAS: the Reagan Program aims at eliminating every social 
gain won by working and poor people over the past five decades 
including the wholesale destruction of vital service programs 
and the erosion of civil rights . 

AN D WHEREAS: undocumented workers, as a significant section 
of the workforce, will suffer along with all other people from 
the Reagan program of cutbacks. 

A7D 'HEREAS: undocumented workers who already suffer an addi-
tional burden will be faced with even greater hardships and 
injustice as a result of the recommendations of Reagan's Task 
Force on Immigration. 

AND WHEREAS: undocumented workers are still fighting for the 
most elementary and basic rights accorded to other workers. 

AND WHEREAS: there is a compelling need to find unity in action 

 with all those sectors and constituencies who will be hard it 

by the Reagan program. 

BE IT RESOLVED: • that the Network endorse the AI
7,--ID70= CO7 	=.. TRES 

to be held in Detroit on October 16-18. ThliLt f71rthermore, the Network designate representative(s) to sit on the National r'o- 
ordinating Board for the ALL-PE OPLES CONGRESS so as to insu-e 
that the issues of undocumented workers are ad ecuately and 7 7' - - 

.7;e -rly rem resented on the .rrenda of the 7 1-J- --70 OD 177S CONGRESS and 
in the publicity and preparatory work for the Congress. 



NATIONAL SECTION OFFICE 

304 WEST 58TH STREET 

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10019 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL U 3.A. 	 705 G S :et, S.E. 	Washington, D.C. 20003 202/ t4-0200 

• 
21 August 1981 

Dear Mr. Baca, • 	Re: El Salvadorian Refugees 

Amnesty International's concern for refugees stems from the provision 
in it's Statute requiring it to assist persons "who might reasonably be 
expected to become Prisoners of Conscience...if they were to return to their 
own countries." Amnesty International believes that refugee status and asylum 
should be granted to such persons and that in no circumstances should any 
persons be expelled or extradited to any country if there are reasonable grounds 
to fear that they would be executed or summarily killed or tortured or 
imprisoned for reasons of conscience, or face other cruel, inhuman - or degrading 
treatment or punishment. 

The U.S. section of Amnesty International continues to receive reports 
that El Salvadorians who flee their country are being returned having, in 
effect, been denied an opportunity to apply for asylum, or are treated in a 
discriminatory manner when application for asylum is made. 

We are seeking to document these reports with a view to presenting our 
appraisal of the situation to the U.S. government. 

We will greatly appreciate any documentation on the situation of El 
Salvadorians in the U.S. or at its land borders that will assist us in this 
endeavor, in particular documentation of violations of the U. S. Refugee Act 
of 1980, evidense of U.S.-Mexican cooperation in returning El Salvadorians, 
discriminatory treatment of El Salvadorians by U.S. officials and/or 
dczu7-ntction on any oth ,--r denial of due process or tha principle of non- 

411 refoulement of which you may be aware. 

If the documentation, including affidavits that you submit, is to be 
kept confidential in whole or in part, please indicate.Confidentiality will 
not be violated, nor will any other use be made of the documentation without 
:;-ior consultation with you. 

-- es' . nte—attora! is a worldwide human rights movement which works impartially for the release of prisoners of conscience, men and women detained anywhere for their 
.e e's zoicr. ethnic origin, sex, religion or language, provided they have neither used nor advocated violence. Amnesty International opposes torture and the death penalty In all 
cases —out •eservation and advocates fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners. Amnesty International is independent of all governments, political factions, ideologies, 

intetests and religious creeds. It has consultative status with the United Nations (ECOSOC), UNESCO and the Council of Europe, has cooperative relations with the 
`car cat , on s' AIncan Unity (Bureau for the Placement and Education of African Refugees). Amnesty International was the recipient of the 1977 Nobel Prize for Peace. 

30A ,71'D OF DIRECTORS 
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If you have any questions or need assistense in any way please contact 
Kerry Kennedy in our Washington office at the above address i-nd telephone. We 
t ank you in advance for your cooperation. 

) 

i4/1--  • 
PATRICIA WEISS F GEN 
Chairperson 
Refugee Committee, A.I.U.S.A. 

• 

0111;M._-  

• 



United States Department of Justice 

Immigration and Naturalization Service 

• 

• 

• 

AUG 2 & 198t 
CO 893.1-C 

Washington, D.C. 20536 

Mr. H. Baca 
1837 Highland Avenue 
National City, CA 92050 

Dear Mr. Baca: 

As I am sure you can readily appreciate, the President cannot reply 
personally to every communication he receives. Therefore, he asks various 
departments and agencies of the Federal Government to respond in his behalf 
in those areas in which they have specific knowledge or authority to act 
under the law. Your mailgram of June 5, 1981, was referred to the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) for reply. 

The subject of illegal aliens, the numbers of refugees being allowed 
entry into the United States in recent years, and the arrival during the 
past year of Cubans and Haitians who haven't as yet had their immigration 
status clearly determined, is of serious concern to President Reagan, the 
INS, and to a great many United States citizens and resident aliens. Every 
effort is being made to resolve the situation in an equitable and humane 
manner. 

On July 30, 1981, President Reagan's immigration policy package was 
presented to a joint session of the House and Senate Immigration 
Subcommittees for further study and recommendations. Included in the 
President's package are the following proposals: 

(1) Increased enforcement by the Border Patrol and Department of 
Labor; 

(2) Employer sanctions of civil fines for each illegal alien hired, 
and injunctions against those with a "pattern or practice" of 
hiring illegals; 

(3) An experimental "guest worker" program that would permit entry of 
50,000 Mexicans in each of the next two years; 

(4) A legalization or amnesty program that could apply to any aliens 
illegally in the United States prior to January 1, 1980 (eligible 
aliens would be categorized as "renewable term temporary 
residents" and could be eligible to apply for permanent resident 
status after 10 years); 

(5) The interdiction at sea and indefinite detention of mass arrivals 
of aliens such as the Cubans and Haitians (however, the Cubans 
and Haitians in the United States and known to INS prior to 
January 1, 1981, would be able to apply for "renewable term 
entrant" status and apply for permanent residence after five 
years), and 



"In  Irvin Klavan 
Assistant Commissioner 
Information Services 

• 

-2- 

111 	(6) An increase in the legal immigration quotas to allow entry of 20,000 more aliens a year from Canada and from Mexico. 

Before any of these proposals can be put into effect, they must first 
be approved and legislated by Congress. 

Thank you for writing. 

• 
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NEWS RELEASE 

Does San Diego County need President Reagan's proposed guest-worker 

program? According to a recent study released by Community Research 

Associates, Inc., the answer is no--if need is justified strictly on the 

basis of a labor shortage. The researchers do concede there might be s e" 

need for foreign labor in agriculture in the County but only if four 

conditions are met by the employers before they are allowed to hire 

guest workers. The 545 page report titled, The Employer's View: Implication  

for a Guest-Worker Program, was funded by The Rosenberg Foundation in 

San Francisco. 

The key question for the research team about the need for guest 

workers was whether foreign labor would displace domestic labor, thereby 

increasing the unemployment rate. In order to provide policy-makers with 

an objective and systematic framework for analyzing this question, the 

San Diego-based firm conducted back-to-back studies on undocumented, 

Mexican immigrants in the San Diego County area. 

The first study, Undocumented Immigrants: Their Impact on the County 

of San Diego, was conducted for the County of San Diego. It compared the 

wage expectations of unemployed, American workers to wages received by 

undocumented workers. The analysis revealed that slightly under 10% of 

C COMMUNITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES ) 

2969 BEECH STREET 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92102 
	

TELEPHONE (714) 233-9714 
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the regional unemployment rate was attributable to the presence of undocumented 

workers in the San Diego labor market. In addition, it was found that the removal 

of these undocumented workers would disrupt the agriculture and tourist industries 

in San Diego with 507. to 627. of the jobs going unfilled in agriculture and 37. to 97. 

of the jobs going unfilled in the tourist industry. These conclusions were limited 

by not being able to include information about the employers of undocumented workers. 

In the follow-up study, CRA was able to carry the analysis further by conducting 

interviews with employers in three industries: agriculture, restaurants, and 

electronics manufacturing. By examining the employer's role in the labor market, 

CRA found that most employers could, in fact, afford to hire American workers and not 

go out of business. The employers, in most instances, preferred foreign workers to 

domestic workers, especially Black Americans. The foreign worker exhibited preferred, 

worker attributes in the view of the employers (foreign workers generally being 

undocumented Mexicans in agriculture and restaurants, and Asian refugees in electronics 

assembly work). These workers were viewed as being more productive and more reliable. 

They represented lower labor costs and were seen as being less likely to organize 

or speak up for themselves. Thus, by bringing information from employers into the 

process of determining job displacement, CRA concluded that the first study needed 

to be amended: the displacement of legally, available domestic workers is higher 

than that estimated in the first study. What is not clear, and what was beyond 

the scope of this study, is exactly how much more local unemployment there is as the 

result of the employer's preference for undocumented workers. 

CRA concluded that a guest-worker program could not be justified for 

San Diego County on the basis of "need" alone--except in a limited way for 

agriculture, and this only after various conditions have been met by area 



News Release ... 	 -3- 

farmers. The following four conditions should be met before any San Diego 

grower is allowed to hire guest workers. 

1. That farmers do not fire legal workers in order to hire illegal ones (or 

guest workers). 

2. That they hire available domestic labor from this region (which includes 

farm workers from San Diego and Imperial Counties) as well as "green-card, commuter 

workers" from Tijuana and Mexicali. 

3. That farmers pay a wage which does not depress the wages of legally available 

workers (generally above the wages paid to undocumented workers and at a level 

near or equal to the union wage paid by South San Diego County farmers). 

4. That is be determined that growers are not over-hiring, resulting in workers 

being hired for less than the normal work day, thereby inflating the "need" for 

workers. 

-30- 

For more information on the above news release, contact Joseph Nalven or 

Craig Frederickson at (714) 233-9715. Proof copies of the full study are 

available from CRA for $30.00. Copies of the executive summary are available 

upon request. 



THE EMPLOYER'S VIEW 
Implications for a Guest-VVorker Program 	• 
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SSOCIATION OF MEXICAN AMIE:MC:AN EDCX:IATORS, !NC. 
14 7 :,  STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

SOUTH BAY CHAPTER 	P.O. BOX 2818 	CHULA VISTA, CA 92912 

President 
RAMON IEYBA 

President Elect 
CELIA ACUNA 

- Vice-President 
DANNY ESPINOSA 

Recording Secretary 
MARIA TERESA GONZALEZ 

Corresponsing Sec. 
LILIA BARTOLOME 

Treasurer 
ROSA BRACAMONTES 

Membership 
CRISTINA FLORES 

Elementary School Rep. 
BERTA LOPEZ 

Secondary School Rep. 
HECTOR ESPINOZA 

San Diego Rep. 
ELVIA RUCKER 

ClaSsified Rep. 
MARTHA FRAGA 

Adult School Rep. 
LETICIA SALIDO 

Higher Education Rep. 
BIL LOPEZ 

DATE: 	Friday, September 18, 1981 

TIME: 	4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 

PLACE: 	Casa Bonita 

AGENDA 

I. Call to order 

II. Approval of minutes 

III. President's report 

1. 1/ 

	

' IV. 	 Officer's report 

V. Committee reports 

VI. State action items 

VII. Chapter action reports 

VIII. Old business 

IX. New business 

	

A. 	Announcements 

	

XI. 	Adjourn 



The Challenge Intensifies 

Welcome back to what promises to be a busy, exciting year. 
In this era of ever-tightening budgets and a national mood that views with 

increasing distrust the vehicles that have supported the advancement of 
minorities in a plethora of areas, the challenge is indeed intense. 
How to convince the public that not all of the laws and reaulations which 
were passed in the 60's and 70's were unnecessary, ineffective and wasteful 
remains perhaps our most crucial challenge. 	In order to preserve and 
further develop true quality education for all youth, and particularly 
Chicane/Latino youth, it is a challenge that will certainly reauire all 
of our combined efforts, resources and expertise to meet. 

AMAE is uniquely qualified to meet this challenge. 	As an organization 

composed mainly of professional educators, AMAE's uninueness lies in that 
it has the expertise, the energy and the will to address itself to the 
challenge. By acting on and accogplishing it's noal, AMAE can improve the 

quality of education for all children. 

The Executive Board consits of dedicated people willing to work for those 
goals. These are your officers for"this coming year: 

President 	 Ramon Leyba 

President-Elect 	 Celia Acuna 

Vice-President 	 Daniel Espinoza 

Recording Secretary 	 Maria Teresa Gonzalez 

Corresponding Secretary 	Lilia Bartolome 

Treasurer 	 Rosa Bracamontes 

Elementary School 
Representative 	 Pertha Lopez 

Secondary Representative 	Hector Espinoza 

San Die0 Representative 	E I via Rucker 

Adult School Representative 	Leticia Salido 

Classified Representative 	Marna Fraga 

Higher Education Representative Bill Lopez 

Membership 	 Cristina Flores 



LEGISLATIVE HAPPENINGS. 

. This promises to be a very active year with many changes in the makeup of legislative 
bodies possible. Here in the South Bay, the Sweetwater Union High School District, 
San Ysidro School District, and Sith Bay School Districts each have three seats open 
with several candidates running por these positions. It behooves us as AMAE to examine 
these candidates and endorse those candidates for election we believe will do the best 
job. Later this month, a committee will be formed to interview the candidates and 
recommend endorsements to the membership. 

Also, the San Diego City Council has several seats open. Although the San Diego City 
Council does not directly affect South Bay issues in many areas, it does in the area 
of education. San Ysidro and Soth San Diego are part of the city of San Diego and 
therefore the San Diego City Council has impart on issues in those areas. Of partic-
ular concerns is the funding provided to the pre-school program in San Ysidro. 

Following is some general information related to future elections, who your legislators 
are, where to contact them, how best to communicate with them: 

FEDERAL: 	U.S. SENATE  
Alan Cranston 
10960 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 920 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
Tel. 1-213-824-7641 

S. I. Hayakawa 
880 Front Street 
San Diego, CA 92188 
Tel. (714) 298-5555 

U. S. HOUSE  
42nd. District - Duncan Hunter 
2530 Highland Avenue 
National City, CA 92050 Tel. 	(714) 474-8554 

STATE: STATE SENATE  
40th. District - James R. Mills 
815 Third Avenue 
Chula Vista, CA 92010 
Tel. 	(714) 427-7812  

STATE ASSEMBLY  
79th. District - Pete Chacon 
5106 Federal Blvd., Suite 207 
San Diego, CA 92105 
Tel. (714) 263-2148 

80th. District - Wadie P. Deddeh 
815 Third Ave., Suite 219 
Chula Vista, CA 92010 
Tel. (714) 427-7080 

LOCAL: 	CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
8th. District - Lucy Killea 
District Office - 268 W. Park 
San Ysidro, CA 92073 
Tel. 	(714) 428-4414 

COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS  
1st. District - Tcm Hamilton 
Tel. (714) 236-2249 

**************************************************** ************ *********************** 

BILINGUAL MATH. POSITIONS  

As of July 30, 1981, the Sweetwater Union High School District, has solicited assistance 
from AMAE in referring qualified candidates for employment as bilingual certificated 
MATH instructors. Al interested parties should contact the Department of Personnel 
Services, for the Sweetwater Union High School District. 

$ $ $$ $ $$SSS$$$$$$$ 



WRITE TO YOUR LEGISLATOR  

Legislators want to know how voters in their districts feel about the problems which 
challenge effective government. Public officials need to understand what individuals 
and organizations desire and dislike. 

Constituent letters, if well written, can be a potent vehicle for making our voices 
heard in Sacramento. When you write to your legislator, follow these suggestions to 
make your message more effective. 

ADDRESS YOUR LEGISLATOR CORRECTLY:  

The Honorable (full name) 
Member of the Assembly (or Senate) 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Dear Assemblyman (or Senator) (Last Name) 

INTRODUCE YOURSELF:  Tell who you are in your letter. A simple statement such as, 
"I am a teacher at Elmwood High School," is important. In addition, include your 
address at the top of the letter and your full name at the bottom. 

WRITE TO YOUR OWN REPRESENTATIVES: 	Tell your views to the legislators who represent 
you. Legislators care about how their constituents feel. 

BE SPECIFIC:  Clearly identify the particular legislation about which you are writing. 
Instead of "I'm writing about the retirement bills discussed in the newspaper article 
last Sunday," try to say, "I'm writing in support of Assembly Bill 777." Moreover, 
because bills are amended often, it is wise to identify the specific provisions or 
version which you are discussing. 

STATE YOUR CASE: 	Tell your views as concisely as possible. What the legislation 
means to your campus and community is your most potent argument. And, whenever possible, 
discuss the legislation in terms of your school idstrict, its unique needs, problems and 
assets. Give as many reasons as you can why a proposal warrants support or opposition 
and exactly what steps you are asking the legislator to take. 

KEEP YOUR LETTERS  SHORT: 	Tell your story, but don't waste words. A longhand letter, 
which is perfectly proper, should be no more than two pages; a typewritten one should 
be held to one page. 

ASK FOR  A RESPONSE:  Whenever appropriate, include a question in your letter which will 
elicit an answer. Ask the legislator for his or her view on the matter of its impact 
on your school. 

TRY TELEPHONE, TELEGRAM OR MAILGRAM: 	These are especially useful when time is limited 
and your message is urgent. A telegram of 15 words or less can be sent to a legislator 
in Sacramento for $4.95, a Mailgram of 100 words or less for $2.95, a Public Opinion 
Message of 15 words or less for $2.00. 

There is a telephone hot-line to Washington, D. C., available between 6-8 a.m., that 
costs wnly 85C for the first three minutes. You can call (202) 456-1684. 



TR'( TO:  

1. Be concise and factual. 
2. Put your name and return address on the envelope as well as in the proper place on 

the letter itself. 

3. Write legibly and avoid careless errors in spelling and grammar. 

4. Use plain or personal stationery when you are writing as an individual. If you are 
writing as the representative of a group, use organization stationery. 

5. Let the legislator know how the particular measure will effect his district. 

6. Include enough pertinent facts and reasons to substantiate your position. 

7. Be courteous and sicere. 

8. Identify the bill with which you are concerned, using title and number whenever possible. 

9. Write a letter of appreciation when your legislator does something of which you approve. 

DO NOT: 

I. Overstate or exaggerate your position. 

2. Flaunt the fact that you are a "citizen" and "taxpayer." 

3. Guess at the name, the number, or the contents of the bill. 

4. Base your comments on rumors or guess at the facts. 

5. Use mimeographed letters, printed postal cards, or form letters. 

6. Limit yourself to generalities. 

7. Leave out, or assume the reader's knowledge of, essential details. 

8. Use threats or personal attacks. 

9. Use insincere flattery or flowery terms. 

10. Write only letters of criticism. 

A.M.A.E. CONFERENCE WORKSHOP PRESENTORS 

The Association of Mexican American Educators, announces its Sixteenth Annual Conference 
to be held at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles from November 12-14, 1981. The theme for 
this conference, 'The Challenge Intensifies," expresses our growing concern for the educa-
tional, political and social future of the Hispanic community in the United States. 

All interested persons are invited to submit a proposal for a potential workship in their 
area of expertise. The enclosed forms must be completed and sent as soon as possible to: 

Juanita L. Sanchez, Ph.D. 
Program Committee Chairperson 

P.O. BOX 566 - Oxnard, CA 93030 

The program committee will screen all workshop proposals and will notify presentors. If 
you have any questions concerning the conference, please feel free to call Juanita L. 
Sanchez, (805) 487-4918, Ext. 412. 

A.M.A.E. BOAT DANCE  

ON OCTOBER 3, AMAE WILL SPONSOR A HARBOR EXCURSION BOAT DANCE. THE DANCE WILL BE FROM 
8:30 TO 10:30 P.M. BOARDING TIME IS 8:00 P.M. Il PROMISES TO BE AN EXCITING EVENING 
DETAILS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE FIRST MEETING. GO AND HAVE FUN 	  



GOVERNOR'S TASK FORCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS 

The Governor's Task Force on Civil Richts plans to hold a public hearing in October, 
1981 to gather information on the extent of racial, ethnic and religious disturbances. 
The forum will also focus on the prevention and resolution of violent acts in our com-
munities. 

This hearing is of utmost importance because of concern over the constitutional viola-
tions of many immigrants and undocumented taxpayers, the increased conflicts between 
residents and local police, and the problems associated with our children attending 
schools year-round. 

Our participation in this public hearing will be valuable since our community continues 
to undergo economic and social problems that contribute to tensions among some of our 
residents. 

The Task Force members who are expected to attend this forum include Los Angeles Mayor 
Ton Bradley; State Attorney General George Deukmejian; Ms. Esther Estrada of the Mexican 
Legal and Education Func (MALDEF); and Ms. Virna M. Canson, Regional Director of the 
NAACP; as well as representatives from other public and conmunity organizations on 
employment, housing, juvenile justice, community relations, and violence prevention. 

If you are interested in participating at this hearing, please feel free to contact 
Dan Verches of Assemblyman Art Torres, State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814. or call 
(916) 445-1670. 

******************** ****************************** ******************** 

PALOMARES AND ARROYO APPOINTED TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 

It is with great honor that AMAE announces to its membership' and supporters the appoint-
ment of Uvaldo Palomares and Roberto Arroyo to the State Board of Education. It is 
appointments such as Palomares and Arroyo that will enhance the image of our Latino com-
munity and show clearly that we have highly competent leaders. 

Uvaldo Palomares has been a continuous supporter of State AMAE and was featured speaker 
at our 1980 State conference. He is the first San Diegan to be appointed to the State 
Board of Education since 1973. Palomares currently is the President of the Human Develop-
ment Training Institute and he has served as a Consultant for the Mexican American Study 
to the United States Commission on Civil Rights. 

Roberto Arroyo is an instructor of Chicano Studies at Fresno City College. Prior to his 
position at Fresno City College, he was a counselor with the Fresno County Department of 
Education. 

Uvaldo Palomares and Roberto Arroyo have owrked hard to achieve their appointments to the 
State Board of Education and AMAE looks forward to their participation on the Board. They 
will not only be representative of Latino educational concerns, but will continue to 
achieve outstanding recognition as educational leaders. 

Here in San Diego, the San Diego, North County and South Bay Chapters of AMAE, in con-
junction with Assemblymen, Chacon's Office, the Coalition for Quality Education and PMAA, 
the Personnel Management Association of Aztlan, hosted a reception for Uvaldo Palomares 
July 17th. at the Executive Hotel, San Diego, California. 

******************** ***************************** ******************** 
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Open Election Date — March 3, 1981 
Last day to Register — February 2, 1981 
Last day to apply for a mailed voter ballot 

February 24, 1981 

Open Election Date — June 2, 1981 
Last day to Register — May 4, 1981 
Last day to apply for a mailed voter ballot 

May 26, 1981 

San Diego City Primary Election 
September 15, 1981 

Last day to Register — August 17, 1981 
Last day to apply for a mailed voter ballot 

September 3, 1981 

San Diego City General Election 
Uniform District Elec.:ticris 
School Governing Board Elcctions- 

November 3, 1981 
Last day to R" .77:V.0 	Octc:-.icr 5, 1981 
Last day to apply for a mailed voter ballot 

October 27, 1931 

OFFICIALS TO BE ELECTED 
IN 1981 

San Diego - Council Members 
Districts 1, 3, 5, 7 

Members of tl.e Board of Education, San Diego 
Unified So:y:',o1 Districts B, C 

Governing Board Members, San Diego Community 
College Districts A, C, E 

UDEL Governing Board Members 
Governing Board Members, County Schools 

ELECTION CALENDAR 1932 

Municipal Elections (General Law Cities) —
April 13, 1982 

Last day to Register — March 15, 1982 
Last day to apialy for a 	voter bdliot 

April 6, 1932  

Gubernatorial Primary Election — June 8, 1982 
Last day to Register — May 10, 1982 
Last day to apply for a mailed voter ballot 

June 1, 1982 

General Election — November 2, 1982 
Last day to Register — October 4, 1982 
Last day to apply for a mailed voter ballot 

October 26, 1932 

OFFICIALS TO BE ELECTED 
IN 1982 

Governor, Lieutenant Governor 

State Officers 

Representative in Congress, U.S. Senator 

State Senat, -, r:, 

Members of the i■ 

County Board of Supervisors, District 4, 5 

Members, County Board of Education 

County Officers 

Mayors and Council Members 

City Officers (General Law Cities) 

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

TOM HAMILTON 	 JIM BATES 

FIRST DISTRICT 	 FOURTH DISTRICT 

PAUL'N. FORDEM 	 PAUL ECKERT 

SECOND DISTRICT 	 FIFTH DISTRICT 

ROGER HEDGECOCK 

THIRD DISTRICT 

Under statutes of the State of California, the Board 
of Supervisors is the Election Board for San 1:iiego 
C.::Dunty, 

BILINGUAL COMPETENCIES  

The Multicultural Education Department at San Diego State University will offer on site 
graduate courses leading to a Master's degree, Specialist Credential, or Certificate 
of Competency. Classes began the week of September 7 and continue through December 18. 
For more information call 265-5155, 5953, or 6890. AMAE once again urges everyone 
interested to obtain their bilingual competency. 
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SSOCIATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATORS, INC. 
;1*  STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

SLyteenth 
nuai 

Conference 

"THE CHALLENGE INTENS1FiEr" 
at 

Tne Bihmore 
515 South Olive Street 

Downtown Los Angeles 

November 12th, 13th, 14th, 1981 

MIME] 
Featuring: 

1. Frominent Speakers 
2. Workshops 
3. Commorcal E7hib;s 
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FOR CONFERENCE iNFORMATION 

CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRPERSONS 
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"La Unidad Es La Fuerza De Nuestra Comunidad" 

Raza Orientation Day 
Friday, September 25th. 1981 2:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

International Center U.C.S.D. 

Sponsored by: The U.C.S.D. Chicano Concilio 

Presentations by: 

• Community Organizations; 

Barrio Station 

Committe on Chicano Rights 

Chicano Federation 

La Federation Health Careers 

Centro Cultural de La Raza 

La Raza Lawyers Association 

Student Organizations; 

MEChA 

Mujer 

Voz Fronteriza 

SATCH 

SAAC 

Campus Programs/ Organizations; 

Chicano Faculty Association 

Chicano Staff Association 

Chicano Studies 

Oasis 

Dinner, Entertainment, Refreshments, and a Dance are scheduled at no expense. For further information 

call Sofia at Chicano Studies office. Phone Number 452-2136. 



Estimado Hermano / Hermana Estudiante: 
The Chicano Concilio extends this warm invitation to you and hopes 

that you will join us in this informative and festive occasion. We have 
scheduled a variety of activities and presentations for that day. The 
reason for this is that many of us have 'experienced, at one time or 
another, what it is like to enter UCSD and not know anyone to turn 
or ask for assistance. 

The purpose of this orientation is to introduce you to students, staff, 
and faculty at the university who can make it more comfortablefor you 
in your transition to campus life and help you have a successful 
experience at this institution. Also, presentations from various 
community-based organizations will be made during the orientation in 
order to give you some insight as to what these organizations are doing 
in regard to defining, defending, and developing the 
Chicano I Mexican° Community of San Diego. 

In closing, we hope that you can join us and participate along with us. 
Please fill out the confirmation form and return it no later than 
Wednesday September 16, 1981. This will help us make the appropriate 
preparations for dinner, materials needed for orientation, and other 
arrangements. 

Gracias 
The Chicano Concilio 

—Confirmation Form 

Student's Name: 	  

College Attending . 	  

Student Status• 	  

Family members attending (if any)• 	  

If you do not plan to participate, would you like to be kept on our 

mailing list for future events that the Concilio may take part in? Yes No 

Your address  Zip Code. 

• 

• 

• 



AGE'DA-OliTANO ORTE1 . 71.s., ,TION SEPT B _ 	° 

Mast : r of Ceremony-:ake Mendiola, N.E.Ch.A. Chair 

2:30-ReL,istration 

41011. 	3:00-rjelcoming Remarks-Conrad° Gerardo 

3:10-Chicano Fedel'ation-Francisco Estrada 

3:20-Coholittee on Chicano RLrhts-David Avalos 

3:30-Centro Cultural de La Raza-Veronica Enrique 

• 1:40-La Federacion Health Careers-Narina Vera 

Raza Lawyers Association•Ray Mercado 

4:00-Jorge Huerta-payasadas 

:10-?`I.E.Ch,4-T.neMendiola 

4:15-Ujer- 

4:20-Vuz Fronteriza•Salvador Reza 

4:25-3ATCH-Blas Guerrero 

4:30-SAAC-Gilda Yazee 

4:35-OASIS-Cecilia Pineda 

4:40-Chicano Faculty Association-Rosaura Sanchez 

4:45-Chicano Staff-Association-Chato Benites 

4:50-Chicano Studies-Jorge Huerta 

5:G0-5:T5-Break 

5:15-Dinner 

5 :30-Danza Ne:,'cicayoti 

5: 50-Ba -,'r-i o St ti on 

6 : 05 -Dale t olkorico • 6 :25-Cl os ng Statement 

After the closing statement will follow s dance, D.J.ed by Tonyls Music Express. 
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Dear Mr. Baca, 

The December issue of CAMINOS will deal with the subject of 
the Undocumented Worker using President Reagan's newly proposed 
policies as the focal point. Your reputation and interest 
in this field is well known and we would greatly appreciate 
your viewpoint in an article to share with our readers. 

One of the views we would like to deal with is a response 
to Reagan's proposals from a  community activi o t  
point of view. You have been recommended for this viewpoint. 

We look forward to your participation in this issue. We are 
looking for a piece that may range from 400 to 800 words. Our 
deadline is the 4th week of October. 

Again, we look forward to your contribution in this all 
important issue. In anticipation of your participation, we 
shall be in touch with you to discuss any questions you may 
have and to work out specifics. Please do not hesitate to 
contact us if you have any questions. 

A/CL//12—Th 
atharine A. Dfz 

Editor/Associate Publisher 
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October 1, 1981 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Professional Responsibility 
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Washington, D.C. 20530 

October 20, 1981 

Mr. Herman Baca 
Chairman 
Committee on Chicano Rights, Inc. 
1837 Highland Avenue 
National City, California 92050 

Dear Mr. Baca: 

This is in final response to your correspondence to Mr. James 
Baker dated April 27, 1981, concerning allegations of misconduct 
on the part of various law enforcement personnel, including a number 
of Immigration and Naturalization Service employees. As we advised 
you by correspondence dated June 10, 1981, we initiated an inquiry 
in response to the referral of your allegations from the Attorney 
General to this Office. This inquiry has now been completed. 

As a result of a review of the documentation which you provided 
in support of your allegations, it was determined that twenty-seven 
of the cited abuses pertained to INS employees. In some instances, 
a lack of specific information as to the victim or the location of 
the alleged offense precluded competent investigative effort. In 
other instances, investigation had already been conducted and 
discipline effected where misconduct had been substantiated. Where 
there was no misconduct, letters of clearance were issued where 
appropriate. Two of the twenty-seven instances had not been 
previously reported and are now being investigated. 

Thank you for bringing these matters to our attention. 

Sincerely, 

ichael E. Shaheen, Jr. 
Counsel 

cc: David Hiller 
Special Assistant to the Attorney General 

Walter P. Connery, Director 
Office of Professional Responsibility, INS 

• 



October 20, 1981 

Mr. Herman Baca 
Chairman 
Committee on Chicano Rights, Inc. 
1837 Highland Avenue 
National City, California 92050 

Dear Mr. Baca: 

This is in final response to your correspondence to Mr. James 
Baker dated April 27, 1931, concerning allegations of misconduct 
on the part of various law enforcement personnel, including a number 
of Immigration and Naturalization Service employees. As we advised 
you by correspondence dated June 10, 1981, we initiated an inauiry 
in response to the referral of your allegations from the Attorney 
General to this Office. This inquiry has now been completed. 

As a result of a review of the documentation which you provided 
in support of your allegations, it was determined that twenty-seven 
of the cited abuses pertained to INS employees. In some instances, 
a lack of specific information as to the victim or the location of 
the alleged offense precluded competent investigative effort. In 
other instances, investigation had. already been conducted and 
discipline effected where misconduct had been substantiated. Where 
there was no misconduct, letters of clearance were issued where 
annropriate. Two of the twenty-seven instances had not been 
previously reported and are now being investigated. 

Thank you for bringing these matters to our attention. 

Sincerely, 

Michael r. Shaheen, Jr. 
Counsel 

cc: David hiller 
Special Assistant to the Attorney General 

Walter P. Connery, Director 
Office of Professional Responsibility, INS 



EDWARD L zuvER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

7 NOVEMBER, 1981 

ASSEMBLYMAN WADIE P DEDDEH 
STATE CAPITOL, ROOM 4126 
SACRAMANTO, CA 
95814 

Dear Assemblyman Deddeh: 

The inclosed attachments are in response to the ques-
tionnaire you sent last June. To me, a question deserves 
an answer - it is human obligation; I can see it no other 
way. (Else, at the extreme of definition, is not otherwise 
to be selfish, ((if one allows for time being valuable, 
that is))?) And thus, I have half answered, why the delay. 

I an sorry that I cannot prepare the content with more 
attention to proofing and neatness. But what I want to get 
across is there. As a matter of fact I an close to being 

able to do 	it rationally. For I am building a case, and 
in that I want to (re) state my premise 

I) There is a form of human being and human en-
deavor that I have found that I do not like, much less, 
respect. 

2) I fought two wars in combat to prevent encroach-
ment in this country. Thus when I see it going on at the bor-

d er . I see that I and my companions were lied to and scammed. 
As a consequence of that I see no reason why any person ever 
should have to respond to the draft again. I intend to make 
that public evidence; I intend to give youth my support; I 
intend to donate confidence. Combat veterans ARE The Author- 

ity. 

3) Icy loss cannot make me a hypocrite. The draft 
makes us a liar anyway, so each will have to decide. 

4) We crossed the harrier of good sense and moved 
into the area of scam upon any other use but of the English 
language. And that alone stands as proof - it is something 
that is an absolute  -  why are two languages necessary? And so 
we cone to vested interest, if not payments under the table. 

5) And since, we the people" are at the mercy of 
Politics and Garden Party rather than Pepresentation, I have 



the right to my own feelings and defense; I have the ob-
ligation to The Future - I have children, for example; 
and I chose them. And that is the second barrier reached. 
Encroachment proves the encroachee has no sense of Future. 
For were it otherwise I would not be the villain in my own 
play. 

6) One person's bigotry is another persons pro-
tection, defense. Though the lines may not be all that 
clear internally, they certainly are in the question of 
illegal alien versus American. And in the case of illegal 
alien; the support, the sympathy therefor, to wit: If, 
just because I am French American, you think I am going to 
say that I am, or support French Canadians or the "King" of 
France, or France, or the French language, or French cus-
toms, or things French, or French persons sneaking into this 
country, you do not understand me. And not only that; I will 
not permit being scammed into such. To reeducate when in 
the midst of otherwise being more important is selfishness 

or insanity. 

7) In the case of insanity, it is a mental state 

of inferiority if 	being in the sixth grade is such to 
the high school graduate. And to the rebuttal; one does not 
take off in the rocket ship without enough fuel. One can 
back off or give in to the otherwise; I know that one step 
beyond preposterous is terrorism. And lastly: 

It does not even Patter were one able to prove 
me preposterous ... unless one is speaking Universally, 
that is. The proof is in Blacks and Indians; FORCE was used 
on them. And until such time as there is the same privilige 
given to Irish Ameri can, French American, Italian American, 
German American, English American, and other minorities as 
is given thel.lexican4 	TO HELL WITH THEM. 

Per QED then, I accuse a scam as being in progress, per-
haps some politically; and I demand that it stop. I also de-
mand that all illegal aliens be shipped back - FOREVER, no 
braceros, no nothing. And as painful as ‘the decision on 

welfare and unemployment (the unemployed, the alternative 
is horrendous. "I too will pick grapes between jobs"; we 
cannot let snobbery and other pretenses overtake our good 
sense. What is an illegal alien? Anyone who doesn't agree to 
this, and in the case of the so called (Mexican) American; 
going back onehundred years. No way? 

Well tell me how then, and regardless to; when one assim-
ilates, doesn't it show!? And' there As your answer, 'Tr Assembly-
man. I know that the Lawyer, Economist, Politician and Busi-
nessman have gone too far. If the response to them has caught 
up, then it is already too late and there will be something 

between a race ("race - ) riot and a war. Support? I haven't 
met a so called Anglo yet, and that includes Black Skinned 
People, who is not in(to) this TREND, that is: 

-2- 



DISTRIBUTION: as adressed 

All State Reps 

All Federal Reps 

NAACP 

Chicano Fed 

Indian Affairs 

And the like, and 
as appropriate, see 
list attached, (file 
reference only) 
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t  Work for 111 

That, at the minimum, something surely is wrong. 

Beyond that; to give me the facts presented here. 

A person writes on wall or paper. It takes no genius 
to know the difference. Anyone who writes "Trabaja para 
todos"* not followed by how this is accomplished is just 
as likely to say, "Kill for the love of Allah". The 
reason the liberals never haunt these people for this is 
that they label them unfortunates. And though they say it 
takes one to know one, they say the rule does not apply 
here. Another way of seeing that is: monkey see, monkey do. 
One step away from psychosis. 

• • • 
If we are going to do anything - (then)  -  let us give 

this land hack to its owners: The American Indian. And with 
this letter, I have fulfilled my obligation to people whose 
skin is black - for however the debt can be paid, and if it 
is due, and today. Surely they have been given the longest 
ladder to climb. And black is beautiful, if not deserving. 

I do not intend to take up the gun or start a riot. 
But I have declared to start with ... and I intend to pro- 
tect my Self, my kids and my kind  -  for kind, see all above. 
Elsewise, see the second paragraph, sub-paragraph two, first 
page. 

RESPECTFULLY; 

INCLOSURES: Questionairre 
Deddeh only 

Response on Drugs 
Deddeh only 

Illegal Alien 
sponse 

Pictures 

Letter to Pres of. 
Common Cause, with 
attachment 

Ltr to Police  Chief, 
San Diego  -  a suf-
ficient actionable 
definition of 
PREJUDICE. 

All Cover ltrs, per 
DISTRIBUTION 
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REFERENCE THE JUNE, 1981 QUESTIONAIRE OF WADIE P DEDDEH -
80TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA. 

Question i'l, "Other", in which I have written "Illegal 
Alienism". 

I came to California from Massachusetts about ten 
years ago. If the people of all states other than Calif, 
N M, Az, and l'exas were made aware, yea fully aware, of 
what is going on in those four states, of wbat is being 
done in those four states, and reference the illegal 
alien and its heritage, there would be a very serious 
consequence. And I am representative of that feeling, 
and I am representative of that consequence. I resent 
what is going on, and I resent what is being done. 

For example; lip-service and image; lying, cheating 
and stealing; manipulating and confidizing; degredation, 
and so forth. *g* 

We are afraid of world criticism, so what do we do; 
sell our children out? And along that line I might re- 
mind you: We are essentially European, and/or as in, la 
FOLL0',7 A V2RY BASIC A'_;('140 SAXON 1.)?Tein': - something 
some people seem to doubt ... or aouething they seem to 
lead their kind away from, (as if distasteful). Well: 

Hear me out. For I see things that are ringing the 
bell. And one of them is this: 1.o tell the Border Patrol 
to stop illegal aliens, and then not give them the means 
to do so. And that damn sureis insanity - or whatever 
you want to label it - and such nonsense as this is what 
I constantly saw in the Army. But better still: 

I fought two wars for this country. And I fought at 
the level where people get killed. And I fought to pre-
vent encroachment. Thus when I see this illegal alien 
encroachment c;oing on I get mad. And when I'm told it has 
been going on for over one hundred years I get furious. 
Do you mean to tell me you sent me to Korea once and 
Viet ?'am twice to preveat the very thing you were allowing 
in our South? And how dare you? And how dare you again, 
for this is my message about it: --- ■s,  a• varm.w.,a,7rne......s, ...s.,  w mVnpa ”...a ,  o awal 

••••,a... 	 .m.P.•,...4a./..w....,..,*, 	
Mx,  ../, 4,..et 	 om.: 

1) To all youth. You have permission - official, I 
if you want to call it - to avoid the exalt, not go to 
war, 	y etc, 	 at1_5ay_c-0?ove.you Ilave_ e n be.ensnared ando 

deer' 'I. or i f this country is  defending, then it , 
wiii be (one so voluntarilly, (or it is not worth defend-
ing at all - as in; when people get hungry they eat). 

2) Laing born is no condition of having 

i 	

volun- 

teered for anyt- hing at all. Agaia; if it is worth defend- 
4 ng it w 4 1 1  1- --, Ela, o, )Pt- t blow away, (and/or i - 	 t is 
only your problem too, or made so, or you can make it so). 

1 



3) And I hold to this as follows, and perhaps 
forever: Until every person suspect, yea any person at 
all, can show conclusively that it came here leally, or 
that its ancestors did; and in the case of legally - to 
make it retroactive that any child born of aliens in this 
country is NOT an American citizen. And that if it can not 
show this it be shipped out And I don't necessarily care 
where; for better my children have a place within thing, 
than they do ... AND I DAMN WELL DID FIGHT FOR IT! 

And now as to who and how. 

And the first thing we note that it is not Canadians, 
nor from the North; and that: which coroas from the shores 
is - at present - noP,ligable to what I am calling in. So 
let them live here 1 .?E they wzmt, JUST AS LONG AS THEY ARE 
NOT 1,:ORKIN(;, (as the rule, is in)':orced in other countries, 
includinf :axico). Or tell thcm to shut their mouth 	OR 
TELL THE' ,!, (and their backers), TO SHUT THEIR MOUTHS. And 
so we getto personalities, to wit: 

1) I'm li'rench American. How come nobody's kiss-
ing my fanny? 

25 How come the chicano fed ,...ration is not demon 
strating at the Canadian Bgrdc;r? 

3) This land belongs to the A-Icrican Indian and 
not the King of Spain ... and 

4) If you do not like Americans then please leave. 
In fact s  why did you come here in the first place? 

We are dealing with a different kind of mind - per-
haps a mind too fixed to chane at all. ... And one of the 
earliest things of all they do, is label us a prejudice. 
It is one thing to like, to have fricnth,, and acquaintrnecs; 
it is quite another thing to avoid that which one finds 
distasteful, uncomfortable, awkward ... or just speaking 
another language. And who is suppose to assimilate with 
whom? 

No, no more; I will not permit this element to put 
me on the defensive and hold me in enslavement while they 
work away their wiles. Nor will i permit those Americans 
and "Americans" on this side of the border to do the same. 
Thus; do not call race prejudice. It is now a waste of time. 

And I expect politicians to respond. And I expect the y 

to come live amoung it; not in a protracted environment wher-
where they can ignore it. And I expect them to answer some 
questions. And one e7amp1e is what are the indicators of 
Self Esteem, and what are the indicators for the lack of 
it? What form does Traditionalism take, and what are the 
results of it? What is an indolent, and what is indolence? 

2 



And what is guilt or shame? And what is ashamed of being 
ashamed? And how about stature and looks; one's dignity 
and bearing. And ordinary; not Satanic or affected. And 
herewith I am stepping between first and second generation, 
for that seems to be where the problem begins to boil. 

There is amoung all societies an element that can 
be called Untouchables. And these are The Pestructives -
they destroy more than is constructed At worst, they des-
troy ninetvnine percent of that to which they come in con-
tact. In the name of (false) freedom we have never dealt 
with it, that is; how do you handle Freedom to be Non-re-
sponsible? Perhaps India does not handle it today - The 
Untouchable - but from what I know of Japan, they handled 
it very well. And I repeat and repeat again: Who's going 
to starve; CUR KIDS, OR THOSE OVER TH77,E? Thus: 

The first thing we must face is language and 
attitude - the ability to know. (And hopefully the even-
tual eradication of otherwise.) 

And then we must face ourselves; in place of 
others - foreigners. 

In the case of ourselves - the degredation of our own 
workers at the lower levels. For example; the constant 
attempt to shit all towards minimum wage and cold shelves; 
plastic and cardboard in place of quality and durability; 
and turnover - buy, buy, buy, and buy again, so that we 
never have any money, and so that the investment cycle is 
fed. ... and who benefits from that ... (arid does not the 
illegal alien help?)? 

And the attitude arrived at from that. The illegal 
alien puts our kind on welfare. The welfare worker (AITT) 
ITS JOE) is created, and the literature - the propaganda 
- treats it as normal; and not to mention that an Amer-
ican is too good to work in the field ... make that a 
capital F! And the second generation then? "Oh the World 

Owes !-te a Living" , 
etc, etc; and the third? By the time 

the third makes the statement, THEY MEAN IT; and/or, the 
thought to this effect! 

Selfish interest ... the politician is supposed to 
stop it, not get elected on it. 

And s o to the generations and to language and atti-
tuee; (and to superior, inferior ?). Well one thing is for 
sure: IT amoung two languages one does not have the word 
and/or concept, CARE, then the other language is the 
superior. Or how about taking turns; or right of way, 
orderly flow; or the sense of Fair Play. I, amoung some, 
accept that all are my brother and sister. I, amoung 
some, accept that I can chastise my little brother, (for 
example). I certainly accept that I cannot change the 
whole world - the ills - over night, aad/oe ia .1e/ life- 
time*. and I recognize that any attitude less than this 
is Terrorism - mildest to most forceful form. 

3 
* without miracles. 



Why do you get upset, angry, mad? Well oneway is 
when you are searching for a word and can't get it - "I 
know what I'm thinking but can't say it". When this 
happens as a result of arriving at the same point, but 
via a route other than your own, we have terrorism, 
beginning to end - frustration without form, strike at 
anything. So that when we have 750 words of a 1000 word 
realm, what do we have? How about 500 of 1000? Who has 
the right to chose, and to vote; and/or who can, and/or 
who can conscientiausly arrive at what they ought to do. 
I know one thing: I can choose and I learned to do so by 
my Self. And choose? There is a third route ... hard to 
find. And it took a very long time, AND THE TOTAL VOIDANCE 
OF TRADITION. It took the ability to compare. And amoung 
that lineage is relate, equivalence and recognize 	and 
to hold tradition in balance, the ralization: OTHERS. 

And I don't think the realization of others falls to 
the illegal alien. 

Why do they tear down - destroy - our new border 

Why do they knock one of our helicopters out of 

Why do they glut - any way you want to say it? 

WEN' DO THEY STAY, AND/OR RAISE FAMILIES, AND/OR 
NOT ACCEPT. BIRTH CONTROL 	AND /OR EXTOL, AND/OR SEE 
THAT THEY ARE EXTOLLED, AND/OR CONGLOERATE. 

(And tell me something? Who owner Los Angeles, 
Southern California ...or will? Who has the right to con 
an American with a Spanish name ... or if not con; to con-
trol them with a gun?) 

You guys better get off your butts! 

What happens when there are more of them than us? 
Do they have the right to overrun us? Where are/were they 
when the bullets fly around? For I can't explain a family 
in which " thirtyseven speak Spanish, and only one speaks 
English", nor can I see where I must support Senora 
Illegalaliena in place of sending the money to my own 
countrypeople - retired, whatever - or to my children. Or 
support voting information in Spanish so that "they" con-
trol each other ... (not to mention government within 
government - govern mental destructuring of culture 
by sub-culture - for in Biology, that is Cancer!). 

And the fog index gets phenomenal at Spanish in 
schools, and cannot you see the latent thumbing of the 
nose? 

When, in equality, will there be a demand that 
the eighth grade education be made the president of the 
bank? (For it is festering in the backgroung.) Can't you 

fence? 

the sky? 

4 



see that if the first assumption is wrong, than all that 
follows is the same. Or in that vein, having taken off in 
a wrong direction, unless they are stopped, there will be 
trouble. 

And in that vein then my, and other's, comments can-
not be called prejudice. 

To the best of my knowlege, aers
kin color
ion is bas

or normal
ed on what 

comes out of the mouth, and not upon s  
features. And consonance is based upon trend - in our case 
American Trend, and some seem to feel, a Universal Trend; 
(or at least we have to play it that way, towards/for 
change or sanity). (And to have a basis.) 

And what do I see, (personally)? Well I see that 
Jonestswn cult and see the worst of aversion. And I see 
the PLO, and its like, and feel the same. And I see the 
world's sadcst Figures - people who would kill themselves 
in the name of some cause. One it is cop-out - failure to 
stick around. Two it is a confidencidizing of some people 
and/or the following. And third, and worst of all: who 
says we have a right to take our life. After all IT WAS 

OTA77.N TO US BY SOYETHING OTHER THAN THAT 
PERSON T AKINC: 

"THEIP" LIFE. And that is stupidity; and that is dumb; and 
that is not thinking things out, staying around long enough 
to think things out; and that is being under l'IND CONTROL! 

Now I can't speak for all the world, but what kind of 
idiot would leave its own kind to come and live amoung 
us ... or put the other way around, would you. So we've 
got one handle on what we've got/what we're getting. Another 
handle seems to be race - they are shipping their prejudice -
to us. A third is work. And a fourth is a sincere desire to 
change. And since no new group seems to have a lasting 
difficulty in fitting in, yea desires to, then we must 
affix the problem to that which is not Spanish, but was 
here in the Americas from the beginning, (pre-European). 
Or: where do the extremes of vanity and enticement come 
from. Or manipulation, bravado, egotism. What is self-- 
esteem, and what is conscientious? 

And why the prevalence in Puerto Pico, (I've been 
there), or. Cuba, (I've seen there - especially the 
snot nosed kid in 	who told an American reporter 

to mind his own business). t\nd you say, "well, only a 
kid", and I say, but that is the point; it is the kid, 
the uninformed, the ignorant, that we must worry about. 
They are the ones who can kill, and they can kill without 
reason - a reason that is their own. In fact; if they can 
protest for the fun of it, can they kill that way also? 
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And how old is a kid? I•think we all know that some go 
to their grave that way. And what is definition? 

I think that 
rider is stupid. It is 
automobile can be. But 
along my way. Unless: 

The kid stole the money to build it. 
Or he puts an unsound automobile on the road. 

But then there are non-low riders on the road that are 
not safe. 

The proof of the pudding in intent and in stupidity 
is in the congregation of these automobiles, the flash, 
hype, whatever you w-nt to call it, AND IN THE INTEN-
TIONAL SLOWING AND BLOCKING OF TRAFFIC. Provocation 
at its lowest level is the baby - "hey look at me". It 
must be over and done with then, for when that baby has 
money, guns and muscle OOOOOO .c. ... well you get the 
picture. 

anyone who would build a low 
as mechanically unsound as an 
no harm is done; I laugh and go 

ON 0 - 

Now if I have come into chicano territory, I cite 
their presence at the border and their interest in the 
first place, What the hell do they care about nexicans, 
Canadians, whoishatever.) And then there are Ifexican 
Americans, Americans with Spanish names, and/or just 
plain old Americans, plane Americans, whatever ... and 
we get all that out of the way, I probably could be more 
definite, (and said somewhat tongue-in-cheek). And I say 
tongue-in-cheek for we are at the border of put-on turn- 
ing into that which hurts. 

My estimation is that they are mad because we 
don't notice; and the paradox is that to notice is to 
notice that t./11 eh we cannot hack. And that comes down to 
aesthetics. Perhaps we do not like Mexican music or dance 
as a continuour diet. Perhaps we need more variety than 
their Club permits. Perhaps we do not like uniforms or 
gangs that kill each otLer. Perhaps we do not like their 
intimidating their own kind, their enjoyment of pain - 
it is too noble to resist - tough(ness), initiation ... 
and all the things we are trying to get rid of. And I re-
peat: ALL THE THINGS WE ARE TrNinG TO GET RID OF. 

And at the risk of being misunderstood, I am 
saying; I do not want the profession or the public of 
sex and food (only) forever. I hate monotony! 

And I am secondly saying, (the possibility of), 
yesterday's illegal alien; tomorrows chicano - now see 
how I mean chicano verses an American of another type. 
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And I am thirdly saying the effect all this has 
on the American who wants to be American only, (re-
gardless its name is Spanish - "Spanish"). 

And I am lastly saying: We have a major problem. 
And that problem is to help the people who were here long 
befor European, Spanish, 1:1exican, yea even Aztec ... and 
my history says that runs from Algonquin to Apache - color 
red, (not brown), stature tall, and nomadic. And I am 
saying we must help the people who we brought here as 
slaves. And lastly, I am saying, we must help the people 
to whom we did not tell the whole truth; though in the 
case of the oriental, my observation has been that the 
Japanese, and the Japanese sure seems to have brought 
a mountain of Self Esteem with them ... they brought 
their self esteem along. 

For I find it difficult to believe, that did I have 
to hire the proper individual for the job, or lose a 
great deal ef money, I'd hire the best for the job 
and/or to that end going, for we surely are. Because the 
other end of such is to issue me a doctor who passed the 
course on his race or ethnics rather than on his ability, 
and that is the balancing point - the thing that makes the 
work-prejudice argument no longer tenable. 

And that is my last point, making. SHINE! The in 
adequate ruling the adequate. Sores eon who has to find i 7, 	 t- 

sel thru politics. Someone who must rule. Someone who 
won't back out when the job is done. Someone who carries 
to extreme. And thus I must give you a prediction: 

1) See the fifth paragraph of this document and 
its three sub paragraphs, (page one, continued on page 
two). 

2) I see holocaust, pogrom, and I think you 
know it ... and I am not talking KKK and the like; I am 
talking very nice people who are fed up and "complaining". 
People who can't find how this all happened, and how so sud-
denly. People who are unhappy and confused. People in a 
state of Wonderment. ... For I never claimed we're right; 
I just claimed we're more right than wrong. And I think it 
is the inherent, and in some cases unconscious, realization 
(THE:n that the seed of terrorism is in not being poor 
7717-cTssarilv) as it is in all the otherwise of above - the 
con, the scheme, non-recognition, false prejudice, vanity, 
machoism, crossover, then false intellectualism, mental 
deterioration, false premise, extre .sesism, yea even bondage 
sado-masochism - symbolic to begin with, but nevertheless 
festering there. 
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And that is my definition of encroachment - des-
cribed and delineated. And though you may disagree with 
ninetynine percent, you cannot deny the fifth paragraph, 
page one; nor the fact that I am better able and equiped 
to define than the very bulk of you. 

I hold no sorrow for the past except that it happened 
and is a lesson. As in, it is the Future that counts. And 
as for right and wrong; 

Disregarding that more come in than go ... 
We still find that those who express concern are 

still here trying. 

For though we may fold up and die ... 
There is more chance for expression here than in 

a dictatorship. 

And it is for this reason that I think the Amer-
ican is more right than wrong. ... 

And regardless that we do a great deal of damage. 
For it is something that we can correct. 
When we have the data base. 

And data base is Providence. And that must mean 
Posterity. Which would trend - Universally speaking - that 
we do not fold 1.111 and die. 

And no one can guess beyond that, (without a 
direct line to that force which rules the Universe). 

F071 THE ONLY KNOWN WAY TO PAY TnE PAST IS STOP 
THE HORROR, 

(a part of it discussed above). 

Distribution; I intend to be true to my wor::, thus this is 
a declaration of intent. What I shall say about the draft, 
encroachment, war, veterans ... and to youth, remains to be 
seen. I may publish in campus newspapers, encourage, what- 
ever. 	

One copy to each of my State and Federal rep- 

resentatives. Copies to federations, pro and con, when I 

Publicity. 
And one copy to the President, who appears to 

be selling out, And even if I have to hand print it on a 
letter-paper some four by six feet in size to assure that 
he'll take notice. 

In this form, or not; I am angry - fed-up! 

am ready. 
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AUTHORITY: Innocence can be excused. From my own ex-
perience, it took the severest of shocks for me to find 
the error of our ways - use encroachment as only one of 
many examples - as well as my deviation from what was in 
this country - my early lessons and experiences. Part of 
that is to be intolerant of our own and tolerant to all 
else - to all else, intolerance cited. And part is to 
deprive wiEFFUET7)nformity - seen when two forms of 
punishment are issued. And part is the clerical level 
versus the boss, and/or the owners, and/or the concept. 
And lastly - no definition of our purpose, (and so as 
human beings). 

The most difficult person to expose is the 
deceiver and accuser. (Or he could not have deceived.) 

I think I care more about this country than 
most people do, (and I worry about those like me). And 
I see a need of less of More, and more of Less ... to 
speak in general terms. And I see people as the prime 
concern of business, not business as the prime concern 
of government. And, disregarding that we must get govern- 
ment out of business, we must surely get business out 
of government. For it is idiotic to say that less control 
effects nor coordination. Less control only feeds the 
rich. And that is improper, or unl;alanced,authority. And 
the lies must be made to support it. To Wit: 

Glut is competition end competition is 
cut-throat. 

Printing money is happiness; we can all 
buy what we want; we can all go to work to make it; (or 
someone damn sure is lying). (And/or forcing it not to 
work.) (OP. WA1;TING '!ORE THAN ITS SHARE FIRST!) And 
that is the other side of and support of encroachment. 
For if a town has one of each kind and a second of one of 
those kinds moves in then that first of those two kinds 
must take half (only) of what it had. And that certainly 
is not justice. And there certainly is no authority. 

For, how do I cope with the fact that the 
ill can kill me before I can effect the cure? ... before 
the cure's in effect? 
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COMMENTS, AFTERTHOUGHTS; AUTHORITY 	NOVEMBER, 1981 

"A popular government without popular information is 

but a prologue to a farce or a tragedy, or perhaps both.' 

James Madison 

That which I dislike is that which 
made me dislike it, 

else how could the thought occur? 

Edward Zuver 

Free speech and so on I don't have to like anyone I 

don't want to. I can even le a 
snob if I like. And I don't 

have to allow anyone in this country that I don't want to. 
In fact, I can chase anyone out of this country that I want 
to; especially if they won't be American; most especially 
if they hold on to old languages and customs. The whole 
indication of disunity and provocation is inherent therein 
and not in some magic paranormal unknown that the Psycho-
logical Establishment says can't be figured out ... or that 
only they are privy to. What that says is that as long as they 
don't let the answer out, they've still got a job. 

BECAUSE WHEN WE TALK ABOUT ILLEGAL ALIEN, WE REALLY TALK ABOUT 

SOME WHO CLAIM TO BE AMERICAN TOO. The fault of not adapting 
is not mine because we see adaption occurring; thus, T. don't 
have to get used to them, they must get used to me. Said 
another way: If a Black can be an Anglo-Saxon, so can anyone 
else. And said the third: You bring me a novel worth pub-
lishing, and I don't care what your name is. 

Unhappiness has two choices. Face it or force it upon 
others. I an tired of the burden of the unfair stress im-

posed upon me by the 	
... what shall I call it, the Hispanic 

Hysteria, or the Chicano Chicanery. This sad mixture of 
effort is evidenced by the mystery of Moctezuma with one 
hundred thousand troops in hesitation and yielding to Cor-
tez, and not to mention Cortez being there in the first 
place; and not to mention the misoion of stealing gold, 
was the priest along to justify it. Some MagnaCarta! OK, 
OK; to each his own ... (But I just don't want it a part 
of, or on my territory., And before anyone cites that assad 
yesterday, I cite cock fights and bull fights, and the  
fact also that some American's wii attend them ... more 
than out of curiosity ... and remember. my  point of view 

is America, not American ... and much less, not necessarily, 

Southern California. 

We must all agree on one set of rules for conduct 
else I will end up paying the hospital bills for those who 
don't hook their seat belts ... to go partially into paba- 
ble. And we crossed over into the truth of that upon 

the 

demand that we speak Spanish, Viet Namese, whatever. NHUXI 

XXXX#,UNXVI.41.1?thticiiLtIKXXfatlil Free rnterprisL.. A , y  step 

where one can transport illegal aliens in its own country. 
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That sure speaks well of and for Free Enterprise. And 
not to mention: '71-lat is the difference between a Mexican 
stealing our cars and an illegal alien stealing our tomorrow? 
Don't give me Economics as an answer. If that were true, 
they would apologise for the deed (though caught or not), 
and not give us the finger, laugh and smirk, spit on us 
and so forth - some forth so to go... . One illegal alien 
equals one communist (Nazi, socialist, whatever) "in- 
vasion". 

What right do people have to have more that two children? 
As America becomes aware of this, why do you permit the 
opponents of this entry? Not only that, proponents who 
do not order their children into conduct that is acceptable, 
as in having lost control, as in gang warfare, for example. 
It is only (now) a short tine from American Innocents suf-
fering at the hands of those who claim to be American 
but talEXXXINU label themselves as otherwise. People who do 
not get the way they are told they want become irrational 
and insane; again look at gangs ... not gang, but gangs. 

Or why revert to Spanish just after an English conver•2 
sation? The reason we have lousy TV is the same reason 
there are Spanish speaking TV stations. Not only have I 
found that English requires a degree of thinking and jus- 
tification not present in any other language, do I also 
(just because it is here) require that "my countrymen" 
speak it. Said another way: You can't get away with it in 
English if someone is willing to expend the energy to con-
front you. Said another way: English is the only language 
on this planet with the ability to bottom lone ... a bigot, 
a bigotry, for example. Redundant, then ambiguous; and then 
the surreptitious-ness to weigh that and the result. Look 
at the inventions and discovdries in the English language, 
and in English rootings. I don't feel sorry for anyone 
who is more willing to hold his hand out than to try. 

The essence of what I see in Illegal and what I shall call chicanoism is Nihil-
ism. The essence of the Nihilist is to kill anyone or thing it wants to - from 
accident or design - which from the victims end is the same. And remember, I'm not 
talking bank robber (necessarily), I': talking Flake. And it is simple:NO GOD DA

N E 

FOPEIGNEr WILL TELL ME HOW IT IS, WAS, OR WILL BE. NOR WILL HE TAKE OVER MY COUN-

TRY OR SHOVE E AROUND . HIS INTENT IS IN HIS LANGUAGE. And so I demand that the pc 
litical system stop kissing fannies and reverse itself and do something - see all 
previous - AND/OR, I WILL. Wishy-washy is dead, for; the gravity of the issue is 
seen in gravity: The person below has two ways to get from A to B. Very simply -
to jump up there. Otherwise to teleport. And teleportation, the process, the per-
mit, takes total knowlege of at least who and what we are, and in this case I am 

uqaMpg of the of fort and_the_time 
IF YOU ARE GOING TO ALLOW SOME SEVENTEEN YEAR OLD PIP-SQUEEK DRESSED IN BAGGY 

PANTS, T-SHIRT AND DARK GLASSED TO PUT A KNIFE AT MY THROAT, I AM NOT. 

It's your roll, 

A r r, 

(d&trat•ri-aLizatjon) 

(mater 
	 (a) radio signal 



armando vela 
defense committee 

P.O. BOX 2231 
National City, CA 92050 

(714) 477 -3730 

• 
• 

• 
• 

ESTIMADO HERMANAS Y HERMANOS: 

On August 18, 1979, at the age of 21, my life was permanently 
altered by Officer Michael Ellis of the National City Police depart-
ment. 

On that night, a group of friends and I were watching a fight 
in National City, when the police converged. Everybody began running 
out of fear and the knowledge that the police use the law as a wea-
pon against Chicanos. 

While I was running, Ellis shot me in the back. I was instantly 
paralyzed. I will never walk again. 

This is just one more of the many instances of police brut-
ality against our people. Any of those people running that night 
could've been shot that night, it just happened to be me. The police 
say I attempted to assault one of the police officers, but charges 
have never been brought against me. I have never been convicted of 
any crime related to that night. 

In March of 1980, my wife, Norma, and I filed a civil suit 
against the National City Police Department, the city of National 
City and police officer Michael Ellis. The case charges them with 
a violation of my civil and constitutional rights. We filed this suit 
in an attempt to stop this from happening to anyone else. 

I am fed up with the way the police harass and threaten our 
people, and intimidate us from fighting for our rights. We know my 
single case cannot stop police brutality and harassment. The only 
way to stop that is to change the system that breeds racist and 
brutal attacks against minority communitys. But we cannot sit back 
and let other innocent brothers and sisters be victimized by the 
continuing acts of the police. 

We are asking for your support. My case goes to trial on 
January 19,1982, in front of Federal Judge Judith Keep at the Federal 
Courthouse at 940 Front Street, Downtown San Diego. 

These are some of the ways you can help us: 

1. . Attend the trial on January 19, 1982,at 9:00 AM at 
940 Front Street. 

2. Participate in the Rally and Press Conference in front of 
the Federal Building, 940 Front Street on January 19 at 
11 AM by attending, sending representatives or speaking. 

3. Allowing us to make a presentation to your organization 
about the case. 

4. Have your membership sign the enclosed petition and return 
it to us. 

5. Endorse the case as the people below have done. 
6. Donate money to the ARMANDO VELA DEFENSE COMMITTEE to 

help pay for some of the court costs. 

-1- 



We ask you to unite with us on this issue. We don't want 
any more young people to be shot, paralyzed or lose their lives 
because we failed to use this case to prevent it. 

Armando Vela 
ARMANDO VELA DEFENSE COMMITTEE 

Dupe/Reyes 
AL FRENTE DE LUCHA 

Partial List of Endorsers: 

MeCha, Southwester College 
El Comite de Igualdad, Los Angeles, California 
Felipe Casares, MeCha Chair, UCLA 
Ramon Rubalcaba, MeCha Chair, USC 
Lynda Romero, Attorney 
Committee to Defend Nassco Workers 
Arthur Diaz, Instructor Mexican American Studies, Southwestern College 
Norma Kandle, Dean of Counselors, Southwestern College 
Diane Mason, Counselor, Southwestern College 
Josie Carillo, Counselor, Southwestern College 
Judy Chu, Professor, UCLA Asian American Studies 

I would like to support your case in the following way: 

I will attend the trial and rally 
I would like to speak at the rally as a representative of my 
organization 	  
I would like to donate $ 	to the Armando Vela Defense Committee, 
P.O. Box 2231, National City, CA 92050 

Please call me. I would like to help. 

I will endorse the case 

My name and address is 	  

PLEASE RETURN TO: 	ARMANDO VELA DEFENSE COMMITTE 
P.O. BOX 2231 
NATIONAL CITY, CALIFORNIA 92050 
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man partially paralyzed after a 

10e shooting two years ago will take 
4 signatures with him into federal 
court tomorrow protesting the use of 
the hollow-point bullet. 

The hollow-point is the type of bullet 
which shattered part of Armando 
Vela's spine on Aug. 18, 1979, and is the 
bullet used by many law enforcement 
agencies today. 

The police argument in favor of the 
bullet says the hollow-point's ability to 
immediately incapacitate someone 
who could be extremely dangerous is 
crucial to police and public safety. 

The argument from Vela, now 23, is 
that the bullet is more damaging than 
need be. With the bullet, he said, "They 
are not trying to stop you. They're 
trying to kill you." 

Vela was shot by a former officer 
following a fight between youths at 6th 
and G Sts. 

The petition contains signatures both 
from this area and Calexico, where 
Vela lived until shortly before the 
shooting when he moved to National 
City. 

The petitions demand a halt to the 
use of the hollow-point, an end to 
Mice brutality," the firing of the 
111Cer who fired the shot and com-
pensation for Vela. 

The officer, Mike Ellis, resigned 
from the National City force in May 
after it was learned he was a subject in 
a federal investigation of an alleged-
weapons smuggling plot. Ellis was not 
prosecuted and he was granted im- 

0n
, ity in exchange for federal Grand 

testimony. 
he hollow-point or hollow-nose 

bullet is considered more lethal than 
solid bullets by many, including law 
enforcement officers, because the nose 
flattens and expands or mushrooms in 
diameter upon impact. 

As in Vela's case, the bullet may 
"explode" with shrapnel distributing 
itself in the body. 

Vela said a piece of shrapnel entered 
a lung, requiring that he remain on a 
respirator for a month. , 

t. 

ARIVIANDO VELA 
Has 450 signatures of protest 

Vela is confined to a wheelchai 
has use of his hands and arms. 

"I don't think this bullet is ever 
necessary to stop someone who is 
running," he said. "They could use 
another bullet." 

Police have said most con-
frontations, with firearms, occur with 
the officer and a suspect within 7 feet of 
each other. That, they have said, is one 
reason, for the use of the hollow-point. 

Faced by a suspect armed with a 
gun, a less lethal bulieL fired by the 
officer might leave the suspect stand-
ing on his feet. 

Police defend the hollow-nose bullet 
saying, unlike other bullets, it will not 
penetrate a body leaving the chance of 
also hitting another person nearby. 

Vela is now married and attending 
his third semester at Southwestern 
College. 

"Even if I win the case, I'm not 
gonna walk anymore. I'm taking this 
to court because I don't want this to 
happen to another person," he said. 
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Police defend its  use  
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IS HOLLOW-NOSED 'BULLET (RIGhT) 	 fOR.Pel.ltE T .E*) USE? 	" 

Son Diego police use a somi-wackutter (left) instead. 

By JACKIE McGRATH 
tar-News Staff Writer 

National City police's use of hollow- 
S 

point bullets is unconstitutional and 
"barbaric," an attorney claims in a 
lawsuit pending in federal court. 

Attorney Robert H. Lynn, defending 
a man injured lay police in 1979, said 
the use of the bullet, which flattens out 
and expands or "mushrooms" when it 
hits its target, "is shocking and clearly 
is barbaric in light of our modern 
society." 

• LYNN SAID he would ask a federal 
• district court judge in September to 

rule in favor of his client, Armando 
Vela, based on the police department's 

' use of the hollow-point bullet. 
.Police don't deny the power of that 

bullet to drop a person in his tracks and 
to do more damage. But they say it's 
the ammunition best suited for the job 
0! protecting the public and the officer 

4 	s  handling a gun. 
-The hollow-nose bullet, as Lynn 

describes it in the suit, flattens oft and 
"peels back like a banana on impact 
with the human body." 

Police say that because the tip of the 
bullet is hollow, it will flatten, growing 

• larger in diameter as it flattens. 
• Those with a partial coating of 
copper around them, or "semi-
jacketed," further aggravate the 
wound, Lynn said. 

Sgt. Dave Kelly, range master for 
Continued on Page A -8 
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A federal court judge this week 
refused to issue a blanket ruling 
condemning the use of hollow-point 
bullets by police. 

U.S. District Court Judge Judith N. 
Keep said the case of Armando Vela 
would instead rest on the factual 
question of why Vela was shot. 

Keep denied a motion made by the 
attorney for Vela, paralyzed after a 
police shooting in August 1979. 

THE MOTION for summary 
judgment asked that National City be 
ruled liable in the shooting of Vela on 
the grounds that the hollow-point vio-
lates the constitutional rights of the 
persons it is used against. 

A motion for summary judgment 
asks for the judge's ruling without the 
proceedings of a t 

Vela's lawsuit against both the city 
and former officer Mike Ellis is ten-
tatively scheduled for trial next Jan. 
19, according to Vela's attorney, 
Robert H. Lynn. The attorney said he 
will again raise the issue of the use of 
the bullet at the trial along with 
testimony on the circumstances 
surrounding the shooting regardless of 
the type of bullet used. 

Lynn argued that the hollow-point 
represents "cruel and unusual punish-
ment, violating the 8th Amendment of 
the U.S. Constitution. And he said the 
14th Amendment guaranteeing "due 
process" to one accused of a crime is 
violated by the use of the bullet. 

KEEP SAID the 8th Amendment 
clause was written with persons 
convicted of crimes in mind. Vela  

wasn't convicted of a crime. 
She said that while the due process 

clause might apply, police in some 
circumstances may use deadly force 
on a suspect. Keep said that she wasn't 
prepared to rule the use of the hollow-
point would violate 'in all cir-
cumstances. 

She addressed Lynn's argument that 
the use of hollow-nose bullet is a 
violation of the 1899 Hague Conventions 
decrying the use of bullets that 
flatten and expand when hitting their 
targets. 

Keep 	questioned 	what the 
policymakers of 1899 would have 
thought of today's nuclear weapons. 
"On the scale of one to 10, I'm not sure 
where the hollow-points go," she said. 

VELA WAS shot by the former of- 

ficer following a fight at 6th and G Sts. 
Police, shortly after the Aug. 18, 

1979, incident, told reporters officer 
Mike Ellis and a reserve officer 
responded to a fight at 6th and G Sts. 
finding three or four men attacking one 
man, with a larger group of youths 
surrounding those in the fight. At one 
point, the fight victim was dragged by 
a moving car, they said. 

When the youths fled upon seeing the 
officers, Ellis chased one youth while 
Ellis was chased by Vela. 

Police said Vela was shot only after 
Ellis had managed to roll away from 
the thrust of a screwdriver in Vela's 
hand. After Vela ran, Police said Ellis 
feared for the safety of the reserve 
officer because of the weapon in Vela's 
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Police defend its use 

(Continued from Page A-I) 

San Diego police, said the copper 
jacket doesn't necessarily disin-
tegrate, but if it does, pieces of 
shrapnel could spread throughout the 
body. 

LYNN CONTENDS that Vela, now 
24, is a paraplegic, paralyzed from the 
waist down, because of the shooting, 
;which occurred near 6th St. and G Ave. 
in National City. 

Vela was shot once in the back, his 
attorney said, by former officer Mike 
Ellis, who left the department this 
spring for reasons unrelated to the suit. 

Police said Vela chased Ellis and 
' refused to drop a knife he was wielding 
when ordered to do so by Ellis. 

Of six police agencies polled — the 
sheriff's department, California High- 

way Patrol, and police in San Diego, 
Imperial Beach, Chula Vista and 
National City — the San Diego police 
department was the only one that 
reported not using the hollow-nosed 
bullets. 

SGT. KELLY called the hollow-
nosed bullets "the most advantageous 
for the officer — unless he's being shot 
at." 

Asked why San Diego doesn't use the 
hollow-point ammunition, he said, 
"Because we'd get a lot of heat from 
the public — that's the only thing." 

He` said San Diego uses what is called 
a semi-wadcutter. Like a hollow-nosed 
bullet, he said, it won't penetrate all 
the way through a body. 

Unlike the bullets used by National 
City, the wadcutter won't flatten and 

Oil 
'expand, thus possibly damaging less 
tissue in the body. 

NAT:9NAL CITY Police Capt. 1'. 
Wayne Fowler said his department is 
aware of the "deadly force" of a 
hollow-nosed bullet. "When that officer 
is carrying that weapon, he's carrying 
that round for the worst type of 
situation he could go into." 

He also said, "I don't care what 
crooks think about the ammunition we 
use In a life threatening sltvation." 

"Intermediate incapacitation" was 
the reason given by a sheriff's 
spokesman for the use oi' the hollow-
nosed bullet. "Tremendous amount of 
knock-down power" was the ,reason 
cited by the 1413hway Path). • 

Lynn said the bullet Viblates gth 
Amendment rights because it's "cruel 
and unusual punishment," and the 14th 

Amendment because it denies due 
process to the suspect who is shot with 
such a bullet. 

FOWLER SAID Lynn's premise, 
that using those bullets is "cruel and 
unusual punishment," "on its face 
seems a little ludicrous to me." 

He said an officer, in addition to his 
revolver, carries a shotgun in his 
squad car "and is encouraged to carry 
It with him." 

At a short distance of perhaps five to 
seven feet, nine shotgun pellets fired 
simultaneously would be more 
devastating than a hollow nosed-bullet, 
he said. 

Most armed confrontations, he said, 
:thke place with the officer and m 
Istispect within seven feet of one 
Another, and the officer needs "the 
Most effective round he can have." 

IF A bullet is more lethal, it's more 
dangerous both to an armed suspect 
and to an innocent person who could he 
shot in the course of police work. 

Fowler said the odds are against an 
innocent person being shot. If police 
shoot and kill 500 persons, he said, 
perhaps one would be an "innocent 
bystander." 

Lynn also said that at the 1899 Hague 
Conference countries agreed to stop 
using bullets that flatten or expand 
easily in the body or bullets with 
partial - coverings or incisions. 

The United States didn't sign the 
agreement, but Lynn said the military 
accepts the agre ,ment in practice. 

Military men, Fowler said, usually 
fight battles at a distance, unlike the 
close-range confrontations police are 
involved in. 
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EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 	92050 

10 NOVEMBER, 1981 

-CHICANO FEDERATION OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY 
920 'E" STREET 	 (with extra copy to be for- 

SAN DIEGO, CA 	 warded to Mr Baca, I believe 
it is, of National City) 

Dear Sir: 

I don't know what a Chicano is really - Mexican American, 
type of Mexican American - but I know enough to include you 
in this mailing. For though this whole affair is about aliens 
and illegal aliens, (and language), I have seen alliances be-
tween Spanish speakers residing on this side of the Border, 
and people I know/knew to be illegal aliens. In the case of 
the Spanish speaker ... they speak English too. In the case 
of aliens ... it can include alien conduct by perhaps, Ameri-
cans, and of any race. And/or to he more specific: Are you 
stating that you are better-than I am? Are you stating that 
you or your own are more deserving than I or my ancestors? 
Are you refusing to he American, as in language if not cus-
tom. Why Highland Avenue ... and not only, 4hat is the pur-
pose of gangs, but are they considered Chicano or composed 
of Chicanos 

And lastly, and to an element, AND TO NOT INCLUDE AMERI-
CANS WITH SPANISH NAMES; if illega:'_ aliens were not invited, 
how do you feel about their chi dren, 	children's children, 
etc living on this side of the order? How do you feel about 
my supporting them? Who is more deserving - my (American) 
children, or them? How about if it comes down to the last 
bite of bread? Or a job? 

I could be wrong Sir, but I see ties stronger with Mex-
ico than with the United States, or eime ties stronger with 
each other. Is there some reason to avoid me? Assuming one 
is kmerican, what is wrong with Kansas or Ohio, or even 
Canada, for that matter - moving there, or having moved? 
And I can't help it that every one of these questions are the 
elements of conspiracy. Again, I am not namying you, I am 
naming non-American ... and I am being sincere, not chal-
lenging. For I am afraid: for I am concerned! 

For example, of those things specifically heard: 

"Ah, you don't need an education, get a job. 
Discounting that this is an excellent insurance policy for 
the parent, it sure plays havoc with the kids in the school 
room that are trying to learn. 



Never give up versus never give in. Honor 
versus noble. Never apologise, never be wrong, Macho -
ism, The Mexican Standoff. Esteem versus self-esteem. 
Not believing. Defending what you hate. Having to defend 
what you don't believe in. Gang rules. Initiations. 
Finding pain to be a pleasure. Pretending bravery isn't 
being afraid. And going off the deep end; "By God, I'll 
show them'. 	... This is for children to learn in, not adults. 
For with adults, the toys are too large and dangerous, 
and unless they can say, "Oops". 

Lack of concern, and/or conformity, and/or care. 
Somewhere I saw that the population of Tucson  -  I believe 

it was  —one hundred and twenty (about) years ago was ten 
thousand Gringos and two Mexicans. There are now an esti-
mated six million illegal residents in the United States, 
all from Mexico, and only to mention legality, how and 
what does that compare to the Tucson ratio? What would 
the illegal aliens do to me? And I repeat, I am talking 
settlement, not jobs; there are no ghettos in "Kansas". 
Ghetto must be in quotes too. 

And that is all I've got to say Sir. I do not accuse 
you of being illegal aliens, nor do I accuse you of being 
trouble. If fact, and as stated at the beginning, I am not 
even sure this letter and its attachments should go to 
you. 

But how do I reach the Non-Chicanos who have Spanish 
names, and who appear to be illegal aliens or to act that 
way, or who are intent on destruction. This letter is an 
attempt  -  the only way I can think of  -  to find a central 
ground for Arbitration ... a place where a statement and 
declaration can be made ... a place to show I care. If in 
any place I have put the wrong shoe on the wrong foot, it 
is because I lacked a name therewith to use. 

RESPECTFULLY; 

et/ 
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There is only one reason that every thought of the inclosed 
is not in perfect order, and that the writing is not letter 
perfect: time and money. 

Edward L Zuver 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

7 NOVEMBER, 1981 

CHIEF OF POLICE 
SAN DIEGO POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SAN DIEGO, CA 

Dear Sir: 

I have been meaning to write this letter for well over 
a year. And the reason for it: To support the police check 
point at the Border. 

One is an incident that happened about two years 
ago. Two Mexicans stole an automobile in Imperial Beach and 
(of course) raced for the Border. In doing so they ran a 
stop sign and plowed into a taxi - the driver was injured 
enough so as to be unable to drive a cab anymore. That's im-
portant, but not the purpose of the letter. What is, is that 
it could have been a child; and more towards the example I am 
citing, which is: 

Thumbing their nose at me. I wonder how many take 

into account that the Canadians do not do this to us? Don't 
you see prejudice of the most vile kind? 

I am not averted to Americans with Spanish names. But I 
do see most clearly now that anyone who takes it beyond that 
is prejudiced against me first - that is, IS THE INSTIGATOR 
OF PROBLEM: PREJUDICE. And by now I mean the incident 
demonstrating it. And by who; those I shall have to call 
Double Redundants - latin names on either side of the Border, 
and regardless of nationality. Dumb, stupid, ignorant people. 
And so until they provide me the courtesy /that the Canadian 
people do. And so also because I know th4you and I agree 
that the most preposterous thing in the world would be our 
going to live in Canada - if we did - and forming a federation 
there, as in chicano or whatever. 

And that is the meat of the problem. No one is going to 
tell me, "That is the way it is ... Period", except of course 
the way Natural Law works - the laws of physics, and so forth. 
Help and hand-out are two things, the difference of which is 
now realizable. Climbing the stairs is climbing the stairs; 
God knows how the police (can) handle the lack of self es- 

teem. 

If I have been critical of the police in the past, I want 

this seen as balance. SINCERELY, and 

/REZPECTFULLY .. 
 .----/ 

(•- 	/1 
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EDWARD L ZUVER 
*PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

2 NOVEMBER, 1931 

COMON CAUSE 
2030 M STREET, NW 
WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr Wertheimer: 

ATTN: FRED WERTHEIMEP, 
PRESIDENT 

To ask me to pay tax on tangibles, facts - roads, 
schools, etc  -  is one thing; to ask me to pay tax on 
opinion is another. And in saying this, I refer to my 
letter and draft of 17 Sept, and your answer of 23 October. 

You had no right to bring, or to permit, entry of, 
the millions of foreigners we now have. And thus to ask 
or demand that we speak their language to them is • • • 
was ludicrous to begin with. And the only answer: your 
own sense of inadequacy. 

And that Sir, is why I am mad - to suffer at the hands 
of Inadequates. You are proponing the very thing that Common 
Cause fights:Vested Interest. And what makes "ludicrous" 
become - preposterous" is that one can learn a second lan-
guage very rapidly. And what turns my anger to rage is your 

ignoring (of) this. 

So let me get the first thing out of the way: Where/ 
what is this poll that you have each year, and how do I 
get my declaration, statement or question put on it? For 
I intend to fight this issue. And be aware: I cannot call 
Mr Cox a Fool perhaps, but if he believes"'the best way to 
avoid a separatist movement in this country is to encour-
age participation in the exercise of the right to vote", 

then he reads too much poetry; 

he doesn't know gut-level thinking, 

and he is a quadruple Redundant 
between "country" and "vote". When one says 
nice-nice-nice, one lacks experience, (if I 
ulary and education). 

And don't forget, this is not a discussion; I am giv-

ing things a name. 

• • • 

We already have a separatist "movement" in this coun- 

- there are four 
nice-nice, or 
nay skip vocab- 
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try. In the physical there is the rich and poor. In the 
emotional there are the INs and the OUTs. And in the 
mental there are the ONs and the Offs. And if OUT is to 
not feel like learning, explain the OFF. 

And understand: Though we abhor the bigot who is made 
one, what about bias arrived at by thought? It is, at the 
least, a step forward. And the more that arrival is based 
on a lead towards a or the Whole, the more that least be-
comes 	

r 
more. It is NOT inferior schooling or past descrimi- 

nation that is to blame; it i. stepping out of stereotype. 
The cave man stepped out of t0 cave on his own, and so 
can we - it is not their opinion that gives one grade, it 

((own)) ) 	self esteem. And if you cannot literally get 
blood out of a turnip, you cannot get right out'tilready, 
correct outTtilnow, or a fish on a hook until hungry. 
Listen to me carefully: ONE CANNOT DO GOOD, because BEING 
GOOD IS GOOD DONE (already). The otherwise is motive: To 
obligate people to your do-gooding. And there is only one 
answer to that - a long haul for their money, or to feed 
your pathetic vanity. ... We truly learn by observation; 
we truly learn by example. 

is 

And if /tpu want it otherwise, please go somewhere 
else. 

• • • 

And now I am going to take on the fact that you ig-
nored so many questions and statements, and say this: 

If I am going to be obligated to any- 
one, it shall be - as in the case at hand - the American 
Indian and the American Negro. I define prejudice (for 
me) as the aversion to what comes out of a person's mouth, 
and not the color of the.person's skin. The obligation is 
obvious - our improper use of force; assistance and opinion; 
doing good. 

The word "melting-pot" is a result, not an ob-
ligation. Anyone who leaves his hone and friends and custolls 
and language is in question. If he leaves family and money, 
even roreso. And if an affrontery, the most. If the desire 
to correct the situation in the old home is impossible due 
to circumstance, then it is evidenced in the new home by 
afinity and cooperation. 

There is a natural and a normal aversion to 
foreigners and strangers and such. As the mosqueto flys, 
so may come the itch and scratch. It is self protection 
and response to responsibility. It is weighing of the 
plan and guessing at the resource. And it is delay - who 
must prove itself2 I don't know about you 'Tr Wertheimer 

or 14 r Cox. but I consider it rude to go into someone's 
yard without their permission. AND I SAY THAT AS A REALITY 
AND AS A CONCEPT. And so don't sit and wonder if I get 

upset, 
- - 



You sent me into mortal combat three tines to prevent 
encroachment and you permit encroachment to go on here. Not 
only that, you support it. And that is quadro- redundant(cy) 
again - wrong, wrong-wrong, wrong-wrong-wrong, and 
wrong-wrong-wrong-wrong. 

W - the act 

WW - the permit 

WWW - the altering of definition, and 

TiWT7IT - the supporting of the offense. If this is 
not clear: The Case, doctored by the counter-case, the 
redundancy, the ambiguity, the surreptitious. And do you 
kno',,  what? That is counterproductive to common law, fair 
play, and the other basics upon which we founded this coun-
try. No Latin can survive in Anglo-saxonism for example; 
The difference is in trying for one's self versus having 
one's hand out. The offense is the perpetuation of having 
the hand out - "Oh the World owes me a living" - for 
the perpetuator and the perpetuatee are both what: Ade-
ciliates or Inadequates? 'For someone to shine my car without 
asking, and then to ask to be paid ... well, that is one 
step beyond burden; and not to mention the shine, the wax, 
the process, the equipment. It is enticement and intimida-
tion; THE Yoke our partner, the American woman/female, is 
casting, or trying to cast off. 

We have a similar thing at our Southern border. The 
Border Patrol is told to stop the Yexicans, and then not 
given the equipment or means to do it. Yet were we not 
so (becoming so) vacillating, we would fix the business-
man who hires Mexicans. Who says this does not work? The 
Patron, that's who. And if not him, those who have been 
paid off, vested interests ... in other words the Redun- 
dants and/or the redundant lineage. They know two things: 
One is that Tactics is the opinion of the senior officer 
present, (and not necessarily the truth); and that per-
sistence usually wins, (regardless of right and wrong). 
And at its worst? The ability to use the gun. Sound like 

Roman Empire? 

And that is where you - "r Wertheimer and ' 1. 7-  Cox - 

ore at. and where you are taking Common Cause. (Common 
cause is a thing too, you know.) The illegal alien is 
effecting jobs and job concept. He is effection my child-
ren's future. He is effecting welfare and food stamps. He 
is forcing change, in place of permitting it. He is making 
a fool out of our Border Patrol, and making you protector 
of the "exican Puling Class and of the Spanish language. 
And running T'ull Circle than, I can ask (about people),"Why 
does this not happen AT THE CANADIAN BORDEP?'.' You answer 
that and you have the Answer -- "a" or "the". 

-3- 



If you want to call someone who has been here a year 
'and does not speak English an American, fine with me. Just 
be sure to declare your definition, but do not try to 
legislate it. An alien is an alien by virtue of an author 
being the consequence of its statement. An alien is an 
alien, legally or otherwise, by virtue of a bear not be-
ing a fly, and in consequence that overpopulation does 
not fit unemployment. And as for voting: How many people 
will vote themselves out of a job? Well that is "so much" 
for voting. 

Said another way, and to come Full Circle to my be-
ginning. Go back about fifteen million people. Get per-
mission from us to bring them here. Demand that they will 
assimilate. And to answer the question, why should we 
spend money on them; if you're going to do so, it's a wonder 
to me that it is not spent teaching them English, rather 
than translating English into "their" language. When I get 
to l!ars, YOU CAN BET I WILL MAKE MYSELF ONE HUNDRED PER-
CENT MARTIAN, else why go, for example, and to end the case: 
we are speaking of voluntarily; if not at this end, then 
at the other. When you have five generations, that is, 
about one hundred years depth of non-speaking-englishism, 
are you blaming that on me? Yell then why is it polite 
for two acclaiming Americans 	to speak Spanish in ny 
presence? And that brings us to vanity and the ego-trip. 
WHY IN HELL BE AMERICAN IF YOU'RE NOT GOING TO BE AMERICAN? 
For I will respond to anyone who says, as an example; 
"Hi, howz zit going, today", OR ANYTHING THAT IS EQUI-
VALENT to this. And I will support nothing otherwise. Tor: 
IF THE MARTIANS CAME HERE LOOKING FOR SLAVES, WHO WOULD BE 
DOING TEE SELLING? 

And that makes them the con artists, and you the person 
being conned. And Americans the victims of it - "Americans" 
as in America for it's easy to destroy my income as long 
as you are not included. 	ISN'T IT? And also as in 
bussing; you put your kids in private schools. Not to mention 

looking at the third alternative to it - starting at kinder-
garden and working up. And not to mention; so many other 
things overlooked. 

To begin with, and if nothinc,  else, I was here first. 

Secondly. I, or we, earned it. 

Third, or three: Welcome. • • • 

How do you think a 
black person feels with the chicano, hispanic, Mexican 

American, whatever they are, stealing the black person's 
thunder? Not to ask why the Japanese American does not 
do the same; the French American 1I minority; so is 
the Irish, Italian and so forth. Don

4;  t you see, "Ha ha, 

the good old days, we're on the band wagon", being played? 

-4- 



"How do you think I feel if, more than not, I say, "Speak 
English young man, or you havn't a chance", and he an-
swers with anything but, "Gee thanks", "Gee I never thought 
of that", or, "Gee, you may be right"? In fact, how do 
you think I feel if he pulls a gun or knife? In fact, 
what if I don't even say a word and he does these things. 
Where in the hell is your psychology? 

Well, we band together in agreement in order to pre-

vent one gun from killing the agreement ... just as ten 

people are protected when they are nine. 

To assist someone in voting is to ask or beg the entry. 
And an Entry which is preposterous has two choices - back 
off or go off the deep end. And that is no different than 
kissing a person's fanny in order to get them to join 
the church. So Preposterous is established. 

When we got to, per space and tine, 51% into WWW, it 

is and was too late. That is the place where, enticement, 
intimidation, molestation, manipulation reached terrorism 
as, and at_ its basis. That is the point where put your 
money' where your mouth is, has two choices, (AND THIS IS 
WHEPE THE POINT OF MY LETTER IS): 

I have a right to kill anyone. 

I have a right to kill anyone who makes that 

statement. 

And the result of the first statement is from doing 

good instead of being so ... I will therefore let you 

decide what being good is. 	• • • 

We cannot cure the patient if the Doctor is dead. What 

of the idea whose time has come? 

In the Realmpf Belief is doubt. But it falls in 
the Realm of Knowing that Trust can only belong only to 
the person who trusts; and Trust is a matter of compre- 
hension, then understanding, (the comprehension of it, that is) . 

And just as a lawyer doesn't know a thing about 

divorce, so a General must be a Private first. 

Posterity, Children and Future are synonymous, 

and the best proof of Love is Example. 

And so I am asking? Are you feather-bedding or are 

you out of date? See attachment. 

ATTACHMENT - as marked 
AN7 	17 DOUBT IN RESPECT, I am, 

/ 
-5- 	 INCLOSURE - Ltr to Deddeh 



ATTACH?lENT, as part of, Ltr Zuver to Pres Wertheimer of Common 
Cause, Wash, DC, dtd, 2 Nov, 31 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
HUMAN ENDEAVOR & 

FAIR PLAY 

In some cases a put-on is a put down. When a person is 
performing a put-down as other than a put on, it can be very 
dangerous; even resulting in death. We don't know what goes 
on Universally; but on a Worldly basis, we (have to) accept 
Sabre Battling and the like as close kin - provocation to 
action - and necessary, "necessary" ... the way it is 

I know that people can be programmed - conditioned to act 
a certain way, and a way they might not otherwise act. There 
is the Universal Nervous System, for example; its terminal of 
ultimate ending being thought. And of such comes bias, bigotry 
and prejudice. There is the audio-vocal system also; in which 
case input and output are also bias, bigotry and prejudice. 
Bias, bigotry and prejudice mean: leaning, a leaning, a lean-
ing towards -- a gatementization. Disregarding that our own 
thought and inner voice mechanism can give us two answers, and 
why; we are faced with the two or more answers we get outside -
in the audio--vocal realm. Why anyone would want to make another 
act a certain way is thus clear - ulterior motive. Any con-
trary ulterior motive to the superior-preveient ulterior is 
that which any sane person must inspect and accept - as in 
bottom line - as to the ultimate effect the one must - not 
will, or maybe, (but by the Laws of Nature) - have upon the 
other. We can no longer accept, "well then you could do or 
have done it another" way, such as religions and mystics 
teach, as any longer necessarily true. For Biaz! exists in 
the electrical circuit; and so as bias goes, so do we. One 
may argue at the macro level if one wishes; I am questioning , 

at the thought and memory and atomic/molecular level ... a 
place the entrepreneurs have no business, cannot touch, and 
are proved a liar; and this applies just as much to Judge. 
The alternative is to create a society in which one is re•
quired to, or does, smile when sad, cry when happy - to 
show that we are "half" way there. In which one revels in 
pain - to show that some are already there. In which one 
does the diametrically opposite to well-being and survival. 
A half truth to this is that OPINION has no business out of 
the house. A whole truth is that one opinion of the group 
will be fact. And it is these entrepreneurs, businessmen and 
their like that have made life more complex than it need be. 
(Or than it is.) For in answers;it cannot be as complex as 
it seems or is stated - we know that at least "half" were 
wrong to begin with. And some of their acts are intentional; 
planned obsolescence, for example. And some come from van- 
ity - Jonestown slaughter, as an answer. From "I dare you" 
to "I told You so" personified ... who said we were adults? 

The intention of teaching white people to say "Nigger" 
in place of the other words is obvious. But the intention 

of saying "white trash" is also so. Black people - that is, 
people (human beings) whose skin is black - can or do call 
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a segment of the black element, "nigger". The item in 
question is the white element calling all blacks by the 
nigger name ... or that which parallels this skin color 
frame. These white people are too obviously sub-standard. 

Some black people are successes,and by any claim or 
measure. Some accept white as white. Some see the plight 
in making it, any way said; from leastVto most, and in most: 
The making of a civilization. And probably measured from 
throwing a rocket in space to, or versus, the throwing of 
a spear. And in this, and if in nothing else; the stress 
involved in doing it ... and not to mention why; we have 
at least got the benefit of the doubt. And we whites should 
be grateful for this - it took one hundred years or so. 

And any less than this, I fear. And white or black or 
what. One - we cannot back up and start over again. Two -
why should we have to? I realize that I have to take my 
chances with the blacks who hate me, my color, our ways, 

W4 whatever; and ves W, ev0 en hate other black people who are 
trying, who "become" white, and so forth. 

But do I have to accept anything else than that? What 
of the chance for rectification of the hard core black in 
light of the thunder of someone claiming bias? How do you 
think all other blacks feel to see this thunder stolen. 
Are we not in danger of rolling one back into the other? 
Who do we owe and what; and damnit we all know the answer 
to that. And the so called chicano or claimant-chicano is 
the thunder stealer. I marvel at how they are brown or 
white depending. (Or Mexican. Or American) 

And I can only guarantee one thing. If the entire 
other-than-american elementizement is not dropped immed-
iately; if the entire illegal population is not put back 
in Mexico, whereiver; black people will start blowing 
their brains out - first figuratively, then_literally-
The only thing they have been waiting for is how white 
people 	feel about it. 

And I speak for white people - I drove a taxi for 

seven years, and I heard white people speak. 

And in the case of blacks? Their budding  understanding 

of prejudice. ... 

• • • 

And in the case of all else? They will decide that the 

GAME IS NO LONGER ANY FUN. (And hopefully their supporters 

will be exposed,• if not shamed.) 

END 
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23 October 1981 

Edward L. Zuver 
P.O. Box 1422 
National City, California 92050 

Dear Mr. Zuver: 

Thank you for your letter of September 17 and the 
enclosed draft article. 

Common Cause supports continuation of the provision of 
the Voting Rights Act that provides voting assistance for 
non-English speaking U.S. citizens, because this assistance 
has proved extremely helpful to Hispanic, Asian-American 
and other citizens who need assistance for a variety of 
reasons, including past discrimination and inferior schooling. 
As Common Cause Chairman Archibald Cox has noted, "the best 
way to avoid a separatist movement in this country is to 
encourage participation in the exercise of the right to 
vote." 

Regarding your question, "Isn't the purpose of Common 
Cause to represent the people -- the American -- over anything 
else?" Common Cause represents Our members by working on 
issues they desire us to support. We have always said that 
we are "a" citizens lobby, not "the" citizens lobby. As 
you probably know, we poll our membership each year to learn 
the types of issues on which they want us to be active. 

I have shared your comments with our publications staff 
and appreciate your taking the time to send me your views. 

Cordially, 

„7/ / 
	• 

Fred Wertheimer 
President 
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TEE 1"):SIT)ENT Or 
THE ',:HTTE :MUSE 
WASHINr7ToN, D.C. 

- f..strated by the stalled peace talks. 
Hawkeye (Alan Alda) writes a letter to 
P-e ,,cent Truman detailing some of 

,-.anities of life in Korea. Margaret 
Loretta Swit. Colonel Ditka: Stefan 
Gierasch. Kim Han: Lance Toyoshima 
Broz. Ed Vasgersian. 
tiTil nem 	I • cnerr la A 411111116 

Dear :rr Reagan: 

Knowin7 that you will not be allowed -  to read this, I 

have, nonetheless, done the best I can. 

As to -ho and why? I am an ordinary A_merican who is be-
conning very concerned about his country. And I would worry 
less about our financial status - please see the inclosed. 

First off. nne cannot compromise fact or truth. 

Second off: "e are becomming irrational. The United 

States is - PE country where people can co-le to their own con-
clusions. Instead, its emigrants and aliens have brought with 
them the very things we sought to escape. 

Third off: If the control element is childish, so are 
the controlled. If the control element is vain, so are the 

controlled. T.7e are free? Then where did we get, - Turn the 

other cheek." If I practiced that, I could not complain; 
I could not write this letter. And if I love my enemy, then 

I become a Communist! 

Mr Reagan: I AM NOT WILLINC TO BE POOR TO PROTECT INVEST-
MENT AND THE RICH., I AM ONLY UILLINC TO BE POOR Ir IT IS A 
PART OF (OUR) PROG7ESS, PRODUCTI7ITY, CONSTRUCTION - A CASE 
OF NECESSARY "EVIL," IF YOU NISII. And so I want to talk about 
The Con, The Scam, (and Fix), and Insanity. 

And to begin with; this country is not its emigrants, it 
is its Constitution. And being called a melting pot is no re-
quirement that we practice it. That is presupposing people 
into a behavior. Look at advertising that goes beyond not-
ice. That'is nothing btit, -Nyah, nyah; I'm better than you 
are - a game that some of grow out of as children. And do you 
know what the ';ew York advertisers are trying to do now? 
"ind some way to get those of us who don't respond to adver-
tising to do so. What about a product, and quality, and need, 
and honesty. Cod almighty ... 

And lastly; who says we have to legislate? "e didn't le-
gislate booze: why other drugs? . :11 ,7 don't vou spend some of 
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that money you're sending to rlorida to stop drug traffic 
on the Poor instead. Do you realize you are playing a came? 
The game of, 'How Dare You. -  And do not tell me you are con-
cerned for our welfare  -  why are there fifteen million ille-
gal aliens ane other sorts on the econory? And have You tried 
these dru's to see if they are dangerous? And tahine other's 
words is to be patronized ... and like it or not, that is 
the definition. 

So lets talk some about truth: 

'r Hinkley, guilty (and admittedly so) of murder, 
wants to kill himself. And we won't let him do it. 'Thy do we 
insist on doing it 	- 	that is the same as drawing and ("liar- 
tering then. Or cuttin- off slaves toes. or had discharees. 

If a woman will not deal in E" A, she deals in en-
ticement. How grotesque - one less than the Black 1ide.ow Spi-
der. 

If the -7'A will only accoe. lish what is already in 
effect, then why object to it? 

People who support non-abortion support lac of 
choice. Some America, '%merican. And not to mention the so--
called moral majority. They claim to believe in Cod and eo 

love 	Then they turn right around and call Cod stupid. 
For if Cod could put life in a fetus, He 	does - at abor- 
tion - take the life out. DO YOU 7.X.P7CT '!E TO oBEY TKES: 
KIND OF PEOPLE? The above is not sup-ject to opinion!!! 

People will do anything for money or vanity - 
I told you so; this is what I told you, so I told you so, 
(ha-ha). 

Are you telling me that people will give up 
money - banks, investments. They will deal in double books, 
cheat on taxes, lie in court; even favor legislation to 
their/that benefit. Lawyers talk people into suits. ,Welfare 
agents tell minorities they are special. (? Yet, I'n French.) 

If a piece of land keeps costing more, the 
so-called solution to build appartments that people can af-
ford is to build them smaller. sheer genius; why didn't I 
thin' -  of that. -hen do they 7et to be 8 X 15 feet in size? 
Who is to do the work when we are all livine off our invest-
ments? Has anybody decided what to do when every possibility 
of investment yield has been depleted? It is only about a 
generation away. And by the thousands, each day, we are be-. 
ing "put" on minimum or - minimum .  wa7e. 

And so we have decided - I have anyway - who is the 
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stupid, liar ... even psychopath. •or, You put more taxis 
on the road than there are customers to take them and to still 
provide the drivers with a livin - or whatever reason we 
are supposed to be unon this Earth - and I will show You 
competition, cut-throat, and the ultimate in unsociable con-
duct, and the "sychopath. (And not to mention the beginning 
of giving the l'ussian the edge ((for quality is unbeatable)).) 

And why do I have trouble believing Your intent? You 
say less control is better coordination. That violates every 
natural (or artificial/"artificial'') law there is; engineering, 

physics, whatever. 	one can guide three blind men without 

yelling out the details. 

And so I define HYPETICO=DIZATION: Jamming someone into 

a position prior to its noting the consequence, too fast to 
note the consenuence, and before it can ever survive. eery 
un-American, especially so prevelent in the last thirty years; 
and especially as we have begun the practice of Kissing the 
world's Ass, (and not that of our citizens). ::hat's the mat- 

ter; we can't be ourself? 

I don't owe the black or red skinned person any-
thing. 7ut I would give up a job for them. And help in any 
way I can. 7Te took the land from the Indian, and we brought 
the negro here against its will. 'hit I will not give the 
r-od Damned Latino-Illegal alien consortium anything, for 
they are no different than Italian--American, Irish-American, 
English-American, whatever. And I used God Damned advisedly: 
damned by bias, illogical thought; use of sophism, and so 
on. (And not to mention, Hedonists, beconming ... if perhaps 

not in the heritage.) 

And if they do not like Americans, why don't you 
(have the courage to) tell them to get the 7ell out? And see 
to it being carried out? Or come here and live. And don't 
tell me there are no liars - you nut the businessmen hire-
ing illegal aliens out of business and there goes the pro-
b7em. 7:ot to mention putting a lot of people off of welfare; 

and a lot of them into the fields. 

And it is going to have to be faced - where is the 

courageous politician and the enforcer? And I don't care. 
Better them dead than an American, or re ... OP ESPECI\LLv 

7-!Y CHILDR7N. 	blead all over the sacred hearts, and forget 

all about our kids. 

Because we are being hated for our money and abilities, 

and we are going to get our tail twisted unless we take a 
stand. .‘nd this is our country, and we do not have to be 
subjected to creeps who sneak in. And we have a right to 
Americana, and to peace of mind. 7or the sneaks have their 
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own auestion to answer. Creep and sneak to begin with. 
rormer family, language, race, customs and so forth se-
condly. 7o•.7 to be in the new invironment: not to mention, 

W!107 to bring along, not to 7ealtion, 1-hat. 	:lot to raention 

shame - low-profile - and not to mention shame of sha m e. 

And the outcome(s) of that. 

ror sneaks must invent statements as to justifications 
of that done - and living with it may be prenostcrous (on 
us ((too)) ). The proportions of nreposterous can reach 
The 7ible level. one dogma is enough; and that is all we 
have time to work on - add to, modify, subtract. 

And go to Los Angeles, (perhaps San 'Dien°, perhaps all 

of Southern California). 	"e:•:ican 	cowboys are running all 

over the place trying to herd up some form of counter force 
And I don't know. what name to give them, but it is mainly 
amounn Spanish speakers - now or formerly. "hat't the pur-
pose of forming a gang? Are they now going to for ;an: 
warfare and graffitti on the national level? ''ho is going 
to protect us? An outcast in my own country ... 

::ow they - whoever they are - arc translating English 
into Spanish. "hy not send those cases (hack) to Spain or 

7ea- ico? That right do you have to spend -v money that way? 
Since when can one be a citizen without speaking English. 
If you call it a special case - yes, special case of stuniditv. 

And now, Cod help us, the supreme court has recognized 
the children of illegal aliens. So I will be totally honest. 
Better their kids dead, than mine. And I will tell you about 

RAGE 	T'eagan: I have been at the grass roots for especially 
the last seven years. 'Thu had better stop the rage. ror 
there are a lot of ordinary Americans in dismay. And it is 
disnay that proceeds "them or us. ' And it seems to me it is 
us that own the land. And don't waste your time: it is not 
assimilation that is wanted; it is littlee"exico (as in con- 

trol). 

And now that I am declared prejudice, I reiterate my 
basis. I fought two and a half wars to prevent encroachment. 

Is it 	if I get angry that you allow illegal aliens to 

encroach into my way, my right of way? 

And are illegal aliens subject to the draft ... make 
that infantry combat - the place where I was at. And as 
long as you permit encroachment, I don't think you have the 
right to draft American kids. In fact I know you don't have 
the right - the one contradicts the other, (unles you're one 
in politics). (It seems.) (It is unfortunate.) (And something 

must be done.) 
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I am mad as Fell, and I want my country hack. I an 
sick of minority rule: and I declare again, that it is not 
the color of7 the skin that is important, r-y prejudice comes 
from what comes out of the mouth. And not to mention that 
their Prejudice is there 'because they were told so." Pre- 
judice begins at the one pointed to, taken to task. :And that 
person pointed to, taken to task, then has the choice: 
analyze or hate - and that is the birth of prejudice, (and 
the act). 

And so finally• let's not forget 	the Haitians, Puerto 
P,icans and Cubans. rIr Irish, or Italian. In the case of Irish 
and Italian, why so clannish, vocal, and citified ... and to get 
that out of the way. (And only Tod can explain why Americans 
or so called Americans would be sending money to terrori—ts 
or the I7A; and perhaps also to the :afia.) In the case of 
Hatians - what, the guests have a right to tear down our 
property? Ship them back, and re , ardless, and if that's the 
way they show ... excuse me, feel. And then we get to the 
Cubans; many of whom tell us to shove it, they'll do e::actly 
as they please (in 71orida, etc). And not to mention the 
Puerto 7icans - look what the ,/ did to the Tronx; and lo and 

behold, gang warfare. And so that brings on the enigma. That 
makes the Cuban, the Puerto 7.ican, and the "exican (Americans) 
(at least, as in "Americans ) all the same? Indian and Spanish-
ness? Language? 7anity, macho? Custom? God help us it's in 
genes. The liberals and pseudo--intellectuals have us dead be-
fore we start. And three separate cultures all the same. And 
the Argentinians seem to settle fine. And you ought to hoar 
what the Chilians say. And the Colombians go along their 
merry way. Yell what ever happened to animalism and its favor-
ite throe of biting the hand that feeds ... and our former 
recognition of such? Disgust begats disgust; and I don't 
know what gang warefare, macho, and never-be-wrong, otherwise 

is//ltl A very bad case of rabies. 

And what of the poor (forlorn) American_with a Spanish 
name? ... 7e11, we are not the garbage dump for the 7orld's 
indolent/trash. And that is the best I can do for definition, 
for they are at divide and conquer. :;or why should we educate. 
up-bring, spend money on that not ours? Isn't it tine politicians 
spoke their minds instead of favoring the lesser? "or we have 
catered long enough. And_ to minds imperviolis to difference, 
(and/when eXpounding tradition, ((in place of other-thought)) ) 

Self :steer is dead. A woman sells her baby to a couple in 
Florida. Five years later she steals the child back, chains it in 
the yard, and won't feed it unless it speaks Spanish. I have in 
three discussions taken things to the bottom line. I have been 
told, -0I1 well, you can't talk like that/shut your damn mouth.' 
Now Free Speech is dead. 



SOLILOQUIZED SOLILOOUY 

The more the vell, 

The less the product, 

(Except in Life Perfected). 

We are in danger of nobility 

gather than Honor; 

And the only thing in that type of nobility, 

Is Sneak, and shame, and spite! 

ror thereof is trend and thus prediction; and 

For presupposition, or for Progress? 

And thus continues Armageddon, 

Or whatever one wants to call it. 

There must be only one Tradition, 

Else multiple destruction, loose ends, trash, waste, and such! 

For there is only one Assistant, 

And that is Social Pressure; 

Else the lesser of the group becomes the leader. 

For they who forget that their self-defense 

Is also their prejudice; 

Shall think they are enjoying that which their senses are not, 

(In _all the forms of sado-masochism). 

THEENSOrIALKEY 
(21 reb, 1232) 

And that is where the l'nited States is At! And it has little to do with 
the things we are calling religion. 

Ed Zuver 
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"D7APD L 7 717EP 
Pn Err: 142 9  
NATIn:;‘L CITY, CA 
92050 

20 FEBRUAflY, 19 ('•2 

SUPDEs.T. CnU77 T' 	U7ITED STATES 
WASHI=ON, D.C. 

Sirs: 

When I oserved - stated and practiced  -  that what is 
right and wrong is not i77ortant; only what is legal and 
illegal, I hurt. 

Then I discovered that the pins ...-the fix is now in 
so that we are now in the realm of legislating that which 
need not be legislated, and not legislating that which need 
be, again I hurt. 

You may have the power, but you do not have the ri ht; 
(or does that give it to you) to pass/approve laws that de- 
triment my income .c)r the sake of the children of illegal 
aliens, and not to mention that it is one less anything for my 
own. Take a look  -  get off Your lofty perch and note that 
there is not enough to go around, ("or Americans, if you 
must be told.) And I did not hurt, I became enraged 

And it is not a case of (my) feelings  -  some of the 
peple all of the time• all of the people some of the tirle. 

It is: "ake up your mind - people or money, Americans or 
foreigners. 

Lawyers are near to the 71tirate Trash. And Democracy 
is dead .  it does not work! SUP= COUPT 07 THE PEOPLE OF 
TT!E UNITED STATES or srr7r7T CO= OF TUE LAND Or  THE UNITED 
STATES? 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
WASHINGTON, DC 

Dear Sir: 

The attached might not seem appropriate to your office; 
but if you will read well into it, you will find the remark 
that applies. I suppose another way of saying it is getting 
priorities straight, and alligning right and wrong. 

Three things started this: my unbiased-ness displace-
ment from Massachusetts to Southern California and the ob-
servations there incurred in a nine year period; a state-
ment made by top personnel in Common Cause, (the organiza-
tion alleged to represent people as a whole); and a response 
I made to a questionairre by one of my state representatives. 
That response concerned illegal aliens, and I responded in 
the tone of "isms", Illegal-alienism. 

I am not a Nationalist; I am a person, (first). And I 
am darned by God, Nature, Good-sense - whatever you want to 
call it - if I put Sneaks in good standing, much moreso if 
I favor them over and above the people who own this land, 
and/or who had it wrenched from then. That insanity in-
creases if I sit still and allow compartmentization of this 
country by refusals to learn, and/or teach, and/or speak 
English ... that alone, not to mention the money wasted in 
translations that could be spent on Indian Affairs. 

(Or not spent at all ((then)).) wide? "This land be-
longs to the American Indian, not the King of Spain." 

RESP,ECTFULU; //e  

1/" 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422- 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

8 NOVEMBER, 1981 

SENATOR S I HIYAKAWA 
DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING, ROOM 6217 
WASHINGTON, D C 
20510 

Dear Senator: 

Do you remember me - the one hundred or so pages I sent 
to you three years ago; two years in preparation; twelve 
years of research; sloppily prepared on paper, but which you 
required all of your personnel to read? Well ... as you can 
see, I am back. I type better, have a better typewriter, and 
in some cases, have more time to get expression out better. 

I bless you for your stand on the English language. I 
bless the Japanese - I have been to Japan. And I bless the 
fact that in suggesting the amendment to the Constitution, 
you did certainly point to (the word) minority, and by back-
ground, certainly call a rose a rose, and give otherwise a 
definition. Why do/did I like Japan? I saw a lot of value 
and credibility, and I saw a lot of self-esteem. I even 
questioned the motives of the United States and/versus the 
(real) facts we put Japanese Americans in camps - shut them 
up, they might teach us a lesson, tell us something we're 
not supposed to know, and so forth. Semantics I may not know, 
but motives ... I think you will find I'm the expert. 

I send the inclosed for what it's worth and for any use 
to which, you can, it, put. Now that you see I know my gram-
mar, be aware that the inclosed was/is prepared rapidly to 
do a job, not win a prize. It is a Full Circle item - from 
the illegal alien to the language demand, with all my meat, 
the meat in between. I TTant to do a job. I also want you to 
see that I am an American, and maybe better than most. 

SINCERELY; 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

HIS HONOR, THE MAYOR 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

Dear Mr Mayor: 

As I sat here at my typewriter preparing all this 
stuff, and in writing Duncan Hunter, it suddenly came upon 
me that you should get a copy. There isn't much you can 
do, and I don't suggest you answer, but there may be some 
thoughts you can use - it isn't against the law to read 
something yet. And so they can't blame you for that - read- 
ing prejudice, whatever. 

Two things come to mind. Duncan Hunter's office on 
Highland Avenue, and what he must think of all of this. And 
what he can say; and the awful position you are put in. 
How do you tell someone with BO to use a deodorant; alld can 
you legislate it? And not to mention telling a vain person 

that it "isn't". 

The other thing is, or was, the little-old lady in my 
cab:"Will they hurt me; will they hurt us?"'She recalled 
the National City of seventyfive years ago, and I recalled 
that you may not be able to stop progress, but you certainly 
can stop glut - let glut be defined any way you want, 
person, place or thing, (and in thing - way or means). 

Remember all those stories we were made to hate in 
which the sheriff owned the town? Maybe the sheriff had a 
reason ... that the liberals refuse to see ... and maybe 
that liberalism has had its day. 

RESPECTFULLY; 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

CONGRESSMAN DUNCAN HUNTER 
415 CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 
WASHINGTON, DC 	20515 

Dear Congressman Hunter: 

You may not recall or know, but in answering a query 
of yours some tine ago, I cited the illegal alien as a 
problem. And in not having enough time to express myself 
c]early, I promised to follow up with rational ... or I im-
plied I would. And with the attached, I have. 

You sit in THE seat of understanding; so as far as I am 
concerned you have a duty that surpasses votes. To use an 
example; explain to fellow legislators and the like what roes 
on on Highland Avenue on a Friday or Saturday night: the 
quality of the low-rider* over the conventional automobile; 
the preposterously slow speed and blocking of traffic when 
coupled with the claim of being peace-loving. Peace loving 
what? People? Is that another catagory; and what are we 
Americans (then), something else? 

And that therefore generates the question - what are 
they, Son of Illegal Alien? Well I don't want to take it 
any further than this except to add the second duty - to 
protect, to see to the protection, to see to the well-being 
of those Americans who have Spanish names. I am, by virtue 
of my French extraction, a Latin. I am by virtue of my 
actions, an American. And I quote my black skinned brother: 
"There sure isn't any American in that stuff"; and that Is 
the thing that surprised me. 

P - P CTFUL 

PS 

*Low-rider, (and speaking as an engineer): An automobile 
which seems to be completely gutted of its conventionality. 
The attempt appears to be to make it as difficult to drive 
as possible - a nobility. It rides about four inches off the 
ground - some cannot be driven, some with difficulty; and 
some are made to jump up and down, or to shake, and in the 
latter case, a months-worth could create hemorrhoids. Since 
this serves no purpose, one wonders why the expense is gone 
to. Purpose of the paint is to shine, to show. Appears the 
driver must just not be quite high enough to see out. No 
leverage to speak of on stearirg. Slow reacting. Certainly 
not a High-rider; perhaps its opposite - though there is a 
limit to how slow to go, slowness, unslowness not ... what- 

ever brought the thought. 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

DONALD M CAMEROS, and 
CHIEF PATROL AGENT 

U S BORDER PATROL 
PO BOX 42-E 
SAN YSIDRO, CA 
92073 

Dear Mr Cameros: 

Do you recall the letter of 13 February, 1980 that you 
got from a cab driver - me - expressing his understanding 
of the illegal alien problem; his support of the Border 
Patrol and its problem, and his refusal to haul illegal 

aliens? 

I have tried to do my share, and the attached is part 

of it. And as you read, that will become apparent. 

I can give you no help on cab drivers except to say 
this: Other than not taking illegals via the philosophical 
enlightenment that occurred to me; some drivers take them 
as it comes, and some go specifically into hauling illegals, 
either as a business or by placing themselves to favor 
getting illegal business, walk-ups, pick-ups, etc ... in 
other words; by NOT paying attention to their job as ta:A 

driver. 

Well, wrong is wrong if a country is a thing with citi-
zens. And I know two things: I'll pick grapes if unemployed. 

I'll even do better if it's rotated and/or shared among all 
the unemployed. And I'll yell about the wage though - I don't 

want to drop below a level ... lose my car, for example. And 
as a matter of fact, I'll yell loud enough to see that grape 
picking, etc, is an honored vocation for Americans, with the 
money and that which goes with it. As a matter of fact; SEE 
WHY OUR MARKET IS SHOT, and, SEE WHY ALL THE LIES. 

And the second thing I know? Pro-digertation, Anti-dis-
enchantment. And white people support. One way or the other, 
Black People are going to solve the problem. And choice leaves 

no middle ground.. 

SPECTFUTA 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 
132 WEST 43d STREET 
NEW YORK, NY 
10036 

Dear Sir: 

I agree; if you're going to defend the Priest, you've 
got to defend the Pornographer ... and even Universally do 
I agree. For they both teach us lessons on what to like and 
to dislike. And/or/but; do you agree on freedom of the Press 
to print; do you agree on freedom of the Print to press? 
Translation: To the correctness of our Constitution to the 
rules of Nature and Natural Law, is the degree of the correct-
ness done by you. 

A dilemma? Lost in the forest because of the trees? 
Supremecourtitis? Well if it can happen to Common Cause, 
then perhaps it can happen to you ... the full reading 
of the attached will make my meaning clear. One - them 
alone. Two - the principle, so perhaps you. 

And three - to presuppose you, (into thinking about it). 
Defending the unbirthday, for example ... I know the 
Unbirthdayites well - twice by example of experience, 
once by example of observation. To be consequenced by the 
Unbirthdayites is hell; I won't let it happen again. 

So, and so I send you this. And let us hope you con-
tinue to get lawyers, for example, who are interested in 

principle and not in name. And may we American and Civil 

in our Liberties Union forever. ... 

RESPECTFULLY; 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE 

C/O PO BOX 13064 
NEW YORK, NY 
10049 

(Please forward) 

Dear Folks, Dear Sir ... Dear Guys: 

I have had enough discussions in my fiftyfive years to 
know where my loyalty lays. Though I have not been aware of 
it, or have not vocalized it, my budding, and now fruitful 
realization and discussion of that is vested in the attached. 

I was never taught prejudice - NOT ONE WORD - though 
I did grow up in my white, the white stereotype. 	took it 

as it comes. When it hit me, I tried to solve it; and as I 
grew older I tried to forecast. That expresses at least 
half of it, for on the other hand, I was always a pretty good 

guesser. 

Let the attached speak for me. "I am on your side." In 
fact, my guess is that a lot of Whites are trying, and the 
trauma is in; how and what I am saying, I should say ... 
Translation: How do I, we, get the Blacks who are glaring at 
me with hate to give me the benefit of the doubt? 

Guide? I, as a French American,will not be called a 
minority, if I am, or any more. I recognize only two minor-
ities then - Black Americans and the American Indian. If 
debts are due then, it shall be on the basis of force used, 
to wit and for example; I was not uprooted from France and 
brought here. 

As for the response of anyone attempting to take your 
rights away; I will cut them down with every word I have, 
with everything I say. I made it; so can they. With due debts 
defined then, let the chips fall where they may. Letter 
them than us: better now than later. Nature's balance will 
be met. ... SINCERELY AND RESPECTFULLY; The attachment will 
speak for this letter • • • 

1 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 
92050 

9 NOVEMBER, 1981 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN RESOURCES 
WASHINGTON, DC 

Dear Mr Secretary: 

ATTN: SECRETARY 

There are two copies inclosed. One for you and one for 

Equal OpportItnities. 

A full reading will make it apparent why I have sent 
the attached to you, and if not; the words equal opportun-
ity will explain the rest - equal opportunity for Americans. 

I am making the accusation that the US government is 
being conned and is generating a scam, both at the same 
tine. This includes the economist, the businessman, the 

politician, and the lawyer. 

And it includes the generation of false information 
and precepts by such people as sociologists and the psy-
chologies, who, for one thing, might not have a job if they 
did not say some of the things said. And who, if they were 

to have the experience of poverty, forgot it upon arrival 

out of it. And, who otherwise, had no experience at all. 

And not to mention the other side. SOME PEOPLE WILL DO 
ANYTHING FOR ATTENTION AND/OR FOR MONEY. I have seen lies 
generated into and for statistics and/or justifications ... 
if the General wants a war, he'll get it, (if not just by 
virtue of war being General and General being there; and 
not to mention: there is boredom in variety; there is no 
variety in boredom). 

If you see fifty-fifty fine; if you see zero - one hun-

dred, read again. ... I am tired of paying taxes for 

"nothing" - no thing. And: 

Though there may be illness in our system that has no 
cure, I know one thing: Stop this thing above and we effect 
a ninety percent cure to all our problems; forever. Remember; 
we did get banded together as American, as an entity. Who, 
what, why are we coming apart? 



EDWARD L ZUVER 
PO BOX 1422 
NATIONAL CITY, CA 	92050 

10 NOVEMBER 	 BOTH 

SENATOR ALAN CRANSTON 
RUSSEL SENATE OFF BLDG, RM 229 
WASEINGTON, D C 	20510 

Dear Senators: 

SENATOR JAMES R MILLS 
STATE CAPITOL, ROOM 5100 
SACRAMENTO, CA 	95815 

This country is corrupted or corrupt; and it is increas-
at an alarming rate. What is the proof of it? The words, 
'Fair Play', (from the Past), and the fact that you do not 
hear them much any more. What I call the Legislative Assump-
tion, for example - maybe we should legislate drugs, but how 
did alcohol escape? Who decided to take choice out of birth 
control and abortion? Answer: a lawyer and the like saw a 
business angle before the people knew it. On the other side; 
the Jews found out over three thousand years ago that every 
act cannot he legislated. 

Business IS the people is a ruse. If we cared about peo-
ple, Doctors would give (their) shots to heroin addicts. Any 
way you argue it the answer comes out 87.5 pro, 12.5 con - 
no torturer, no tortured, chance bettered for a cure with the 
consequence then of status quo otherwise being the worst. Our 
failure to admit being wrong - when did that become American? 

People APE the business is the Truth ... is what we want 
seen. Illegal-alienism is curable ,  by fixing businessmen, once 

or twice, with jail, fine or both - how did they get into the 
business in the first place; why didn't they raise their 
prices: then what is the Market for? Anyone who says this will 
not work is lying - graft and a lack of courage is involved. 
And I stake my proof on that challange, and though it will 
take a lot of rearranging. Just because people don't yell, is 
because they are very busy earning a living ... and resting 
therefrom. They expect you to do some of the thinking, (for 
then); they supposed you had Common Sense. 

And that is what the attached is about. People may not be 
fully aware of anything being possible; they can see that if 
there is food and shelter here today, it can be here tomorrow, 
that is: regardless of what the economists say. People also 

understand, - Gee, I never thought of that - , or, "I forgot - , 

or, 'I'm busy', but beyond that (too long), the guillotine 
gets higher and higher. And people understand that there is 
no such thing as a lousy excellent-product ... except in the 
Pealm of Games. For if T were to ask, "How can the Federal 
Trade Commission hurt a Human Being', you wouldn't be able to 

answer. 	... An unhurt Human Being is a Human Being that's 

unhurt. 

WITH HOPE; 



ioraternalmente, 

7)7 
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MECHA CHICANO STUDIES 
0 S 8  9s2AA5NN0DDIEn .El MESA COLLEGE 

0 	. TELEPHONE: ,(714) 279--2300 

November 19, 1981 

Dear Raza students, 

As you think about going to college, make sure you don't limit 
yourself. Keep Mesa College in mind as an alternative, should 
you decide that a four year college is not for you at this time. 
There are distinct advantages to attending a community college, 
such as tuition-free education and specialized courses which 
emphasize academic skills in reading, writing and mathematics. 
It also provides a smaller campus where you can get to know 
people better and get more personal attention. 

At the Departtent of Chicano Studies we have designed our curri-
culum with your needs in mind. We offer courses in a bilingual/ 
bicultural setting. Our courses also serve as a dual purpose: 
on the one hand we have English courses designed to meet the 
needs of the Spanish-speaking student. On the other hand, we also 
offer courses which are fully transferable to four year universities, 
while satisfying General Education requirements at Mesa. 

The Chicano Studies Department is located at T-1. M.E.C.H.A., 
the Chicano student organization also holdS its regular meetings 
here. 

Call us at 230-6421 or 230-6d22, or come in and get acquainted. 

Welcome to Chicano Studies. 

Michael a. Ornelas 
Chairperson, Chicano Studies Department 

C6sar Gonzal z 
Instructor, Chicano Studies 

ses Noriega 
instructor, Chicano Studies 



CHICANO 

Que es Chicano? 
Me preguntan y contesto: 
raza pure de color canela, 
sangre ardiente y pasiones bellas 
dese&iientes de :eyes fuertes 
de gran valor en imperios mayas. 

Guerr•ros valientes 
y a la vez de gran nobieza 
fuertes ccmo el roble 
y nobleza de jecendencia de :eyes 
sedientos de reconocimiento 

. de justicia e indentificacidn propia 
!Eso es Chicano! 

Nuestro orgullo de raza 
y gran cultura 
zrandp ,  en sabiaur 4 a. 
Poderosos en ienguajes 
en culturas y valentia. 

Luchando siempre estaremos 
por la red que tenemos 
de loser reconocimiento, 
libertad y justicia; 
Esto y mis es ser Chicano. 

Gloria, pasion y Lucha 
Eso es CHICANO. 

LIMA LOPEZ 
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SSOCIATION OF MEXICAN AMERICAN EDGC.ATCRS, INC. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

fLFUFG3NIO 

1 965-19 81 

SOUTH BAY CHAPTER 
	

P.O. BOX 2818 	CHULA VISTA, CA 92012 

DATE: 	Friday November 20, 1981 

TTME: 	3:30 - 6:00 p.m.* 

PLACE: 
Casa Bonita 
1510 Sweetwater Rd. 
National City 

r?.•_= 
III 

Pressj.dent 
Rivni LEYBA 

President Elect 

Vice-President 
DANNY ESPINOSA 

Recording Secretary 
MARIA TERESA GONZALEZ 

I. Call to order 

II. Approval of minutes 

III. President's report 

IV. Officer's report 

V. Committee reports 

VI. State action items 

VII. Chapter action reports 

VIII. Old business 

IX. New business 

X. Announcements 

XI. Adjourn 

Next meeting will be held December 11, 1981 

*NOTE: NEW TINE. MEETINGS WILL BEGIN AT 

3:30 P.M. SHARP. PLEASE BE ON TIME. 

Corresponding Sec. 
LILIA BARTOLOME 

Treasurer 
ROSA BRACAMONTES 

Membership 

•mentary School Rep. 
i,xTA LOPEZ 

Secondary School Rep. 
HECTOR ESPINOZA 

San Diego Rep. 
ELVIA RUCKER 

Lssified Rep. 
MARTHA FRAGA 

Adult School Rep. 
LETICIA Salido 

Higher Education Rep. 
BILL LOPEZ 
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SWEETWATER AFFIRMATIVE ACTION  

In the Sweetwater Union High School District the Assistant Superintendent of Personnel, Dr. John Rindone, is the 
Affirmative Action Officer, he has the responsibility for developing, implementing and monitoring the Affirmative Action 
Program. As part of those responsibilities, the officer must prepare an annual analysis of the employees of the district 
including the racial, ethnic, sex and physically handicapped composition of existing multiposition job titles. 

Every October 1, the federal government (EEOC) requires a report and, in addition, an Affirmative Action Report is 
submitted to the school board every March 30. Listed below are portions of the most recent utilization analysis report 
to EEOC. If anyone wishes to see a complete copy, contact any member of the Executive Board. 

UTILIZATION ANALYSIS 

CERTIFICATED/CLASSIFIED 
	

SEPTEMBER 30, 1981 

Although improvement has been made in certain areas, much remains 
to be accomplished. The main question that needs to be addressed is: 
What goals and timetables are to be established in order to remedy the 
imbalance. At present, the District has set no goals or timetables. 

Total Total 	Total 	Total Total 	Total 
Class, Ethnic 	Female 	Cert. Ethnic 	Female 
Empl. Minority Empl. 	Empl. Minority Empl.  

730 	275 	472 	1184 	169 	548 

38.14 37.67 	64.65 	61.85 14.27 	46.28 

Under District Policy 4111.1.1, an Affirmative Action Advisory 
Committee must be"established to assist the district in monitoring the 
progress of and acting as an advisory body to the Affirmative Action 
Officer." This committee's job description is as follows: 

"1. The Affirmative Action Advisory Committee shall be composed of the Affirmative Action Officer; 
representatives of employee units, both certificated and classified; selected community leaders; and 
representatives from those community organizations whose memberships are truly representative of racial, 
ethnic, women's groups and organizations for the physically handicapped. 

2. The functions of the committee sahll be: 
a. 	Advise the administration of its evaluation of the work force profile for both certificated and 



SCHOOL BOARD ELECTIONS  

Now that school board elections are over in the South Bay and in San Diego City we 
Chicanos again face the harsh reality of not having Chicano representatives on school 
boards. 

Sadly enough we have no one to blame but ourselves! Very few AMAE members chose 
alto work with voter registration and interviewing committees. These interviewing com- 
wmittees made the decision choices as to whom AMAE would endorse. Now some members 

complain and argue that the endorsed candidates were not adequate. The opportunity was 
open to any members interested in participating and providing imput. 

If the organization is to survive and if we are here to create favorable changes 
for our people then we must step this dormant stage we appear to be going through. We 
must be active Chicanos  and not complacent Hispanics and Hispanics! We must work and 

Ampontinue organizing in order to create our own destinies and to avoid such humiliations 
 as these previous school board elections brought upon us. 

The Sweetwater Union High School District seems to prove this point. AMAE chose to 
endorse Tim Leyva, Delia Rodriguez Correa and Judith L. Bauer. Only Ms. Bauer was 
elected to serve on the board. Although Ms. Bauer appears to be sympathetic to our 
needs, she is not a Chicana.  

Hopefully in the future our members will participate actively in issues that 
directly affect our communties especially in the areas of Education. Remember, we 
are members of A.M.A.E., Association of Chicano Educators. 

Rafael Andrade 
Lilia Bartolome 

** ** ******** ** ****** ****** *** * ** *** **** **** ** ****** * ** * *** *** ** **** *** ********* *** * ** *** * 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 	Owing to the fact that Celia Aclina, our President-Elect, has found 
it necessary to resign her position due to the time constraints placed 
upon her as Principal of La Mirada Elementary School in San Ysidro 
it will be necessary for the membership to nominate and elect someone 
to the vacated position at our January meeting. 

In addition AMAE regrets to announce that Cristina Flores, because 
of her new position as resource teacher, has resigned as Membership 
Chairperson. AMAE's Executive Board will appoint a person to fill 
this position. 

***************************************************************************************** 

• An organization is only as strong as its membership. With this in mind the month 
of November has been designated as MEMBERSHIP DRIVE MONTH by the Executive Board. It 
is extremetly important that we all renew our memberships and imperative that we urge 
our collegues to become members of A.M.A.E. It is only through your collective efforts, 
hard work and dedication that A.M.A.E. can continue to strive as the strong viable force 
it is 

If you have filled out your application and sent it in-Thank You-if not please do 
it as soon as possible, and don't forget - TELL A friend! 

P.S. Please note that these are local dues ONLY! State dues are $S0 per year. 

• 
Danny Espinosa 

4 



SWEETWATER AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (Continuation) 	 (3) 

classified personnel. 

It is now in the process of being formed and it is imperative that it be formed 
quickly in order to address the issue of goals and timetables. The meeting AMAE had 
with Dr. Rindone, November 5th. initiated the formation of this committee. The com-
mittee composition is delineated by the Affirmative Action Policy. If any one would 
like a copy, contact any member of the Executive Board or any individual school in 
the district. It is crucial that this committee began work as soon as possible. 

• 
SOUTHWES1ERN COLLEGE PRESIDENT 

A few months ago, Dr. Jewell Stindt was appointed as the President of Southwestern • College. As president of a college that has large numbers of Chicano students, it is 
important that Chicanos establish a working relationship with the leader of this insti-
tution. To this end, a group of Chicano community leaders and residents of the South 
Bay have set a tentative breakfast meeting with Dr. Stindt on November 19. At this get-
together, we hope to hear about her background, views on school/community relations, and 
the direction Dr. Stindt sees for Southwestern College. It is hoped that this will be 
the first of a series of discussions on shared educational concerns. AMAE will be partic-
ipating in this dialogue together with MAAC, the Chicano Federation, S.E.R. and other 
Chicano organizations and leaders. 

ALBA 80 
Alba means the dawning of a new day. ALBA 80 Society means the dawning of new era 

for the San Diego community. Concerned citizens from all segments of our area have 
joined together to promote the necessary resources and support for higher education. The 
founders of this non-profit corporation have recognized the need for an organization 
which transcends neighborhood, cultural, and ethnic barriers to introduce a new perspec-
tive to the residents of this reaion. 

This approach to a common need is truly a dawning of a new era; one which allows 
representatives from diverse and numerous interests to participate in an endeavor which 
will benefit the total community. ALBA 80 Society is dedicated to the education of our 
region's youth,especially those from the Hispanic communities. 	It is the organization's 
hope that it can contribute to students who will in turn be able to contribute to the 
total community. 

The founders of ALBA 80 Society are confident that this effort will be beneficial and 
rewarding. Many of these people are already recognized for their involvement in other 
public services activities. Their collective experience and knowledge provides ALBA with 
tremendous potential for success. The organization is a private, non-profit California 
corporation; however, participation by all members of the San Diego and surrounding areas 
is encouraged. Membership donations are tax deductible and corporate gift-giving is 
facilitated by ALBA 80's innovative membership programs. 

Please print as you wish your name(s) listed in the annual roster. 

NAME 
Mr. and Mrs./Mr./Mrs./Miss/Ms. 

ADDRESS 	  

CITY 

Please forward this portion of the form and check to: 
ALBA '80 SOCIETY 
Chamber Building 
110 West "C" Street, Suite 701 
San Diego, CA 92101 

❑ Please bill me for the amount checked. 

Membership Dues Are Tax Deductible As A Charitable Contribution. 

1980 - 1981 ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

7IP  

(Spouse's First Name) 

	PHONE 	  

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES 
(Please check one) 

❑ FOUNDER 
	

$1,000 
❑ BENEFACTOR 
	

$500 
❑ PATRON 
	

$250 
❑ SPONSOR 
	

$100 
❑ DONOR 
	

$50 
❑ FAMILY 
	

$40 
❑ INDIVIDUAL 
	

$25 



Regular $15.00 

Associate $15.00 

Classified $8.00 

El Student $5.00 ■ 

New 

Renewal 
11,1■■••■■• 

• 

• 

THE ASSOCIATION OF NEXICAN AMERICAN EDUCATORS 
2066 Grove Ave. San Diego, Calif. 92154 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP - South Bay Chapter 

• Name: 

Home address: 
number 	street city 	 zip code 

Home phone: 	  Work phone: 	  

Work: 
location 	 position 

Credentials: 	 

-' Type of membership: 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
Membership card number 

Expiration date 



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Max M. Torres 
Co-Chair 

"

ino Lozano 
o-Chair 

Kelly Greason 
Secrc, t;3ry 

Linda Martinez 
Treasurer 

MEMBERSHIP 

Arizona Farmworkers 
Union 

Barrios Unidos 
Checker Board for 
Ex-Offenders 

Chicano Consortium 
for Public Issues 

El Rio Neighborhood 
Center 

IMAGE de Tucson 
La Raza Legal 
Alliance 

L.U.L.A.C. 
M.E.Ch.A. U of A 
Migrant Opportunity 
Program 
(Statewide) 

Olional Coalition 
the Hanigan 

Case 
Proyecto de Colores 
San Ignacio Yaqui 
Council 

Teatro del Pueblo 
Traditional Indian 

ft  *Lance 
l'r 	n Lowrider 

Coalition 
Los Zapatistas 
Orale Grupo 
Juvenile 

TUCSON COALITION FOR JUSTICE 
270 N. Church 

Tucson, A Z 85701 
(602) 882-0670 

November 25, 1981 

URGENT! 

LEGAL COUNSEL  

William Risner, Esq. 
Hector Campoy, Esq. 
Fernando Fajardo, Esq. 

FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE A 	ION! 

ESTIMADOS HERMANOS Y HERMANAS, 

We are contacting you because of your past demonstrated con-
cern and support in such cases as Hanigan and Sinchui. Once again 
we are confronted with a situation where our government is threat-
ening the rights of our gente, and once again we must demonstrate 
to the government that we will not complacently watch the rights 
of our people ignored. 

Antonio Valencia is a thirty-one year old Viet Nam era vet who 
has been targeted by the Mexican government for extradition in a 
crime in which he was not  involved. We've enclosed a fact sheet 
and newspaper article which we hope adequately outlines the events 
surrounding this tragic situation. Of special significance is the 
fact that two witnesses who had previously implicated Tony in the 
crime have recanted, now saying that they were coerced into bearing 
false witness against Antonio. The other witnesses who stated that 
Tony was involved in the alleged criminal act have disappeared! 

We received notice on 11/24/81 that Tony is scheduled to be 
involuntarily deported from the federal prison in which he is in-
carcerated this next Thursday, December 3, 1981  unless we can pre-
vail upon the U.S. government to reconsider its decision to extra-
dite Tony. To this end, we are asking that you immediately send 
either a mailgram or night-letter through Western Union to the 
Secretary of State. We have enclosed an outline of points which 
we recommend be mentioned in your correspondence. Time is of the 
essence. We are also requesting and urging you to send, at our 
above address, a copy of your Western Union correspondence. We 
intend to present copies of the mailgrams/night letters to our 
elected officials in order to show the depth of the support and 
concern generated on the case. 

Please call us if we can provide any further information on 
the case. On behalf of Tony and his family we thank you for your 
anticipated help. 

En la lucha, 

Antonio D. Bustamante 
Chairperson 



Tucson, Arizona/Thursday, October 22, 1981 

Tucson group backs 
man  facing extradition 

• 

By MARIA I. VIGIL 
Citizen Staff Writer 

The Tucson Coalition for 
Justice, a local civil rights 
group that was active in the 
Hanigan case, is taking up the 
cause of a 31-year-old Douglas 
man who is facing extradition 
to Mexico on charges that he 
killed a jailer there Dec. 10, 
1979. 

Antonio Alvarado Valencia, a 
decorated Vietnam veteran and 
native of Douglas, is being held 
under "provisional arrest" at 
the Metropolitan Corrections 
Center in San Diego pending 
extradition. 

His lawyer is contesting a 
decision by the 9th Circuit 
Court of Appeals that appears 

to have cleared the way for ex-
tradition. Should that fail, he 
said he will petition the U.S. 
Supreme Court and the U.S. 
State Department to hear the 
case. 

According to attorney and co-
alition member Antonio Busta-
mante, the Mexican govern-
ment has alleged that Valencia 
was upset about the shooting of 
an inmate by a jailer in Agua 
Prieta, Son., just across the 
border from Douglas. 

Mexican officials say Valen-
cia and a friend, Jaime Jesus 
Garcia, crossed the U.S.-Mex-
ico border, went to the Agua 
Prieta jail and asked a jailer 
there for an inmate by the 
name of "Alvarado." 

When the jailer, Juan Prisci-r 
liano Cruz Gutierrez, told theme 
there was no inmate by that 
name in the jail, Valencia alleg-i 
edly shot him with a pistol. 

Officials say Valencia then; 
took the jailer's keys and at-, 
tempted to unlock the cells of 
other inmates. After taking a 
rifle and pistol from the prem-
ises, Valencia and Garcia alleg-
edly left hurriedly in a car.' 
They were stopped about two 
hours later in Douglas and held, 
for minor parole violations. 

As their evidence against Va-
lencia, Mexican officials pre-
sented affidavits from four in-1 
mates at the jail who allegedly 
witnessed the incident. All four 
reportedly described the inci- 

dent similarly and identified 
Valencia as the one who shot' 
the jailer. 

Bustamante says Valencia 
told him he would not be so' 
foolish as to cross the border 
with only eight months remain-  II  
ing on his parole agreement.1 
Valencia was on parole after 
serving 5 1/2  years for a 1973 bur-
glary he was accused of in Co-
chise County. 

According to Bustamante, 
Valencia did not know an in-
mate by the name of Alvarado. 
It is also unlikely, he said, that 
Valencia would know the in-
mate who was shot before the 
incident because of a signifi-
cant difference in their ages. 

And, he added, since the time 
the affidavits were presented, a 
private investigator hired by 
Valencia's attorney was able to 
locate two of the four former in-
mates. Both reneged on their 
affidavits, the investigator 
stated in his own affidavit. 

One of those the investigator 
found told him that he had 
agreed to sign the statement 
because "he was afraid for his 
life while in the jail and signed 
the statement out of fear that if 
he did not do so, his life would 
be threatened," the investiga-
tor said. 

According to the investiga-
tor's affidavit, another sup-
posed witness to the incident 
told him she signed her state-
ment because "it would allow 
her early release, and, in fact, 
instead of having to serve an-
other 18 months to complete the 
three-year sentence, she was 
released 15 days after the sign-
ing of the statement." 

"That is fatal, contradictory 
evidence," said Bustamante. 
"There is no motive. This coun-
try has no business submitting 
one of its citizens to that coun-
try." 

He and members of the coali-
tion maintain that if the suspect 
were "a white, middle-class 
resident, this wouldn't happen 
to him." They cite Valencia's 
background as a Vietnam vet-
eran who was awarded two 
Purple Hearts and a Combat 
Infantryman's Badge as testi-
mony to his character. 

And they say that historic-
ally, the United States rarely 
extradites its own citizens to 
other countries. They feel Va-
lencia is being used as "bait" 
for political considerations. 

Valencia's lawyer, Donald H. 
Bayles, said he feels those 
working on the case simply 
aren't getting all the facts from 
the Mexican government. 

"The guy's clearly getting 
the shaft," Bayles said. 
"What's happening to him is 
horrible. He's got the material 
to acquit himself here (in the 
United States). But he's going 
into a system of justice that 
doesn't have any kind of regard 
for fair play or defendents' 
rights." 

Bustamante said the coali-
tion was contacted about the 
case by Valencia's family be-
'cause it has been successful in 
the past in pressuring the gov-
ernment into making decisions. 
He said he recently learned Va-
lencia has contracted tubercu-
losis. 

The coalition, he said, wants 
to meet with the local assistant 
U.S. attorney involved in the 
case, Gerald Frank. 

The extradition request origi-
nally asked that both Valencia 
and Garcia be turned over to 
the Mexican government. But 
Garcia, who was to be charged 
with robbery in the incident, 
died last year during an alleged 
attempted burglary in Phoenix. 

Should Valencia be sent to 
Mexico, he faces charges of 
murder, robbery and other pos-
sible charges that might result 
from an investigation, Busta-
mante said. 

The extradition is being exe-
cuted under an 1899 treaty be-
tween Mexico and the United 
States that allows U.S. citizens 
to be sent to Mexico to face 
trial on rape, murder, robbery, 

■ kidnapping, arson and narcot-
ics charges. 

Bayles said of the treaty, 
"We honor it, they don't." 

ANTONIO A. VALENCIA 
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l'ACT SHEET  

Antonio Valencia Case  

1. On  December 9, 1979 	, an Agua Prieta (Sonora, Mexico) jail guard 
shot and killed an inmate of the Agua Prieta jail. 

2. On December 10, 1979 	, someone shot and killed an Agua Prieta jail 
guard—I-the guard killed was not the same guard who killed the inmate). 

3. Four affidavits were filed by inmates of the Agua Prieta jail (at the 
time of the killing of the guard) stating that Antonio Valencia, a 
Douglas, Arizona resident and U.S. citizen, was the person who killed 
the guard. 

NOTE: These affidavits are suspect on their face in that portions of 
them arc verbatim copies -- i.e., they all contain portions with 
the same exact terminology, syntax, etc., indicating that the 
affidavits were not independently given but were orchestrated. 

4. Subsequent to their release, two of the people who gave affidavits 
recanted, saying that they had been coerced into signing them and had 
been promised early release if they signed the affidavits implicating 
Valencia (NOTE: Indeed, they were released early). 

S. There is absolutely no evidence linking Valencia to any of the parties 
-- i.e., to the inmate who was killed, to the guard who killed the in-
mate, nor to the guard who was killed. Nor is there any other evidence 
establishing a motive for Mr. Valencia to cross the Border into Agua 
Prieta and kill the guard. Not even the remotest motive exists! 

DO 

6. The Mexican government began to explore the notion of extraditing 
Valencia. The U.S. Attorney's Office then suggested to (or requested 
of) the Mexican government that it request the extradition of Valencia 
and that the U.S. would comply. This is totally unprecedented and un-
heard of The U.S. Attorney never asks a foreign government to seek 
extradition of a U.S. citizen. On the contrary,_the U.S normally 
lays a heavy burden of proof (or probable cause) upon the government 
seeking to extradite a U.S. citizen before even considering extradi-
ting a U.S. citizen. 

7. The U.S. Attorney (or the U.S. State Department) assured Valencia's 
attorney that he (Valencia's attorney) would get an opportunity to 
argue his case before the State Department moved on the extradition 
request. However, in violation of its own commitment, the U.S. Depart-
ment of State signed and approved the extradition request without noti-
fying or consulting Valencia's attorney. 

8. It is important to note that, (a) as a matter of policy, the U.S. takes 
seriously extradition requests for U.S. citizens and requires substan-
tial and strong evidentiary material before extraditing a U.S. citizen, 
and (b) to our knowledge, the U.S. has never given up one of its citizens 
for trial in Mexico -- on the contrary, the U.S. becomes the advocate for 
the U.S. citizen. In this case, the U.S. is acting in concert with 
the Mexican government. 

9. If Valencia were the son of an Anglo industrialist, the U.S. would be 
fighting his extradition as it has fought others'. 

10. It is obvious that the U.S. government does not consider Valencia as 
being worthy of being accorded the rights and protections that U.S. 
citizens routinely receive. The only reason for this callous attitude 
by the government is that Valencia is a Chicano/Mexicano of humble ori-
gins and not a middle class Anglo "good" American. 

11. It is important to note that Valencia is a U.S. Army veteran, was twice 
wounded in action in Viet Nam and was decorated on three occasions. He 
repeatedly put his life on the line for his country and now his govern-
ment repays him by persecuting him. 

For more information, write to the Tucson Coalition for Justice, 270 N. 
Church, Tucson, Arizona 85701 or call (602) 882-0670 or (602) 325-3011. 



POINTS 'FO RAISE IN MAILGRAM/NIGHT LETTER TO 
SECRETARY OF STATE ALEXANDER HAIG • 

In composing the mailgram/night letter to protest the extradition 

of Antonio Valencia to Mexico on fabricated charges of murder, the follow-

ing issues/points should be raised: 

1) Although the Mexican government has requested Mr. Valencia's 
extradition, it has completely failed to establish a reasonable 
motive as to why the accused would have killed an Agua Prieta, 
Sonora jail guard; 

2) So called eye witnesses, all jail inmates, now admit that they 
signed affidavits incriminating Mr. Valencia because they were 
threatened with retaliation by jail officials and were promised 
special consideration in their own criminal cases if they cooperated 
with the frame up; 

3) It is outrageous that a U.S. Citizen would be extradited under 
such questionable evidence, to stand trial in a foreign land 
where he will not receive due process of law; 

4) Although Mr. Valencia is a U.S. Citizen, he is being treated 
differently, and this can only be explained by the fact that 
he is not white or middle class, but is a Chicano of humble 
origins; and 

5) Demand that the extradition order against Mr. Valencia be rescinded 
or countermanded by the Secretary of State. 

The mailgrams/night letters should be sent directly to Alexander Haig, 

Secretary of State, Department of State, Washington, D.C. 20520. You can 

place your mailgram/night letter through your telephone by calling the 

toll free number listed in the telephone directory for Western Union. As noted 

earlier, please request that a copy of your correspondence be sent to 

the Tucson Coalition For Justice at 270 N. Church Ave., Tucson, AZ 85701. 

As previously noted, time is of the essence. We cannot afford to 

PROCASTTNATE; as a human beings life is in the balance. 

• 

Of 

• 
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The main results of the Carrancis-
ta military victories were: a defeat-
ed peasantry; a crippled labor move-
ment dependent upon the state; a 
wounded and victorious bourgeoisie; 
and, for a divided Mexican people, a 
paper triumph — the 1917 constitu-
tion. The social revolution of peas-
ants and workers was momentarily 
defeated. 

But since the revolutionary project 
of the rural and urban proletariat 
was an historic one, preceding 1910 
as well as following 1917, one cannot 
say that the peasants and workers 
lost the war. They lost a battle in the 
war, a war which has cchtin:ied less 
violently ever since. 

Today, under a technocratic-au-
thoritarian capitalist state far more 
sophisticated than the oligarchic 
capitalist state run by Porfirio Diaz 
(1876-1911), Mexico is an oil-rich na-
tion whose economy is still dominat-
ed by foreign capital. Now Mexico's 
working masses struggle for social 
justice against discredited labor and 
government bureaucrats and power-
ful agribusiness, industrial and bank-
ing interests. Once more the accusa-
tion of "bandit" stalks the land. 

James Cockcroft, historian of the 
Mexican Revolution and author of 
the forthcoming "Mexico" (New 
York: Monthly Review Press), is Vis-
iting Professor of Mexican American j 
Studies. San Diego State University. I 

Historian defends Villa, 
Zapata By James Cockcroft 

WHEN FRANCISCO "Pan-
cho" Villa and Emiliano 
Zapata first met in 1914, 

Mexico's two most beloved revolu-
tionary guerrilleros had one thing in 
common. 

Each has been called "a bandit" by 
Mexico City's high-living elite, by 
U.S. observers long accustomed to 
looking down on Mexicans and by po-
litical rivals from the middle and 
upper classes. But Villa and Zapata 
had something much deeper in com-
mon that brought them together: a 
shared hatred for "the haves" and 
identification with "the have-nots." 

Mention of middle class leaders of 
the army of venustiano Carranza, a 
wealthy landholder regrouping his 
forces in Veracruz, which had been 
recently evacuated by U.S. Marines, 
triggered a revealing dialogue. 

Villa: "They are men who have al-
ways slept on soft pillows." 

Zapata: "Those cabrones! As soon 
as they see a little chance, well, they 
want to take advantage of it to line 
their own pockets! Well, to hell with 
them!" 

Such class hatred was the driving 
energy of the Mexican Revolution. 
Millions of peasants and worker fam-
ilies fighting in the process had spe-
cific goals in mind, typified by the 
Zapatistas' seizing of all the means 
of production in the world's second 
largest sugar-producing region 
(Morelos) and governing liberated 
zones on the basis of traditional com-
munal village democracy. Because 
they took back their stolen proper-
ties from the original bandits (Mexi-
can and foreign landlords and capi-
talists), rural workers and peasants 
received the epithet "bandit," 

Only multiple divisions in their • ranks, foreign assistance to Carranza 
and Carranza's belated promises to 
meet the revolution's goals of social 
justice eventually turned back the 
lower class armies of Zapata and 
Villa. The one division in peasant-
worker ranks which proved most de-
cisive was when the 50,000-strong 
Casa del Obrero Mundial (House of 
the World Worker) threw its support 
early in 1915 to the radical-sounding 
general of Carranza's army, pros-
p,xous Sonora chickpea farmer Al-
varo Obregon. 

Obregon promised the Casa 
guarantees for labor's rights and ma-
terial aid in exchange for the casa's 
organizing "red battalions" to help 
him fight Villa and Zapata. Six "red 
battalions" of 7,000 Mexico City 
workers played a key role in Obre-
gon's string of military victories 
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This month, Mexicans celebrate 
the revolution called for in Novem-
ber 1910 by Francisco I. Madero. He 
sought the overthrow of Porfirio 
Diaz, who had served eight terms as 
president of Mexico. Here, in Balboa 
Park's Pepper Grove, photographs of 
the revolution are on display through 
Monday. 

THE LEGENDARY PANCHO VILLA 

against Villa in 1915 which put to 
rout the best equipped army opposed 
to Carranza. 

This opportune alliance between 
the urban working class with its left-
ist ideas and record of militant 
strikes against capital, and the en-
lightened bourgeoisie as represented 
by Obregon, with its willingness to 
grant concessions to the proletariat 
when necessary, broke the back of 
the previously unified peasant-work-
er thrust of the revolution. From 
1915 to the present, organized labor 
has remained under state tutelage. 
while the state has put forward a 
rhotorie of "prilitioc of filo tr2ccoc" to 
control peasants and workers but 
scarcely ever to benefit them. 

Meanwhile, the United States cut 
off the flow of arms to Villa and Za-
pata and threw all its material sup-
port to Carranza. Villistas responded 
to this "betrayal" by its U.S. arms 
suppliers by invading Columbus and 
then running circles around General 
Pershing's expeditionary force which 
invaded deep into Mexican territory. 
In October 1915, Carranza's govern-
ment received U.S. diplomatic recog-
nition. 

It was Carranza who first invoked 
the death penalty for captured sol-
diers in 1913, setting the pattern for 
the carnage of 1913-1916 during 
which Mexico lost almost 10 percent 
of its population. As president in 
1916, Carranza invoked the death 
penalty against striking Casa work-
ers. 



CCR 
Committee o:1 Chicano Rights, Inc 

December 4, 1981 

G.W. Havins, Superintendent 

State of California 
Department of Transportation 
2829 Juan .Street 
San Diego, California 92110 

Dear Mr. Havins, 

Re: Cost of work performed 
on May 25, 1980 

Reference is made to the various request for payment regarding 
the cost of work pe -7formed by the Department of Transportation on 
May 25, 1980 for tha Committee Gn Chicano Rights. 

We would appreciate it very lauch if we could request a meeting 
with you and several officers of our organization. The purpose of 
this meeting woul3 be to discuss the matter of the amount due which 
the Department is requesting us to nay. 

We are in receipt of several copies of the account and have 
reviewed our records. It is our intent to clarify the misunderstand-
ing between the organization and the Department of Transportation's 
terms, conditions and restrictions which were applied at the initial 
application and later differed when the organization was contacted. 

We would appreciate it very much if you can notify us as soon 
as possible. We awaite your prompt reply on this matter. 

9ere1y, 

Carlos Vazquez ,/ 
Sgt at Arms 

1837 Highland Avenue, Nat onal City, CA 92050 (714) 474-8195 
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s:.:1,tirg --,. 1.1sout. He said in a recznt teie....1 nartmeat for I, !lean until Lis rr' 11,7%.-il:.; ; ,..:"t ,,,114.:7?-1.-,___:.7  .._. E;. c:r7  3: :c.s3 1.77 e  ,6c_ cal  cc11-::  
;tone interriew S it ne '5-2dr,'5-2dsclig.ht :he; !'7^. :Li,  3 7nr. ?", c?.7-,:' all G 

t,: 
anz was 

or the union", . -,xecuti --- e 1.:oar-.1. 7 	• k..--,13:1's c_-_ief or:, :17.i L''..r..-  fr.;:-  a sini.:::_, _:-  i.,--rai:: but 	 o....:7ti ti.:Lculzy a: 

10, many in the labor COMI—IalitY eoect member of &e! eztectitive "bc-,ard 

tenmster !,.-1 1 c2 	,0,,o after the Fa= , several occ-lsions uttered anti.-Se-mita 

Workers once sr-in. The teq..-astars cs- 
clire to cc went on their org‘ri  rir13 	Asked about It, Mr. Chavez arknowl- 

edged that the allegation haa come to 
litf,n ..i.ohite  the  farm 1 ,„,-Lrn .t! ern_ 1 the attention of the union, but he said he 

bro 	t 	related battles w 	its! had 	 info 	 it arse- fod it trir2,11 .7 
iled in wo 	 ithin 	

andootaidalba maks& 

rath-s, an oce14,eLA.t.,..ej tit' iit-4.79- i-ziarlt n a ! 7..., th.4.7-',It fc..;:=1 :-! - 77-, _, Citing. the arian 3 .I oeiod until 

— 	

ha -Luz--; ,.--ozir..7:,....,....-f !"-.o-.. y=.:- .. 
union that until race Tears was rt.! loagrearrdni fr'erf 4''-hiP with Jewish or- I 1.1,..1-h .deo. ..,„,„,A. to  disci..zi pubLidy their  

me:1;721)1e for ir's !--,-i_r -:' 1-"--- ,71 ' -,--,4 ;---4-1, (.17,r7t-T 	 , Mr • Ch:r.' 77- !-' --' H `'--. '''' ' 	' 
..., 

In :-,-. t.e ,',.,.,._.--41,7-.e.  , '" ,-'-r-,i'' - --,. Cari 	Air..a.., 
Some;hf those rho have left say tnat i gLi.);--L46... 	 l a., en  2. 1.1=-7,..7 frn. the!, ,'r-rr riisz-rri ,csasi  

an a=aspbere of SIISt.l. i. t.7..i C7.1 	 began devel. I 	Thev `VitratL.-z1 to Trikt. 4.-Y1?"---r  ) • 

consieered the allegatoo reaEy I- 

opin_ in the tinitn our years ago. orr!  	
—, ...,• ..:, 

ba lc as 197? 2 1.fingtirilf..* 	 n member and the fact that Jews had held high that a niLn&Lr of pecrofQ, res i goRd or  - 	 tt:2 	 tin •Triart  

_he  arg-Lng of v. orkers dissatisfied with 
long delays in payments from 
slim and rical 	d, a lankof are. 
quaa un perw...=.21 to assist in 
nation and tr4otiaLion and what rItey, 
pet...t...-ived as a trend toward -.ccepring 
law 
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The dissenters, Mr. Renteria said, 
were subjected to a whisperi=g 
p-tr 	initiated by incumbent bcazr1 
merabers. "la some oases they said we 
were working for +... f7...ormers." he said, 
"In other cases theysaid we were Cora- 
	 in Othcl.° '2.5-3E 3 th ay were saying 

we were woridiz; for the tcr_sters." 
Rift 15 Traced to Retail:1ton 
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case et g,i n.s  Lb" work.".rs wc;r1  t 	in writ:In:7 from. Mr. Orti.L. 	 :7,—,  77 Z -- =-Z 	g 



otter -r 	with me, tear Niemen= 
what I she id know. 	wee-. • 

not crittazag me, they evararest reileaa, 
nee the trtrth, and it was •=rting the 
areian.." 

He said he had told part t -ients., "You 
leave the ria'et to tell me ail re criti-
cism you have about me, int I don't 
want you to stand r=a back,-,I 
want you to tell me Co ray faceso weess?" 
viorksomethir.a*a 

He said the sessions bad "azioad 
for a while," but had been aiaclaiipci a 

 four or five years ago. 	 vaaa 
Esternies Aie.elear=ed 'Meer 

Mr. Hartatra, a Presbyterian rabin -
ter who lives at the La Paz raineaurai ve 
said he had arga the Seek= aril 
had taken part in a mi.m.e:r cittzein. He 
said that hundreds of people wan tongL 
part had fotm,d them leati___eieMat but titii 
tidy were abandorpeti trt =mint far 
a few sporadic seseions 	xicotts 
other places when it was feis that`' 
SICTI3 were develepism_ 
Mr. Hare f.ks4 id  the ag_ame".."4 

 played by the uM.tai aaas a matted vmat 
 aim c4  the Synamaa thmaspy, -bat te vast; 

it diffeaed in that Sy canon It3ed thc 
method as an iIIt tai part tee-a47- 4 

 for =mg addicts pie minuet 
on it essentially as c. rearans at ii—actit.!' 
tared coe-i • • eieratatetrea  

had envisioned 
	 said tiaaaraciras caa.= 

"reel anal ni. 

u-riaginary CZZ:Spir="M-  

J 1A.S1 were "re -am-cers" 
Herrgri  a reported plot against" 

Chays lie IC17-2, I4 burst:vim 
two arsons at ulna) 	mad par- 
parted effort' by grower to aessitenaha T  
=inn by -e.=-11-171,_,, 	e4 amttcza' 

tics azi ettaTtitrg 	Synt-Z; 
pathetic I,.I.slatoes to wate- mwn the.; 
I a-nri rnaris,  Aro-rival= Labnr aeia  
Act 	'err  ins in= .Ttrr- -,--1.3.71i-riz-=  • 

• t.e• 

—61.Z 

alty" to Mr. Cliavez and "waritiag 
"Qtr cieree-aczaa They reran*/ can- 	. 	. agaiast die bit interests of 

tanded 	thecontracea were cot tease; 
renewed he:atase the =am  had pr..... A spoknian for the union, the Rev. 

m. aid pro treed the :a...al 	 Wayne C. Har=ire, acknowledged that sai 	gra 
The two 	aaesica  Goaea,  who had there had been a number of disrmeaaa 

eaan ie -` o, .--,-a 	aaal was  aaaw,,, La tha eeriod referred to by Mr. 

tor r, f.   Ser9IteS T'Or"3:= eetil bin he said thee/ resulted from a cutback 
her .r  ...... :=gaaat  Last lie

, 
aha Gilbert  • cfended staff and removal of SOCIe 

friend cf Mr. staff members who he said had "their: 
chaaaaa a  a-ay-weer of Ltr. *la= ar4 	awn a, aada" of ideas that ocaflicted I 

i 

anti his reat,,71.  with the union's- principles, such as r.=.- 

ti? e-aar 	 110 
Mr. Padilla also said aais was  

ATheesmaiwiwit .9ii.f2=crea 	the same parted in which Mr. Chavez be- 
mbar= aaaa-aa-e-aaia,  da-awana the rare  interated in a confroamtion or 

lagel 	=74. estr....!=179014&::SMIti 	 EX5...r=e that was referred to 
group bac the-- 	 tit,Z.  as "ice garrea ' or "the S y-cazem pima" 
unicra'S 	 tO ri 'Scrm'it tor - 	 The 	a aaan game"  is a form of 
met 	 Iva° tors jabs 0-reap therapy in which participarez 
with the 	 subject One another to intense, pro- 

Mr- Sce.---tel=cosalije 	ittg heti longed verhea. I abuse. It takes its aame 
resull'ad 	 laid I fekaa the Sceinen orga ear-eh:en ia 
office rn tan- tea-a-a at Garay  by Farm ! forma, what. claimed great stinn. s  

4:12=arg±all reeareed of 1 the taeanieltie in the  ia-,ea s  i s taaaniii tat. 

a' of f=--__aaaa =tan maiazith• er Wk.° bad I jag drug users. Synazton later ca =e 
been hired tea But I  ;.radar attack, with California officials! 
he me ri-34*-4;01  that to naligel4i Mr. Pa- j ("7-0-11- ■ •2 i4 tit avid become an author, 

1 is and 3fms G*ivb2d t came 	i taaai mita 
He a6:nowieszigA4 chat Miss Govida's 1 "I piara it," ma paddla 	 

contraa 	been ter--tati, an att.= ; rib* =an. yOtt 51t down and yr-al MSS  

he aacried ait beaten' =d=en°" ' each ether_ You say anything that 
and the cr=1#etten of the task she 	con: in your mind. The only rate tter2 
been hired far_ He said zap 	d=:3j.C11 i 15  rant be violent, physical vialea 
hadbe= ree-ideetin  ainerhaer te •tEtt""Wte 	aaeadeaaa _aayaNely azajah-az  
Mr. Padilla's contract. 	 I want." 

al the imion's legal staff in- ! `Vie Never Play' 
aisteed that the real re 	for 
sion the:ale:1 to the resignation of Miss ! Asked about the "game" and. its ea 
Govea, Mr. Padilla, Mr. Cohen and Mr. ' fecas' , Mr. Chavez peed "We never i 
Gan: fray the unica was a dispute over 1 played the Synanon game." Instead, 
whethee the titarin should continue as a 	had investigated "a number of 
movement primarily dependent on i outfits in California who were experi. a 

 valt=teers forits staff or one that should ! men tiag with sensitivity sessions," 
have a paid Staff. 	 c b Syrianan and a San Frencisco 

treeenization called the. .Delancy Stzeat 
Iewar es-a 'Hitler afearialiPlasati - 	• - -e-a . • 	 - 

Frey 	 lv 	 nr.  '  ,P 	 "' 	can cau Lae aynisnun 
madly un"-Weicle  except for the  legal de. Mr. 	said 	had undertaken 

pa!,-aaterei  ieeeeen pig  ia ga=te —.Lazy! 

voted to &peal on 	vollmteersin all de. _ . 	- 
partenerts. The volu._ tears live in a com.: 
muzia.1 sedatig at La_ Paz, Calif., araiare 
paid $7.5 to ".42Z. a week for essentials. 

There are still exceptions. Mr_ Alaala 
himself is on paid retalieer with the legal 
staff,whichh iseSaidn www lIICI de faur or 
five unpaid volunteer lawyers and rziei 
Pa•ale'Ple- 

Mr. Chavez, Mr. Alcala said, "b, 
'.levee that the Farm War:kers' .  move-
meat cera. tas 014 of dedicadon, that 

ople should he paid on a higher mca-al 
plane, that the pritiaipl s of Catania 
cisaa of St. Francis af Assisi, are cor-
rect and that when van are dedicated to'  
paople your reward will acme to you cni 
a h:aher moral plane. ". 

Same cif those Wee, 1 -ea ieft the union, , 
hon. including Partiita, t.ta fora. 

 rner saaeretaryareaauaer, said the ma-
flee feenai carecsahare of 

ei.ce that beear 12.veic.rryin3 
_37. At that time, tress for=er =araa 
7:A? 73 said, there were .a .iumber of resig-
nations or forced departures among aeo-; 
ale pi-sitotes 4f aatiaa ay in tile anion. ; 

The r- sar_a for the reaignations. Mr. 
Pa•iillo. said, were ..n.;.:37.:ctor,,s 

partrn.. In 1973 the executive caai day. sessia=  because  fi t r■ww-ass 
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Dr. Alfredo Astorga 
Oceanside High School 
First and Horne Street 
Oceanside, California 92054 

December 16, 1981 

Rep. Clair Burgener 
43rd District 
880 Front Street, Room 5S-35 
San Diego, California 92188 

Dear Sir: 

en Friday, Ncvembc:r 20, the United States 1. o.c_der Patrol came on tlie cala-

pus of Oceanside High School under the pretext of hot pursuit. A Mexican-
American student named Jaime Jiminez was watching them at work when an of-
ficer asked him for his citizenship. The sixteen year old student replied 
that he was a United States citizen and was born in Texas. 

Witnesses have stated that the officer wrestled the youngster to the ground, 
assaulted him and placed him under arrest. He was released after weekend 
detention at Metropolitan Correctional Center. 

The officers were successful in terrifying other Latino students in the 
school parking lot who witnessed the assault, and made teaching difficult 
for me on this day. 

Can your office take an action which will lead to the I.N.S. officers 
notifying the school officials when they have arrested a Mexican-American 
citizen so that the child's parents can be notified by the school 
officials? 

Can you do anything to prevent the I.N.S. officers from arresting Mexican-
American citizen students on campus? 

Will your office please conduct an investigation to learn the identity of • 	the officers making the arrest and their supervisor? 
Cordially, 

Dr. Alfredo Asto'rta 
Teacher 

cc: Chicano Rights Committee 
Mexican-American G.I. Forum 
Mexican-American Taxpayers Association 
LaRaza Lawyers Association 
Mario Obledo, 
Health Education & Welfare, Cal. 



University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

La Carta Informativa 
c/o La Casa Cultural Latina 
510 East Chalmers 
Champaign, IL 61820 
December 18, 1981 

• 

• 

• 

Mr. Herman Baca 
Committee on Chicano Rights 
1837 Highland Avenue 
National City, CA 92050 

Dear Mr. Baca: 

We have taken the liberty to reprint one of the news releases 
provided by your office in the latest issue of La Carta Informativa. 
La Carta is a non-profit student newsletter that is paid through the 
budget of La Casa Cultural Latina at the University of Illinois at 
Champaign-Urbana. We are asking that all future news releases by 
sent to the above address. 

Yours truly, 

/ 	 -- TYUSY) 

Ramon Ocasio Ocasio III 

RO:rmj 

Enclosures: 3 copies 
La Carta Informativa 

• 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA — BUSINESS AND TRANSPORTATION 
	 EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DISTRICT 11, P.O. BOX 81406, SAN DIEGO 92138 

• December 11, 1981 

S 

Mr. Carlos Vazquez 
Sergeant at Arms 
Committee on Chicano Rights, Inc. 
1837 Highland Avenue 
National City, CA 92050 

Dear Mr. Vazquez: 

I would be glad to discuss the costs incurred by Caltrans 
in connection with your parade as you requested in your 
letter of December 4, 1981. 

I have been unsuccessful in reaching you at the Committee 
on Chicao Rights' office. Therefore, I will reserve an 
appointment for your Committee at 2:30 p.m. on olednesday, 
December 16, 1981. My office is at 7181 Opportunity 
Road in the Kearny Mesa area of San Diego. 

Sincerely, 

. W. HAV INS 
Region Manager 

GWH:rm 
xc:GWH 

• 

• 
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Mr. Albert Garcia, Chairman 
San Diego County Immigration 
Council 
1600 Pacific Highway 
San Diego, California 92101 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper will attempt4; present the Chicano-Mexicano 

view of how the immigration policies of the United States have 

affected our communiiy., The Immigration problem from lhe 

Chicano perspective both past and present in order to be understood 

must be viewed from a historical, economic, political, and social 

context. In order to see the end result of the Immigration policies 

towards this large ethnic group, one only has to see the status 

occupied by Chicanos in the United States, an 8th grade medium 

education, 1/3 of all mexican-americans living in official poverty, 

and very few elected officials, etc. It is an established fatt that 

in times of economic crisis the Chicano Community/  has been used as a 

"scapegoat" for the economic ills of the United States 

With the ending of the open border in 1924 the following events 

have resulted: In 1930, as a result of the United States depression, 
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Secretary 
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a massive deportation of people of Latin descent occured through 

"expatriation." It is estimated that several hundred thousand 

people were deported without due process. This action resulted 

in massive violations of civil and constitutional rights, This 

policy came about because it was felt by political officials that 

it was cheaper to deport Mexicans than to provide relief for them, 

In 1942, the Bracero Program (P.L. 45) was initiated due to 

the man-power shortage ceased by World War II0 It is estimated 

that over 100,000 persons were imported from Mexico to work in the 

agricultural fields and over 80)+000 for the railroads where cheap 

labor was required ;and needed. Not until late 1964. through pressure 

from Labor organization was the Bracero Program ended 

Following the end of World War II the traditional economic 

recession resulted in the initiation of Operation Wet-Back Between 

1950 alid 1955 it is estimated theiover 5 million persons of Mexican 

ancestry were deported. During that same period 1952/  the Walter-

McCarran Act was enacted over President Truman's veto. This act 

codified all existing immigration laws into one and established annual 

quotas based on national ongin t  
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While on the one hand the Walter-McCarran Act made legal entry 

more difficult, the Immigration Naturalization Service on the other 

hand was issuing by "administrative action" over 2 2. million (white 

cards 1-186) 72 hr passes, The end result of that administrative 

action resulted 
Oi \fv1L) 	in a massive number of people without proper docukents, 

ot-7  ,,c\„\ts 	 LA A 5 	

the economic interest of the Southwest witiO*1 a a* ✓ ssured 

continous supply of cheap labor 

Major revisions of the Walter-McCarran Act were enacted in 1965 

Major revisions were a quota system and immediate relative preference ; 

 and labor certification 

PRESENT CONCERNS 
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The major fears and apprehension of the Chicano Community in 1970 qi,e41 

 are the same ones as those of the 1930's and 50's that led to the Aey&A-34.c. - x 

c6\ 

	

resvo 
	 massive violations of our people's civil and constitutional rights„ 

	

ror 	 Deportations )  in 1973 reach a total of 800)000 and are expected to 

reach 1 million in 1975 

• 
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